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Deception is a pervasive psycholinguistic phenomenon—from lies during legal trials to
fabricated online reviews. Its identification has been studied for centuries—from the ancient
Chinese method of spitting dry rice to the modern polygraph. The recent proliferation of
deceptive online reviews has increased the need for automatic deception filtering systems.
Although human performance is in general at chance, previous research suggests that the
linguistic signals resulting from conscious deception are sufficient for building automatic
systems capable of distinguishing deceptive documents from truthful ones. Our interest is
in identifying the invariant traits of deception in text, and we argue that these encouraging
results in automatic deception detection are mainly due to the side effects of corpus-specific
features. This poses no harm to practical applications, but it does not foster a deeper
investigation of deception. To demonstrate this and to allow researchers and practitioners
to share results, we have developed the largest publicly available shared multidimensional
deception corpus for online reviews, the BLT-C (Boulder Lies and Truths Corpus). In
an attempt to overcome the inherent lack of ground truth, we have also developed a set
of semi-automatic techniques to ensure corpus validity. This thesis shows that detecting
deception using supervised machine learning methods is brittle. Experiments conducted
using this corpus show that accuracy changes across different kinds of deception (e.g., lying
vs. fabrication) and text content dimensions (e.g., sentiment), demonstrating the limitations
of previous studies. Preliminary results confirm statistical separation between fabricated
and truthful reviews (although not as large as in other studies), but we do not observe any
separation between truths and lies, which suggests that lying is a much more difficult class
of deception to identify than fabricated spam reviews.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Deception is a socially pervasive psycholinguistic phenomenon—from lies during le-
gal trials to fabricated online product reviews. Its detection in human communication has
long been of great interest in real-life situations involving law enforcement[12], national
security[19], and business[33]—just to mention a few. The techniques employed for the de-
tection of deception are varied, ingenious, and often dramatic—from the ancient Chinese
method of spitting dry rice to the modern polygraph. Deception detection has also been
the subject of investigation within psychology, social science, and linguistics, where it has
mainly been based on qualitative and quantitative observations of gesture, facial expression
and voice analysis. Nonetheless, very little scientific work has been done to date on the
fundamental theoretical underpinnings of systems for automatically detecting deception in
text.
The proliferation in recent years of fake online reviews meant to deceive consumers has
heightened the interest in automatic deception filtering systems. Unfortunately, based on
the papers reviewed in Chapter 2, it is evident that the state of the art is not far advanced.
Although these papers demonstrate that there is enough signal in text for automatic clas-
sifiers to do better than chance—and definitely better than human performance—none of
them address this phenomenon in enough depth from a text classification standpoint. More
importantly, we argue that some of the extremely positive results in automatic deception
detection[21] are mainly due to the side effects of corpus specific features. For instance, it
2is quite possible that the learner1 in Ott[21] is simply discriminating between the levels of
education of the writers in the two sets—non-deceptive, relatively rich, educated people
who can afford a five-star hotel in Chicago, and deceptive, generic workers on Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Although the accuracy is high and the results are reproducible, we conjec-
ture that the learner is not really learning deception. While this poses no harm to practical
applications (e.g., deceptive spam filtering), it does not provide much insight into deception
and its invariants across genre and domain. In general, the datasets used in current studies
are skewed (e.g., in representativeness) and limited (e.g., in size), jeopardizing the ability of
a learner to generalize. The learners are also not built with the intention of being extended
systematically by a community of researchers following strict guidelines; on the contrary,
they appear to be based on small, relatively monolithic, idiosyncratic, non-representative
corpora. It is accepted in other areas of natural language processing (hereinafter NLP), such
as speech recognition and question answering, that an accepted, realistic, shared corpus
with agreed-upon metrics is required to draw definitive conclusions and to make compar-
isons across studies. It is the goal of this research to make a substantial contribution towards
this objective, taking into account and extending the research that has already been done.
We conjecture that the context of the deception (e.g., lying about something one knows
about vs. fabricating information about something unfamiliar) alters the way in which one
performs deceptive (linguistic) acts. Therefore, we claim, a linguistic deception corpus must
account for different linguistic and cognitive dimensions (e.g., sentiment polarity, background
knowledge).
These observations lead naturally to the conclusion that progress in the study of de-
ception and its invariants requires (among other things) a corpus with at least the following
properties:
 public availability
1 We shall refer to the trained software systems which detect deception in text as learners.
3 acceptance by a large community of researchers and practitioners
 extensibility by virtue of a shared set of guidelines
 relatively large size
 controls for bias (i.e., linguistically multidimensional)
We present here such a corpus, the BLT-C (Boulder Lies and Truths Corpus); indeed,
it is the largest publicly available corpus for deception detection in online reviews.
Besides enabling the comparison of results across systems, this corpus will also advance
the study and identification of deception invariants. Such invariants could be transformed
into smart features to be employed in deception detection systems, reducing the cost associ-
ated with domain adaptation and intrinsically reducing the brittleness of current features.
In addition, we will address some of the methodological challenges to ensuring the
validity of the corpus: while it is inherently impossible to prove the correctness of a truth
label assigned to an opinion (i.e., nobody can prove whether a lie is a lie when the statement
in question is a matter of opinion), we will demonstrate that such assignments can be made
consistently and repeatably.
We will employ these deceptive online reviews in the modeling of deception, focusing
on automatic deception detection in text using linguistic cues and NLP methods to classify
text passages as deceptive or not. This thesis will show that detecting deception using
supervised machine learning methods is brittle. Experiments conducted using the corpus we
build show that accuracy changes when moving across different kinds of deception (e.g., lies
vs. fabrications) and text content dimensions (e.g., sentiment polarity), demonstrating the
limitations of previous studies. Preliminary results on isolating deception invariants partially
confirm previous ones and suggest the need for clustering the characteristic linguistic aspects
of deception in a set of coherent classes that should be preserved across text dimensions and
domains.
4This thesis is organized as follows:
 The first section provides context and motivation for our research. We elucidate the
concept of deception, including definitions of associated terms and a description of
the generic task of automatic deception detection. We briefly compare and contrast
existing approaches to deception detection in text and in speech; and equally briefly
we review the use of non-verbal cues in this task. We include a review of several
relevant papers about deception detection in text, paying particular attention to the
following criteria: motivation, task definition, corpus and data annotation, meth-
ods and techniques involved, evaluation and metrics, and results. For each paper,
we provide a critique addressing the strengths and weaknesses encountered and, if
possible, propose ways to address the weaknesses. After summarizing some of the
more general issues surfaced in these papers, we explain how to address some of the
research questions proposed here in light of the current state of the art of deception
detection in text. Finally, we present and defend our research agenda—its motiva-
tion, questions, and contributions—before proceeding to a technical exposition of
our own work.
 The second part of the thesis focuses on the work we have done and the contribution
it represents. We start by describing the different dimensions in our corpus and
our methodology for building the corpus, along with a description of the annotation
guidelines. We then explain how we validated and cleaned the data, and how we em-
ployed this corpus and standard off-the-shelf classifiers in order to compare different
projections of the corpus in terms of their statistical separation. In conclusion, we
summarize our findings and suggest future directions.
51.1 Deception vs. Lying
There are several alternative definitions of what constitutes deception in human com-
munication. For the purposes of this paper we will employ the following definition:2
to deceive =df to intentionally cause another person to have a false belief
that is truly believed to be false by the person intentionally causing the false
belief.
This definition should not be considered the ultimate definition of deception—there is in fact
known disagreement on this matter—but we consider it sufficiently accurate for the purpose
of this research. Additionally, we distinguish between deception and lying :
to lie =df to make a believed-false statement to another person with the in-
tention that that other person believe that statement to be true.
Without getting into the details, it is important to compare these two definitions and observe
that a lie is a form of deception but that there are forms of deception which are not lies.
The part of the definition of deception in which we are most interested is the intentionality
of the act to deceive. The speaker is consciously trying to cause the listener to believe
something the speaker believes to be false. This can be achieved by the speaker in many
different ways, one of which is lying. It is this intentionality which may cause the speaker
to leave traces (i.e., signals) in the communication that can be leveraged by a system to
automatically detect deception. Qin et al.[24] provide a long list of types or dimensions of
deception: lies, fabrications, concealments, omissions, misdirection, bluffs, fakery, mimicry,
tall tales, white lies, deflections, evasions, equivocation, exaggeration, camouflage, strategic
ambiguity, hoaxes, charades, and impostors. To understand that there can be deception
without lying, consider cases of omission or concealment in which all explicit propositions
are truthful. In these cases, there are no lies, but there is definitely the intention of the
speaker to deceive. Unfortunately, much of the literature on deception detection equates the
2 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/lying-definition
6concept of deception to lying. Although strictly speaking this equation is inaccurate, we,
too, will also occasionally collapse this distinction.
We further make a signficant distinction between two kinds of deception: deception
regarding known objects and situations and deception regarding unknown ones. We will use
the term lie to refer specifically to deception regarding known objects and situations. We
will use the terms fabrication or fake to refer to deception regarding unknown objects and
situations.
Our focus is the phenomenon of unwanted and unintended leakage of deceptive signal
into the media supporting the communication (e.g., text). In fact we are not interested
in the truth of the communication with respect to the actual state of the world. On the
contrary, we are interested in those cases in which the speaker leaves some marker (i.e.,
observable feature) in the text which can be leveraged to detect deception. This hypothesis
owes reference to Freud[10]: that the underlying state of mind of a speaker may distort the
speaker’s utterances, unintentionally exposing that state of mind.
1.2 Deception Detection
The goal of deception detection is to build either an automatic system or provide a
coherent body of heuristics which, based on observable features of a human communication,
will be able to determine whether a piece of communication is deceptive. It is important
to point out that unlike other Artifical Intelligence (hereinafter AI ) tasks, this is a task for
which it is known in the literature[2] that humans—even trained law enforcement agents—
perform at chance or even below chance. Therefore, a system whose quality is comparable to
human performance on this task is useful neither for practical purposes nor for investigating
the phenomenon.
This thesis and the previous work reviewed in Chapter 2 are mainly about deception
detection using text-derived cues. For a more general overview of deception, see Ekman[8]
and Vrij[30]. For some background information on the use of the polygraph, see the National
7Research Council study[19]; regarding the use of fMRI in deception detection, Ganis et al.[11].
For facial, physiological, and gestural cues to deception, see DePaulo et al.[5]. In a recent
post on Language Log,3 the reader will find a fine collection of references for deception
detection based on speech cues.
1.3 Motivation and Problem Definition
We are interested in studying deception in text, and specifically its invariant charac-
teristics across domain and genre. Deception occurs in a variety of media and avails itself of
many channels; we limit ourselves here to studying deception in text, for which there is the
vast amount of data available in textual form (e.g., the web) and for which there are sev-
eral possible related applications (e.g., reputation monitoring). Even though deception is an
extremely complex and multifaceted phenomenon, we believe that there are underlying com-
monalities in its manifestation across contexts and modalities. By limiting our research to
the study of invariant linguistic cues to deception in text, we are able to enjoy the benefits of
copious amounts of data, to potentially contribute to the development of useful applications,
and to buttress research on deception in other fields.
Among the different text genres in which it is possible to observe deception, one of par-
ticular practical interest is the deceptive online review—deceptive text passages expressing
opinions about products, companies, or services with the intention to mislead the reader.4
The vast number of reviews available on the web and the socio-economic implications of
deceiving users while harming other businesses make the problem of automatic deception
detection not only economically valuable but also socially relevant.
Because of the ready availability of reviews, the suitability of their textual content for
NLP techniques, and the incidental opportunity of improving the current state-of-the-art in
opinion spam detection, we have chosen to employ online reviews as our deception genre.
3 http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=3554
4 http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/08/technology/08iht-ratings.html
8Even though other signals can be used for detecting opinion spam, we limit our study to
textual features because those are the ones common to other corpora.
Online reviews are a genre per se and as such do not have all the characteristics
and features of other genres in which is possible to observe deception (e.g., court trials).
Nevertheless, we propose a line of research for studying decption that focuses its attention
on the goal of isolating features that are robust across different dimensions. Such a process
can be then extended to other genres while preserving the generality of its findings. As a
first step toward this ambitious goal, we have built a corpus whose purpose is to help us
isolate features representing the deceptive leakage which can used in other contexts.
1.4 Contributions
This line of research is focused on methods and techniques for automatically detecting
deception in text. Our analysis of the literature on this topic has revealed several shortcom-
ings which are mainly due to the lack of a common task/evaluation based a shared corpus.
Creating a more representative corpus and a clear shared task will enable and abet a more
coherent research effort in investigating deception detection. The main contributions of the
research presented in this thesis are:
 the establishment of a reliable protocol that can be employed to elicit and validate
deceptive and non-deceptive reviews on Amazon Mechanical Turk
 the establishment of a web-based test for plagiarism as a standard automatic vali-
dation step
 the enrichment of the corpus with extra metadata (e.g., annotator ID)
 the building and sharing of the largest corpus to date for deceptive online reviews,
which includes new dimensions such as:
* domain: hotels and electronics/appliances (i.e., Hotels and Electronics)
9* sentiment: sentiment polarity (i.e., pos and neg)
* quality: a latent dimension introduced by the data collection method5
* deception: principled distinctions between:
– lies and truths about known objects (i.e., F-ake and T-ruthful)
– fabrications regarding unknown objects (i.e., D-eception)
 the demonstration that a quantitative corpus-driven approach to the study of de-
ception can and should be based on multifaceted annotated data
1.5 Applications
The main focus of this line of research is the modeling of deception and the classifica-
tion of truthful vs. deceptive reviews. Nonetheless, the models developed here can be also
employed as smart features in a larger classification framework. One natural application
is reputation management—tools for monitoring online reviews and identifying deceptive
negative reviews as potential threats to a business, a product, or a person. The other obvi-
ous application is filtering deceptive reviews, either positive or negative, either from review
aggregator websites like yelp.com or more generally in the context of web search.
5 By eliciting a truthful review for a) a product with which the author had a bad experience, and b) a
product with which the author had a good experience, we implicitly introduce a latent quality dimension.
Chapter 2
Related Work
In this chapter, we review some of the literature on automatic deception detection
based on NLP techniques. The papers reviewed here are written by authors working in
several different disciplines: psychology[20], linguistics[9, 1], and computer science[18, 21].
The main focus of our research is the detection of deception in text, but we will also review
one paper that employs acoustic/prosodic features to detect deception in speech[9]. We
include a paper using speech cues (e.g., prosodic) in this section to illustrate the overlap
between methods relying solely on text-based cues and methods which also use speech cues.
In fact, the signal used to identify deception in speech in Enos et al.[9]—lexical features—is
the same signal used to detect deception in text in the other papers.
2.1 Lying Words
Based on the observation that lies differ from true stories in a qualitative way, Newman
et al.[20] investigate whether linguistic styles (e.g., pronoun use) correlate with deceptive and
truthful communication. They use as their feature set for linguistic styles a subset of the
categories defined in the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)[22] system. Having
created a labelled corpus of elicited narratives marked as lie or true, they then apply
machine learning techniques (logistic regression) to rank the contribution of these linguistic
categories. They conclude that lies can be distinguished from truthful stories (i.e., they are
separable when projected in the LIWC space) by showing that a learned classifier can classify
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lie and true better than chance (and better than human performance) with an accuracy
up to 67% in a disjoint sample. Based on an analysis of the features which contribute
significantly to the discrimination, they show that liars show lower cognitive complexity, use
less self-reference and other-reference, and use more negative emotion words.
2.1.1 Motivation and Hypothesis
The motivation of this paper is to show that simply by studying the distributional
properties of people’s language it is possible to determine whether a communication is de-
ceptive. By focusing on how something is said instead of what is said, it is possible to infer
something about the internal state of mind of the speaker. This investigation is supported
by other research showing that linguistic styles are correlated with internal state of mind.
For instance, Stirman et al.[29], provides evidence for the provocative conclucsion that poets
who have a high frequency of self-reference and a low frequency of other-reference have a
higher probability of committing suicide.
The authors, supported by abundant citations to the literature, make three hypothe-
ses they want to verify with their investigation. First: liars avoid statements of ownership,1
which should be reflected in reduced self-referring expressions. Second: because liars feel
guilty, there should be an increase of negative expressions. Third: the liars’ increased cog-
nitive overhead should translate into less complex narratives.
2.1.2 Building a Corpus
The data collected for this study consist of five distinct sets of documents directly
written or transcribed from interviews in which participants were asked to either lie or
tell the truth about different topics in different contexts. The five sets are: 1. videotaped
abortion attitudes, 2. typed abortion attitudes, 3. handwritten abortion attitudes, 4. feelings
about friends, and 5. mock crime. Each participant was asked perform acts of both truth-
1 Either because they want to dissociate themselves from the lie or because they lack direct experience.
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telling and lying. In order to motivate the participants to lie well, they used various tricks,
including promising a small amount of money if their lies went undetected. Interviews were
counterbalanced when appropriate,2 so that participants were asked to lie or to tell the truth
in different orders. For sets 1–3, participants were asked to express their true opinion about
abortion (i.e., pro-life or pro-choice) and also to lie by supporting the opposite position.
For set 4, participants were asked to think about a person they liked and to express why
they truly liked that person. They were then asked to lie by expressing a convincing false
explanation about why they disliked that person and then to do the same for a person they
actually disliked. For set 5, half of the participants were asked to sit in a room for a few
minutes and look around; the other half were asked to stay in the same room but look in a
book for a dollar bill and to steal it. The interviewer then would enter the room and accuse
them of stealing the dollar bill. All of the participants were asked to deny any theft while
addressing the questions of the interviewer. These procedures led to 568 written samples
all labelled as lie (50%) or true (50%) with an average document length varying from 124
(video abortion) to 529 (video friend) words.
2.1.3 Method and Results
LIWC[22] is a program which analyses documents word by word. Using 72 linguistic
dimensions (set of words) that comprise a total of 2,000 words, it creates a linguistic profile
based on the distribution of occurrences in the given text of these dimensions. A word-
by-word approach is less sensitive to context but it has been proven effective, for instance,
in personality prediction[23], and therefore it appears suitable to be used for deception
detection.
Of the 72 dimensions available through LIWC, only 29 were used in this study. The
others were eliminated to avoid bias toward the specificity of the content (e.g., words related
2 “Counterbalancing a within-subject design involves changing the order in which treatment conditions
are administered from one participant to another so that the treatment conditions are matched with respect
to time.”[13]
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with death), to avoid noise (e.g., words with frequency below 0.2%), and to avoid bias toward
the specific modality (e.g., “hmm” in speech transcripts). Here are a few examples of the 29
remaining dimensions: negative emotions (e.g., hate, worthless, enemy), first-person
singular (e.g., I, me, my), negations (e.g., no, never, not), space (e.g., around, over,
up), and motion verbs (e.g., walk, move, go).
The 568 transcripts (after minimal pre-processing) were mapped by LIWC into the 29
categories, providing for each the relative frequency of the words in that dimension. This
corresponds to projecting each transcript into a 29-dimensional space in which each point is
labelled as either true or lie.
The authors then trained a logistic regression (2.1)(2.2) using four sets of the data and
made predictions on the remaining set.
f (z) =
1
1− e−z (2.1)
where z is defined as in (2.2)
z = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . .+ βnxn (2.2)
and the βi are called regression coefficients.
Because lies were coded as 0 and truth as 1, the resulting model is such that βi < 0
means that the linguistic dimension i ∈ {1, . . . , 29} correlates with deception, whereas for
values of βi > 0 the corresponding linguistic dimension i ∈ {1, . . . , 29} correlates with truth.
For instance, by training on sets 2–5 the β coefficient for motion verbs and negative
emotions are respectively −0.268 and −0.310 showing that those two linguistic categories
in LIWC correlated with deception. The precision in this case was 60% for detecting liars,
58% truth tellers, with an overall accuracy of 59% over a baseline of 50%. This method
performed better than chance for sets 1–3 but not for set 4 (better than chance but not
statistically significant) or set 5 (just below chance).
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The authors then picked from among the 29 LIWC dimensions the five which showed
strong separation between classes across the five different tests. They then used a logistic
regression to build a classifier whose overall accuracy was 61% and for which the contribution
of the different features and how they correlate with deception is summarized in Table (2.1).
Table 2.1: Results for Newman et al.[20] comparing different LIWC dimensions when the
classifier is built only using those.
LIWC Dimension β
first-person pronoun 0.260
third-person pronoun 0.250
negative emotion -0.217
exclusive words 0.419
motion verbs -0.259
2.1.4 Comparison with Humans
All 400 transcripts from sets 1–3 were judged by seven to nine judges who were asked
to determine whether the speaker was expressing his or her true feelings on the matter (i.e.,
pro-life or pro-choice). The proportion of judges who believed the person was truthful was
then used as measure of perceived truthfulness.
By using a majority vote schema, it was possible to build a human-based classifier and
compare it with the results of the logistic regression based on the five LIWC dimensions
for sets 1–3. The LIWC-based classifier performed at 67% accuracy (significantly better
than chance) whereas the human-based classifier reached 52% (not significantly better than
chance). The LIWC classifier was equally good at predicting lie and true whereas human
were much worse in predicting deception, with 30% precision, judging 70% of them as truthful
communication.
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2.1.5 Interpretation
The fact that the LIWC-based classifier performed better than humans and better
than chance supports the hypothesis that word-level analysis is sufficient to discriminate
between truth and lies. Looking at the results in Table (2.1) and the contribution of the
different dimensions, it is possible to infer that: liars show lower cognitive complexity, use
fewer self-reference and other-reference expressions (both β(s) are positive), and use more
negative emotion words (β is negative). The notion that liars’ speech reflects a reduced
cognitive complexity is supported by the observations that liars use fewer exclusive words
(β is positive): the liars’ narratives tend to be limited to descriptions of what happened
and to contain less information about what did not happen. It is also supported by a lower
frequency of motion verbs for true statements (β is negative) which has been previously
correlated with cognitive complexity. The fact that liars use fewer third-person pronouns is
inconsistent with previous research on deception. The authors posit that this is a result of
a shift away from using the pronoun she in the abortion lie narratives toward more concrete
phrases like a woman or my sister.
2.1.6 Critique of Newman et al.
The way in which the authors collected the data and built the classifier is sound.
Nevertheless, the paper is not really about deception detection using text based cues: the
actual focus is on the analysis of the LIWC categories and how they correlate to deception
and how this correlates to other psychological phenomena. There is a need for further
investigation on how the effectiveness of LIWC features compares with other linguistic cues
used in other studies.
The evaluation of the classifier starts by training on the data from all but one set of
interviews to classify data in the remaining set. While this is a great way to verify whether the
classifier is robust across sets, the authors should have started with a 10-fold cross validation
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of the quality of the classifier within the same set. At the end of the paper they train the
classifier over all five sets and measure again the quality. It is not clear whether they set
aside some data for testing or they actually ended up testing directly on their training set.
Set 4, in which participants were asked to lie in describing a person they liked or didn’t
like, might hide some bias. It is not obvious that lying to say we like someone we don’t like
is symmetrical with lying to say we dislike someone we really like. The study appears to
confound these without explanation.
In set 5, participants were interviewed to determine if they had committed a (mock)
crime—stealing a dollar bill. Presumably, since the interview was a friendly situation, not
much pressure was put on the subjects: the interviewer was not a trained interrogator
following standard procedure used in real interrogations and the risk to the liars in lying was
low. The difference between this elicited data and real data collected during real criminal
trials is obvious; it would be interesting to verify how the model proposed here performs in
more realistic circumstances.
The authors attempt to demonstrate that a smaller subset of LIWC classes is actually
good for modeling deception by selecting the five salient dimensions which show the most
separation (i.e., |β| >> 0) across all experiments trained on four sets and tested on a
fifth. These five features correlate closely with the psychological states which the authors
hypothesize are associated with lying, thereby buttressing their argument.
2.2 Critical Segments
Enos et al.[9] hypothesize that there exists a class of speech segments, critical segments,
whose truth or falsity can be used to compute the overall truth or falsity of the entire
communication. The paper also aims to show that critical segments represent cognitive and
emotional hot spots (i.e., certain events in interviews), which might be applied to refine
interview and interrogation techniques. The paper introduces two definitions of critical
segments and reports on a machine learning approach for classifying critical segments as
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true or lie that performs 24% better than chance, while human performance is shown to
be below chance. The corpus used to carry out this experimentation is the CSC (Columbia-
SRI-Colorado) Deception Corpus.
2.2.1 Motivation
The motivation for this research is the growing interest in automatic deception detec-
tion for law enforcement, national security, business, and research in performing what they
refer to as credibility assessment.
2.2.2 The Columbia SRI Colorado Deception Corpus
This research employs an already existing corpus—the Columbia-SRI-Colorado (CSC)
deception corpus. This corpus consists of 32 speech interviews of 25-50 minutes, containing
deceptive and non-deceptive speech about a specific topic.
Each subject, before being interviewed, took six tests in six distinct areas. Tests were
prepared to ensure that each subject scored too high on two, too low on two, and correctly
on the remaining two tests. Four profiles were prepared by mixing different scores on the
six areas. Subjects were then asked to pretend to match a profile different from their own,
forcing them to lie.
As part of the interview setting, shown in Figure (2.1), each subject had two pedals
available to label the data (i.e., speech) in real time. Each subject was asked to press the
pedals depending on whether their statement was true or deceptive. Because the salient
topic of the conversation at each point in time was associated with one of the six subject
areas, ground truth could be determined by knowing the subject’s score in that area.
Each interview was then segmented at different levels, among them SUs,3 which are
the units relevant in this paper. The standard feature set contains 251 features subdivided
3 SUs have been called slash units, sentence units, sentence-like units, semantic units and structural units
(http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/rt/2004-fall/docs/rt04f-eval-plan-v14.pdf).
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Figure 2.1: A photograph of the interview setting (not involving the actual participants).
Notice the pedals used to mark truthful and deceptive segments.
into three classes: acoustic/prosodic, lexical, and subject behavior -based.
To ensure that the interviewees would generate good lies they were made to believe
that an ability to deceive is a good quality to have, and they were also tricked a few times to
put them at ease while lying. Moreover, they were promised an economic incentive if they
succeeded in making the interviewer believe their lies.
2.2.3 Critical Segments
Deception detection research based on facial cues shows that certain events in an
interview can trigger facial expressions that can be an extremely good predictor of deception.
The authors conjecture that there exist speech segments in which the speaker’s emotional
and cognitive load can cause leakage of deception signals into acoustic/prosodic and lexical
features making those events richer in deception-revealing features.
The authors define a critical segment as SUs for which the two following properties
hold:
(1) The propositional content4 of the segment directly relates to the most salient topic
4 What the subject perceives, Searle[27].
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of the interview.
(2) The segment occurs when subjects are directly challenged to explain their claims on
salient topics of the interview.
2.2.4 Tasks and Goals
The authors define a global lie as a lie about the salient topic of the conversation
(i.e., the score on a given area), and a local lie as a lie regarding the propositional content
of a specific segment. The task is to identify global lies based on the prediction of local
lies.
The authors also aim to show that the features employed by the classifier with the
highest predictive power are consistent with what is known in literature as spoken cues to
deception.
2.2.5 Method
The method used to identify global lies is based on classifying critical segments
as lie or true. Recall that a critical segment is a segment whose propositional content is
related directly to the most salient topic of the conversation. Therefore, if a critical segment
is deceptive it means that the subject is lying about the most salient topic—a global
lie. In other words, classification of critical segments as lie or true corresponds to global
classification of the most salient topic of the conversation.
After introducing an initial abstract definition of critical segment, the authors then
describe two operational rules used to label segments (i.e., pre-identified SUs):
 critical: a segment which is a response to a specific question about the score on
an area subject.
 critical-plus: a segment which is a response to a follow-up question asking for
justification for a claimed score.
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In both cases, the truth of the segment can be extended to the global truth about the
score on an area subject.
Given these definitions, the authors annotated by hand each of the 9,068 segments in
the corpus and identified 465 critical segments (67.5% labelled as lie) and 675 critical-
plus segments (62% labelled as true). They then trained a decision tree using C4.5 and
employed boosting and bagging along with feature selection (22 for critical and 56 for
critical-plus). Given the imbalance in the sets (there are more lies) they applied an
under-sampling technique[7] to create a balanced dataset and avoid bias in the classifier.
Recall that each critical segment is explicitly labelled, via the pedals, as lie or true
by each subject during the interview. The authors then trained a classifier only on critical
segments using a subset of the features of the corpus at the SU level and the labels provided
by the subject during the interview. It is then possible to predict true or lie for each critical
segment—the quality of the classifier on critical segments will be the quality in detecting
global lies. This is because there is a truth identity between global and local lie as a
consequence of the definition of critical segment.
2.2.6 Evaluation and Results
The results in Table (2.2) were computed using 10-fold cross validation for critical
and critical-plus, whereas for the under-sampled version they used 100 random trials
as described in Drummond et al.[7]—which basically is an iteration of randomly generated
balanced samples. The high number of trials is to avoid bias due to the under-sampling
while still allowing the learner to take advantage of all labelled examples available.
For each dataset, the classifier accuracy exceeded chance, but it is only on balanced
datasets that there is a sizable improvement, comparable for the two types of critical seg-
ments, over the baseline.
As mentioned before, the results in Table (2.2), although computed at segment level,
can and should be extended to determine global lies. Therefore the 23.8% gain over
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Table 2.2: Results for Enos et al.[9] comparing different datasets, where “rel. imp.” means
relative improvement.
dataset rel. imp.[%] accuracy[%] baseline[%]
critical-plus 5.8 65.6 62.0
critical 1.6 68.6 67.5
critical-plus under-sampled 22.2 61.0 50.0
critical under-sampled 23.8 61.9 50.0
baseline is in practice a gain on global classifications. Because there is no previous work on
this specific dataset for classifying global lies, the authors compare it with humans, showing
that they perform well below chance on the same task. The authors also observe that the
performance is better on critical under-sampled than critical-plus under-sampled
even though the training set is smaller—they conjecture that this is due to the cognitive state
of the subject.
The authors present a final discussion about the salient features used for classification
and how they correlate with other scientific results. Because of the under-sampling, bagging,
and boosting, many decision trees were generated and hence it is not trivial to determine
which are the most prominent features. These are some features that correlate with true
and lie as expected:
 true: positive emotion words, quality of being ’compelling’, direct denial that the
subject is lying, filled pauses, self-repairs;
 lie: assertive terms such as yes and no, qualifiers such as absolutely and really,
extreme values in energy.
Features derived from F0 (i.e., fundamental frequency of speech) seem instead to behave
differently than expected, but there is not enough data to draw any final conclusions.
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2.2.7 Critique of Enos et al.
For the CSC deception corpus, the authors claim to have 251 features, but they do
not explicitly say whether those features are all at the SU level or whether some of them
are at the interview level. Their feature selection ended up with different sets of features for
critical and critical-plus segments (22 and 56), but they did not explain how feature
selection was performed or comment on the very large difference in size between the two.
The idea of critical segments is novel; unfortunately, those segments were detected by hand,
which makes it impossible to mark them on fresh data. The discussion about the salient
features characteristic of the two classes is anecdotal and is not substantiated quantitatively.
The authors noticed that learning on a skewed dataset using C4.5, or decision trees in
general can bias the learner. They then decided to rebalance the training and test data—it
would be interesting to try an SVM on the biased and unbiased datasets to verify whether
there is any difference. Using an SVM would make it possible to leverage all the labelled
examples at the same time. It would also be faster to test, avoiding the multiple trials needed
for the under-sampling. The results are provided without any measure of confidence, which
makes it difficult to compare and to draw final conclusions. For instance for one of their
classification tasks, which achieved 68.6% accuracy over a baseline of 67.5%, they claim a
poor but still better than chance result, but a 1.6% gap is likely to be statistically insignifi-
cant. Similarly, differences in accuracy in comparing critical under-sampled at 61.9%
and critical-plus under-sampled at 61.0% are likely to be statistically insignificant.
Therefore, the conjecture of the authors about the differences in the cognitive state of the
subject might not be justified. The authors should also have built a classifier trained on
all lie and true segments and used that to classify, as a unit, all segments in an interview
pertinent to a conversation about a specific profile score. It is likely that this classifier would
perform as well as the one proposed with the advantage that it wouldn’t need hand labelled
critical segments. Their experiments cannot be reproduced because not all the settings for
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their ML framework are reported and many details are missing. It would also be useful to
show the learning curve in order to understand whether or not more data would help improve
the accuracy of this method.
The idea of critical segments is not original but borrowed from psychology. The paper
reports the total number of critical segments but does not report the internal distribution
of true and lie. By definition, the truth value of critical segments is the truth value of the
salient topic; nevertheless, they should have verified that the segment level label provided by
the subjects during the interviews aligned with the ground truth known about the score on
an area subject. Even though the discrepancy is likely to be minor, it would at least be worth
verifying for completeness. Claiming that critical segments are important seems premature
without explaining how to identify them automatically and showing that a reasonably simple
classifier cannot beat the one proposed here, which relies on hand labelled critical segments.
The authors’ conclusion that interviewers should ask questions directed to elicit state-
ments about the most salient topic seems obvious, but can be viewed as scientific confirmation
of a heuristic already known by law enforcement agents. The final claim concerns the quality
of a classifier for detecting global lies about the salient topic of the conversation—the score
on an area subject. Because there is no previous work, they compare it with human perfor-
mance. Claiming to be better than human performance is itself a bit deceptive because the
literature supports the conclusion that humans perform badly in detecting deception.
2.3 Deception in Civil & Criminal Narrative
Bachenko et al.[1] describe a system built using NLP techniques and linguistic fea-
tures as deceptive indicators for classifying truth-verifiable statements in civil and criminal
transcripts as lie or true. The labelled corpus used in these experiments are real-world
transcripts from actual criminal statements, police interrogations, and legal testimony. The
derived feature used by the decision tree classifier is the density of deceptive indicators, and
the precision achieved by the system with oracle features is 75% over a baseline of 56%. The
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precision of the automatic feature extractor reaches 85% precision with 69% recall. No metric
is reported on the joint task of using automatically extracted features for classification.
2.3.1 Motivation
This research is motivated by the broad range of applications of deception detection in
law enforcement and intelligence gathering—especially in consideration of the poor perfor-
mance of humans on the same task. The authors note that even a relatively poor automatic
classifier would help focus interrogation on areas which might need clarification.
2.3.2 Task and Metrics
The goal of the authors is to implement an automatic system capable of distinguishing
truthful and deceptive statements in civil and criminal transcripts.
The metric used is the precision of the classifier at different levels of recall when com-
pared against gold-standard annotated data.
2.3.3 Method and Feature Set
There is evidence from psycholinguistics, criminal justice, and forensic psychology that
there exists a set of linguistic cues that are proxies of deception. The authors identify 12
classes of these deception indicators and employs them to make predictions of the truthfulness
of a statement. Those deception indicators (i.e., features) can be grouped into 3 classes: lack
of commitment (e.g., hedges like “I guess”), preference for negative expressions (e.g., negative
forms like “never”, and inconsistency (e.g., verb tense shift like “They needed me. Now I
can’t help them.”). The actual instances of these indicators vary a lot depending on the
socio-economic status of the speaker and the type of crime.
Given this closed set of deception indicators, the first step is to label all spans of text
matching a deception indicator, for instance:
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<hedge>So far as I know</hedge> only the federal government.
The authors assume, without considering weights, that the density of deception in-
dicators correlates with deception. They therefore label each token with a proximity score
computed as the distance (in tokens) from the nearest deception indicator. This score is then
recomputed as the moving average (MA) of the proximity scores on a window of N tokens
centered on the token itself. Low values of the score identify areas which are likely to be
deceptive; this heuristic is applied to cluster contiguous tokens into non-overlapping sections
likely deceptive, likely true, and unknown—possibly not aligned with actual statements as in
Figure (2.2).
Figure 2.2: Passages† classified as true (green) and lie (red). It is interesting to observe
that passages might not align with sentence boundaries.
† http://www.deceptiondiscovery.com
The authors then built a decision tree classifier trained at the proposition level on the
moving average score (i.e., the measure of the deception cue density).
2.3.4 Deception Indicator Tagger
The deception density scores were computed using the hand-tagged data and not using
an actual system for marking the spans for the deception indicator. The authors then decided
to build an automatic feature extractor (the Deception Indicator Tagger). This tagger is a
rule-based system for tagging a subset (86%) of the deception indicators. Rules were written
which referenced the output of a POS tagger and a shallow parser (i.e., chunker). For
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instance: ”if ’may’ is MODAL then label it as hedge”.
2.3.5 Data and Labeling
The corpus is a collection of criminal statements (1,527 tokens), police interrogations
(3,922 tokens), tobacco law suit depositions (12,762 tokens) and Enron Congress testimony
(7,467 tokens) for a total of 25,687 tokens.
The corpus is hand-tagged with all deception indicator instances (e.g., hedges) for the
twelve chosen classes. Moreover, each proposition whose truth is externally verifiable is
labelled as true or false. Agreement for those tasks is reported to be high.
This led to the selection of 275 propositions labelled as true (40%) and false (60%)
with all deceptive indicator spans tagged.
2.3.6 Results
As shown in Table (2.3), the results for a decision tree classifier trained on the deception
cue density (computed using the hand annotated features) reached an accuracy of 74.9% over
a baseline of 59.6%.
Table 2.3: Precision for the two labels in Bachenko et al.[1].
Label precision [%]
true 75.6
false 73.8
This was computed using 25-fold validation and a penalty for true misclassified as
lie. The authors also show that it is possible to trade precision on one label for another
(e.g., lie 92.6% and true 40.5%), which would be useful, for instance, in the early stages
of interrogation in which reliable leads are more important. Noticing that there were topic
changes in the narrative and that the scores computed using the MA can influence the scores
on adjacent sections, the authors manually introduced some topic section boundaries.
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The authors then measured the quality of an automatic tagger for deception indicators
(needed for a fully automated systems) and claim that it reached 80.2% accuracy. Unfortu-
nately, there is no discussion in the paper of the quality of the classification of statements
using the automatically computed deception indicator. The results provided are only for
oracle features.
2.3.7 Critique of Bachenko et al.
The fact that the authors used real-world data is a plus: other studies tend to use
artificially elicited data. In real-world situations, the emotional involvement of the subjects
and the pressure exerted on them are much greater than in a laboratory simulation. It
seems obvious that this would alter the deceptive signal leaking out from both a qualitative
and quantitative point of view. On the other hand, the results presented here might lack
external validity or comparability because lies produced under a great amount of stress to
an unknown person might be substantially different from lies produced in the workplace or
with friends. Somehow, the social or other costs of being caught in a lie needs to be factored
into the analysis.
The corpus is relatively small, 25,000 words, and because they focused only on 275
truth-verifiable propositions; it seems likely therefore that data is too thin to draw any mean-
ingful conclusions. Moreover, by verifying their models using as ground truth only truth-
verifiable propositions, they might have biased the evaluation: lying about verifiable propo-
sitions might be qualitatively and quantitatively different from lying about non-verifiable
propositions. When comparing the criminal statements with the tobacco lawsuit deposi-
tions, it appears that the amount of text available is one order of magnitude different. This
raises a question about the representativeness of this sample and the extensibility of the
results. It would also be useful to know how the precision in detecting deception changes
across the sub-datasets.
The 76% precision computed assumes that all features are perfectly extracted. Unfor-
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tunately, in the real world, most of these features would not be reliably extracted automati-
cally, and hence the actual precision of a fully automated system would be likely much worse.
It would have been better if they had performed the joint task, tagging plus classification,
and reported its precision. Because the automatic extraction of these features has very low
precision it is likely that the joint task accuracy would be dramatically lower than the 76%
reported on hand annotated features. The study focuses on classifying individual statements,
but it would be interesting to see how it would perform on classifying full documents with
an overall deception score.
The authors describe using a moving average to create clusters of candidate deceptive
regions, but there are no details about the performance of the clustering itself (e.g., thresh-
olds). They noticed that topic changes in the narrative can affect the scores and hence the
predictions. For this reason, they manually introduced topic boundaries, but they didn’t say
whether the accuracy numbers they computed are with or without the topic boundaries and
what the effect of introducing the boundaries on the prediction is. It is also not clear how
the stream of scores at the token level computed as the MA of the proximity scores was used
as a feature for the decision tree classifier.
The presentation of the ML component is muddy: there is no learning curve or confi-
dence intervals; the data is sparse and biased due to the focus on verifiable statements; and
there is no feature analysis to understand which deceptive indicators matter the most.
Their numbers seem not to be coherent (e.g., the 80.2% claimed accuracy seems to be
computed using the number of hand-tags and the number of correct ones, where the correct
number should use the number of auto-tags).
2.4 The Lie Detector
Mihalcea et al.[18] propose a method for binary classification of a document as lie or
true relying on lexical cues. They also investigate which features used for classification are
the most predictive, and thus more likely to be proxies of deception in text.
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2.4.1 Motivation
Even though historically, deception detection has been an activity carried out mainly
in philosophy, psychology, and sociology, recent advances in computational linguistics are
sufficient to motivate the study of deception detection from a data driven point of view. The
reason for focusing on text-derived cues instead of speech cues is that so much of the data
available is in the form of text (e.g., the web).
2.4.2 Datasets
The authors built their own annotated data sets and used them to train two distinct
classifiers. They solicited Turkers5 to produce both true and lie texts on three distinct
topics by asking them to write both a true statement and a false statement on the same
topic. The topics used for this annotation task were abortion, death penalty, and best friend.
For abortion and death penalty, they were asked to write one statement supporting their own
opinion and one supporting the opposite position. For the topic friend, they were asked to
describe their best friend and after that to think about someone they dislike and to describe
that person pretending to be their best friend. They ended up with a total of 600 statements
with an average length of 85 words per statement. The set was then minimally cleaned by
eliminating obviously bad examples (e.g., cases in which the deceptive and non-deceptive
statements were the same).
2.4.3 Training and Evaluation
Given the three distinct datasets, the authors trained two distinct classifiers (i.e., Na¨ıve
Bayes and SVM) using as a feature set the so-called bag-of-words approach, after tokenizing
and stemming. In Table (2.4) they reported that the average precision of the two classifiers
is above 70%, in both cases over a baseline of 50% (i.e., balanced test sets).
5 Generic term to refer to workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
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Table 2.4: Results for Mihalcea et al.[18] comparing a Na¨ıve Bayes (NB) classifier and a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
Topic NB SVM
abortion 70.0% 67.5%
death penalty 67.4% 65.9%
best friend 75.0% 77.0%
average 70.8% 70.1%
To verify the robustness of this approach, the authors then trained the classifiers on
two out of three of the sets and tested on the remaining one. This should show whether
the generalization provided by the learner is actually capturing deception and not content
words. The average precision of the two classifiers is around 58%, which is still above the
baseline (i.e., 50%) but definitely lower than the 70% reported in Table (2.4).
2.4.4 Ranking Features
The systems built used as features a bag-of-words approach, which means that the
only way to understand which features are the most predictive is to group words in classes
and measure their impact on the classifier. However, the authors took a different route
and simply measured correlation of sets of words with the deceptive and the non-deceptive
documents. To do so they introduce a measure of coverage (2.3).
coverageB (C) =
∑
w∈C
frequencyB (w)
|B| (2.3)
where C is a set of words w (i.e., C = {w1, . . . , wn}) and the corpus B is either D
(i.e., the deceptive documents) or T (i.e., the truthful documents). The frequencyB (w) is
the frequency (i.e., count) of the word w within the corpus of documents B, and |B| denotes
the size in words of the corpus B. From this definition, it is also possible to derive the
dominance (2.4) for a class of words C.
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dominance (C) =
coverageD (C)
coverageT (C)
(2.4)
Based on the definitions in (2.4) and (2.3), it is evident that a class of words C with
dominance > 1 would be more common in deceptive documents, whereas a class of words
with dominance < 1 would be more common in truthful documents.
Like Newman et al.[20], this paper uses LIWC[22], a corpus which, at the time of this
publication, contained 2,200 words divided in 72 classes relevant to psychological processes.
For instance, the class insight is {believe, think, know, see, understand,. . . }, whereas the
class other is {she, her, they, him, herself,. . . }. By measuring the dominance score on the
72 classes in LIWC and ranking them accordingly, the authors have made some interesting
observations which seem to align with other research papers. Deception correlated (i.e.,
higher dominance scores) with the word classes: methap, you, other, humans, and
certain, whereas truthful documents best correlate (i.e., lower dominance scores) with
the classes: optim, I, friends, self, and insight. This suggests that detachment from
the self is more common in deceptive documents and rarer in truthful documents. The
authors justify the high score for certain and low score for insight by arguing that there
is a need to assert certainty in situations in which a deceitful writer needs to convince the
reader, whereas the truthful writer has no need to emphasize certainty and so can freely use
belief-oriented words (i.e., insight).
2.4.5 Critique of Mihalcea et al.
The paper shows that it is possible to automatically discriminate deceptive from truth-
ful documents. Nevertheless, the results seem preliminary and several open questions remain
to be answered. The two classifiers have been trained using the bag-of-words approach with
no feature engineering. What would happen if we tagged all words using the classes proposed
in Pennebaker et al.[22] and trained on those tags? The dataset is also relatively small, al-
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though the learning curve in Figure (2.3) does not seem to suggest that more data would
improve the precision.
Figure 2.3: Classification learning curve.
It is also true that with more feature engineering the curve might change shape, in
which case more data might actually make a difference. The data is produced using Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and it would be good to know if this data is representative of real deceptive
text. Moreover, because of the many different ways in which deception can manifest itself, it
would worthwhile to model these different aspects separately and propose a more granular
annotation schema reflecting the actual phenomena. It would, in fact, be interesting to
understand which instantiations of deception are easiest to detect (e.g., lies vs. concealments
vs. omissions). Soliciting deceptive data via AMT might have the advantage of producing
representative samples of fake online reviews, which is the task performed in Ott at al.[21].
However, this data cannot be considered authentic in the sense that the writer was asked to
deceive in a potentially unfamiliar topic which might have biased the data and introduced
extra signals which usually are not available. There is an obvious confounder in the way
the data was collected: even though each individual produced a truthful and a deceiving
document, there are priors regarding the percentage of people pro-life and pro-choice. It is
crucial to know the precision of the classifier on a balanced dataset and the precision on
the four different classes (truth on pro-life, deception on pro-life, truth on pro-choice, and
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deception on pro-choice).
The paper ends by measuring the correlation of a specific set of words with deceptive
documents, but it fails to show possible effects on classification—they simply say that certain
classes of words are more common in deceptive document and others are more common in
truthful documents. They should have shown that this distinctive feature (i.e., classes of
words which correlated with one class or the other) actually are the more important features
used by the classifier. This could have been achieved by training only on those classes and
comparing precision. Nonetheless the observation based on the classes of words defined in
Pennebaker et al.[22] that classes of words representing detachment from the self are more
common in deceptive documents seems to align with the results proposed in other research.
2.5 Deceptive Opinion Spam
Ott et al.[21] describe an experiment in automatic detection of deceptive opinion spam
via text classification in a machine learning framework. The authors start by building positive
and negative sets of opinion spam and then show how classifiers built using a mix of n-
gram based features and deception-specific features can reach a precision of 90%. The main
contribution of this work is the creation of a shared dataset and the demonstration that the
specific task of deceptive opinion spam detection is feasible.
2.5.1 Motivation
Nowadays, a large number of people refer to online reviews making decisions about
buying products. In order to bias their decisions, fraudulent sellers commission positive
reviews regarding their products or services and negative ones about their competitors.
They then publish them online on review aggregator websites such as Yelp.6 Those reviews
are written with the specific intent of deceiving users. Building an automatic system for
detecting and filtering such reviews represents a necessary step to ensure objectivity to users.
6 http://www.yelp.com
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There exists a large body of literature of methods specifically addressing spam identification.
Unfortunately, deceptive opinion spam is a different kind of spam which is also much more
difficult to detect—for this reason, specific methods need to be conceived.
2.5.2 Task Definition and Metric
The task is defined as follows: given an online review whose length might vary from one
sentence to multiple paragraphs, label it as deceptive or truthful based on the intention
of the writer to deceive the reader or not. The basic metric for this task is the precision of
the binary classifier. The baseline depends on the class distribution of the two labels—in the
data used in this paper, the two classes are balanced. Remember that in general, humans
perform at the baseline level or worse for deception detection and that there is a distinct
truth bias in human readers.
2.5.3 Deceptive Opinion Spam Dataset
The authors note that there is no accepted standard or shared dataset to use as a
benchmark for deceptive opinion spam detection. Such a standard would allow researchers
to compare different methods. The authors therefore decided to build one.
They approached the creation of the deceptive examples and the truthful ones in
two distinct ways. First of all, they chose reviews of hotels as their domain, due to their
abundance and relevance on the web, and then narrowed the selection to the 20 most popular
hotels in Chicago. Because humans perform poorly in detecting deception, it is not possible
to simply collect a sample of reviews and to label them. Therefore, 400 deceptive reviews
were created by using Amazon Mechanical Turk7 (AMT), by asking Turkers to write a highly
positive review for a given hotel. To avoid spam-Turkers and to ensure quality in deception,
they put in place a few safeguards (e.g., allowing only one submission per Turker, using
only Turkers with high ratings, and giving them strict directions about what constitutes a
7 https://www.mturk.com
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good review). They then selected truthful examples by collecting all 7,000 or so reviews
on TripAdvisor8 about those 20 hotels. They kept the 5-star reviews, eliminated all non-
English reviews, all reviews with less than 150 characters, and reviews of authors with no
other reviews. This was done in an attempt to eliminate possible spam from the online
data. They then sampled 400 truthful9 reviews, respecting the length distribution of the
400 deceptive reviews. The reason why they used existing online reviews is that, obviously,
they could not commission a custom set of reviews without finding actual people that visited
the hotels.
2.5.4 Data Validation Against Human Performance
The set of deceptive reviews was validated by having humans label truthful and
deceptive reviews. Knowing that humans typically perform poorly on deception detection,
the authors expected to see poor accuracy. Indeed, in Table (2.5), we can see the results for
which the null hypothesis that Judge 1 and Judge 2 perform at chance cannot be rejected
using a two-tailed binomial test.
Table 2.5: Performance of humans in detecting deceptive and truthful reviews on a
balanced dataset in Ott et al.[21].
Judge Accuracy [%]
1 61.9
2 56.9
3 53.1
majority 58.1
skeptic 60.6
The fact that Judge 2 classified only 12% of the reviews as deceptive, instead of the
expected 50%, demonstrates the known phenomenon of truth bias [30], in which people tend
to identify a statement as truthful rather than deceptive. Moreover, both values of Cohen’s
and Fleiss’s kappa show very low agreement between the judges. All of this suggests that
8 http://www.tripadvisor.com
9 At least, these are supposed to be truthful reviews.
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the Turkers did a fairly good job in making their deceptive documents difficult to detect.
The authors consider this result sufficient to accept the deceptive dataset as sound.
2.5.5 Method
The authors cast the problem (i.e., the task) as a text classification problem. They
experimented with three distinct set of features, and mixtures of these three, while using a
linear SVM and a Na¨ıve Bayes classifier trained on those feature sets. The sets of features
used were: token based n-grams (with n = 1, 2, 3), deception-specific features based on
psycholinguistic studies also used in Newman et al.[20], and genre features.
For the n-gram features, three sets were built: unigrams, bigrams+ and trigrams+.10
The psycholinguistic feature set named LIWC[22] was based on the 80 psychological dimen-
sions output by the LIWC system. The dimensions can be broadly grouped into the following
categories: linguistic process, psychological process, personal concerns, and spoken categories
(e.g., fillers and agreement words). Finally a genre feature set named pos was created based
on distributional features of the part-of-speech tags, which has been proved to be predictive
of genre.
Using n-gram-based features is a natural choice in text classification because it allows,
for increasingly high values of n, the inclusion of context in the classification problem. Psy-
cholinguistic features which have proven valuable in other research for detecting deception
are also a natural choice. The choice to use genre features is worth mentioning: this was jus-
tified by assuming that a spam review belongs to imaginative writing, whereas a legitimate
review would be informative writing, which is considered a different genre.
2.5.6 Evaluation and Results
Evaluations are based on 5-fold nested cross-validation, ensuring that each model is
evaluated against reviews of unseen hotels. The main results comparing the different feature
10 The + sign indicates that the set also contains features from the previous set.
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sets and classifiers are reported in Table (2.6), where the highest precision is reached with
liwc + bigrams+SVM, even though it is not significantly better than bigrams
+
SVM.
Table 2.6: Results for Ott et al.[21] comparing different feature sets and classifiers.
Feature Set Classifier Accuracy [%]
unigrams SVM 88.4
bigrams+ SVM 89.6
trigrams+ SVM 89.0
unigrams Na¨ıve Bayes 88.4
bigrams+ Na¨ıve Bayes 88.9
trigrams+ Na¨ıve Bayes 87.6
pos SVM 73.0
liwc SVM 76.8
liwc + bigrams+ SVM 89.8
The authors then ranked the posSVM features based on their usefulness and compared
that with known results regarding the separation of imaginative and informative writing.
They found strong agreement except for superlatives—these would be expected in positive
deceptive reviews but turned out not to be so useful in this experiment.
They then compared the ranked features in liwc + bigrams+SVM and liwcSVM and
observed that truthful reviews tend to include more concrete language, especially about
spatial configurations (e.g., small bathroom), whereas deceptive reviews tend to include
more elements external to the subject of the review (e.g., a husband).
They then observe some results which are in contrast with previous studies on de-
ception. There is in fact a correlation between positive adjectives and deceptive reviews,
in contrast with the expected negative emotion induced by the act of deceiving[20]. An-
other difference from previous work on deception is that the personal pronoun ”I” strongly
correlates with deception in this experiment whereas elsewhere it is typically a sign of truth.
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2.5.7 Critique of Ott et al.
One of the main contributions of the authors, and not specifically of this research, is
the building and sharing of a standard labeled dataset of deceptive opinion spam.
Even though it is reasonable for a conference paper to select a very narrow dataset,
it might be problematic in this case because this data set is the first shared dataset for
deception spam, and it might generate a sequence of papers all with biased results. For
instance, there may be bias due to the ability of Turkers to lie: there is no indication on
how Turker-generated opinion spam might correlate with actual opinion spam—professional
opinion spam is often created by professionals with domain knowledge (e.g., electronics).
Another possible source of bias is that all the deceptive reviews are positive, and there are
no negative deceptive reviews in the set. As mentioned by the authors, in the real world, there
are many deceptive negative reviews written against competitors. The fact that this dataset
is limited to the top 20 most popular hotels in Chicago, and even more so only the ones with
five stars, may also confound some of the analysis. The non-spam reviews are assumed to be
actually truthful, but there is no evidence that these reviews really are such; they simply are
reviews filtered using some reasonable heuristics. If, despite all these concerns, the corpus
was deemed totally acceptable, it is unclear how results on this particular dataset could be
extended to other domains and how systems built using this data would perform on real
opinion spam.
Based on the results in Table (2.6), it is evident that with unigrams+NB, they reach
the same precision as liwc + bigrams+SVM , and likely within the same confidence interval.
Because the former classifier is not specifically trained on any deceptive features and it does
not leverage any context, it seems to suggest that they did not really capture deception but
rather something like content quality. To show that their classifier successfully generalizes
and is actually capable of detecting deceptive opinion spam, it should be tested on a different
domain (e.g., electronics). The authors claim that context is important for detecting decep-
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tion, but based on the minor differences between unigrams and bigrams, it is difficult to
say that they have confirmed this hypothesis. Finally, there is also not enough evidence in
the list of ranked features to support the claim of the authors that liars have difficulty in
encoding spatial information.
2.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we reviewed five scientific papers about automatic deception detection in
human communication. These papers show that it is possible, employing Natural Language
Processing techniques, to detect deception using linguistic cues. They also provide evidence
that human performance is poor on this task and that automatic systems can significantly
outperform humans. Comparing the results in the different studies is virtually impossible
due to the lack of standardized annotated data and metrics; nonetheless, some generalities
are evident.
Besides using machine learning techniques to learn a classifier to detect deception,
other commonalities appear across the results described in these papers. All the papers
report success: there is enough separation between deceptive and non-deceptive narratives
to allow a classifier to detect the difference, and learned classifiers easily outperform humans
in detecting deception. At the feature level, the strongest commonality is the emotional
separation of the deceptive writer from the narrative, observable, for example, through the
reduced use of self-referring expressions. There are also some controversial results regarding
the use of positive and negative words, which show that features might change across genre
or domain. Special classes of words (e.g., LIWC), without context, have been shown to be
proxies of deception.
This collection of papers confirm the long-held intuition that there is enough signal
in human communication to detect deception. This encouraging result, the many practical
applications (e.g., deceptive spam filtering), and the fact that human performance is worse
than machines, all suggest that pursuing statistical quantitative modeling of deception is
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both valuable and viable. Despite the positive results, these papers exhibit significant short-
comings and weaknesses: potential biases in the data, non-representativeness and small sizes
of the corpora, the lack of rigorous statistical understanding of the results, and the inher-
ent difficulties in reproducibility are just a few of the serious problems emerging from these
papers.
The lack of a shared annotated corpus makes it virtually impossible to compare systems,
approaches, or even features across the different papers. The objective difficulty in building
a deceptive corpus that could serve as ground truth is that data cannot be tagged using
human annotators, as is standard for other NLP tasks. In fact, because human performance
in detecting truthful and deceptive narrative is so poor, there is a need for explicit labels
provided directly or indirectly by the speaker. This poses objective difficulties in collecting
data because deception is a private mental process difficult for other humans to detect. Due
to the lack of shared annotated data, differences in precision across experiments and across
papers are incomparable. For instance: is the 90% in Ott et al.[21] actually better (as a
deception model) than the 61% in Newman et al.[20]? Why, even though Mihalcea et al.[18]
and Ott et al.[21] both used a Na¨ıve Bayes classifier with unigrams, do they reach very
different results in terms of accuracy?
As a result of the difficulty in obtaining labeled data, the data used in these papers
is biased in various ways (e.g., the reviews in Ott et al.[21] concern just 20 hotels, all in
Chicago). However, the biggest difference across the papers is the use of real vs. elicited
deceptive narratives. If we compare the mock crime interrogations in Newman et al.[20] with
the real interrogations in Bachenko et al.[1], it can be easily imagined that the cognitive load
of a real interrogation, compared with a fake one, must have consequences on the way in
which deception is manifested.
The wide range of variability in the external conditions in which deception is generated
have not been captured by the corpora used in these papers. Differences in education, age,
gender, nationality, language, environment (e.g., family, work, politics, school), genre (e.g.,
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product review, interrogation), modality (e.g., speech, typed text, handwriting), motivation
(e.g, new job, passing an exam, avoiding a lifetime in jail), and different ways to deceive
(e.g., lying, concealment, omission, bluffing) are just a few of the variables which influence
the modes of deception. Nevertheless, what should be pursued in a study of deception
are commonalities across boundaries. An automatic system has learned deception if it has
learned the generalizations behind deception and not the specific content of a deceptive
narrative. The combinatoric explosion of these deceptive dimensions suggest that when
picking a very specific combination of them to study, it should be then demonstrated how
that might scale across dimensions. For instance, an intrinsic limitation of all these studies
is that they are all focused on the English language, and the same linguistic features might
not transfer across languages. In Italian and other Romance languages, it is usual to omit
the pronoun ”I” and reflect it through the inflection of the verb. For this reason features like
the frequency of the pronoun ”I”, which is a discriminative feature for truth from deception,
might need to be changed.
The small size of the data used in the various papers seems to suggest that the con-
clusions might be arbitrary. For instance in Bachenko et al.[1] the authors narrow down
their investigation and their conclusions to a total of 275 propositions—this is unlikely a
representative set for deception.
Most of the papers draw conclusions based on calculations which appear to lack a firm
statistical foundation. For instance it is rarely reported whether differences in precision are
statistically significant. In general the papers fail to report confidence intervals, without
which it is difficult to accept a conclusion. Very little time is spent analyzing the effect of
the size of the training corpus on the quality of the classifier.
In general, the experiments would be difficult to reproduce because the data is not
shared, the methods are not described in enough detail, or the settings of the ML framework
used are not available.
These papers suggest that one of the major challenges facing researchers in automated
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deception detection is data collection and annotation. That said, there are some promising
results regarding the value of lexical features similar to those identified in Newman et al.[20],
Bachenko et al.[1] and Enos et al.[9], although the results are not particularly strong or well-
supported. Modeling deception across more linguistic and statistical dimensions, identifying
commonalities and differences in approaches and the impact these have on the results, more
careful experimental setup and interpretation of results, and working with an extensive,
shared corpus are steps that would certainly help advance this new subfield.
Chapter 3
Deception Corpus: Dimensions and Guidelines
To study deception and its invariants in text, we need (among other things) a corpus
consisting of deceptive and non-deceptive documents. Such a corpus would allow researchers
and practitioners to systematically validate their hypotheses against annotated data and,
more specifically, to employ statistical methods to identify deception invariants—general
linguistic phenomena that are typical of deception and at the same time invariant across
text dimensions (e.g., sentiment) and other contextual factors (e.g., emotional involvement
of the speaker). Because we expect to build statistical models of deception using some form
of supervised learning (e.g., Na¨ıve Bayes), such a corpus would be employed for both training
and testing. The primary goal of the work described in this thesis is to build and validate a
text corpus to be used to study deception. Because of the practical applications related to
detecting deceptive online reviews, we have chosen to focus our attention on online reviews
of products or services as our primary genre. Today, the only publicly available corpus of
deceptive online reviews is the one described in Ott et al.[21], the strengths and limitations
of which are discussed in chapter 2. This thesis describes how to build a new one which
extends it.
Although there is definitely overlap between the study of deception using online reviews
as a genre and the task of detecting deceptive online reviews, there are also substantial
differences. The corpus we present here is not specifically intended to represent opinion spam
generally; specifically, it contains deceptive and non-deceptive reviews. The main difference
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is in the type of writers involved: all data collected for this corpus via Amazon Mechanical
Turk,1 whereas if we had to model deceptive spam, we would have also considered different
classes of writers more similar to the ones who write truthful online reviews.
Creating a corpus for deception detection is hard—very hard. For most NLP tasks, it is
possible to simply collect text and label it using annotators. This process is well-understood
and the limits of accuracy (e.g. inter-annotator agreement) accepted. For deception, how-
ever, this is not possible. The reason is that human performance on detecting deception is
no better than chance[2] and possibly even below chance, due to truth bias [30]. Therefore
the only way to collect an annotated corpus, at least in principle, is to get the labels (i.e.,
true and false) directly from the speaker. Unfortunately, this poses intrinsic limitations
in the general case. It is virtually impossible, apart from in limited circumstances, to verify
the label given by a speaker because only the speaker knows whether s/he is actually being
deceitful. Cases in which a statement is truth-verifiable are rare, and in general, it is neither
possible to label existing texts nor to ask the original authors to comment on their veracity.
Fortunately, deceptive online reviews constitute one of these limited circumstances: a
common process for generating deceptive reviews is to commission them, using, for instance,
Amazon Mechanical Turk. There is, for instance, the well-known case of the sales represen-
tative at Belkin who used AMT to generate positive reviews about his products, paying 65
cents each.2 Thus, eliciting fake reviews from Turkers (i.e., workers operating on Amazon
Mechanical Turk) is not only a reasonable, but in some ways, an accurate representation of
the process of generating real deceptive reviews.
Our corpus improves on Ott et al.[21] in several ways. First of all, we elicit reviews for
multiple domains, in order to allow researchers to test hypotheses regarding the modeling
of content vs. deception. A single corpus with multiple domains should not only help in
identifying feature invariants, but it should also constitute an extended dataset for the more
1 http://www.mturk.com
2 http://pogue.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/01/19/belkin-employee-paid-users-for-good-reviews/
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general deception detection task. Also, we elicit negative reviews, as well as positive reviews,
in order to reduce the bias arising from studying deception only in positive reviews.
To overcome some of the limitations of currently available corpora[21, 18] and to ad-
dress some of the concerns presented in the discussion in section 2.6, we include additional
dimensions (e.g., sentiment and domain) and extend the deception labels to include not just
fakes but also lies. Recall that in chapter 1, we defined fakes (or fabrications) as deception
regarding unknown things and lies as deception regarding known things. The objective here
is to enrich the corpus with additional dimensions to help in the identification of deception
invariants across such dimensions.
The impossibility of directly annotating a corpus with deception labels poses serious
difficulties in collecting such data. Moreover, we should also appreciate that although there
is a ground truth label for every statement (i.e., there was or was not voluntary deception),
this truth is virtually inaccessible, especially when it is matter of opinion—except in cases
in which external evidence can be collected, only the speaker knows the real truth.
For the purposes of this thesis, we elicit our corpus using Turkers. We believe that the
corpus we construct is actually a set of deceptive and non-deceptive reviews in the style of
those which can be found online because of both the collaborative attitude of Turkers[28]
and the techniques and methods described in this thesis to collect, validate, and filter the
reviews.
Like Ott et al.[21] the final validation of our corpus is performed by having reviews
labelled for truthfulness by a set of judges (in our case, Turkers) without prior exposure to
the set and without knowledge regarding the relative distribution of truthful vs. deceptive
reviews. The general expectation is that untrained humans should perform at chance or
below and should show a definite bias toward the truthful label in a balanced corpus.
Our general approach to determining the objects to be reviewed is first to elicit truthful
reviews, by asking Turkers to write a positive or negative review about an object of a given
class that they actually know (e.g., a hotel that they have been to and loved). We then use
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the objects reviewed in this first phase to elicit fake reviews, asking Turkers to mark cases
in which they happen to be familiar with the object.
Since Turkers can cheat in various ways to speed up their work and maximize their
economic benefit, we implement several methods to validate the elicited reviews. Turkers
can provide reviews that are too short, they can replicate the same review multiple times,
they can provide something which is not a review, or they can simply cut and paste a review
from a legitimate review aggregator. To filter out reviews with these problems, we employ
a set of safeguards to increase the likelihood of including only good reviews in our corpus,
such as checking for plagiarism and intrinsic quality.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We start by motivating the
decision to elicit new reviews rather than label existing reviews. We then present and
explain the dimensions we have chosen represent in this corpus. Finally, we provide details
on how the elicitation and annotation guidelines have been prepared and refined, in order to
explain how the corpus has been designed.
3.1 Labeling vs. eliciting deceptive and non-deceptive reviews
In many classic NLP tasks, such as entity recognition[6], it is possible to annotate
data using human specialists (i.e., annotators) who follow shared guidelines written by ex-
perts that provide a common set of rules and examples. By measuring the inter-annotator
agreement, using, for instance, kappa statistics[4], it is possible to improve the guidelines
until high levels of agreement are reached. The underlying assumption is that there exists a
ground truth with respect to which it is possible to compare an annotation. If such ground
truth does not naturally exist (e.g., whether embedded names should annotated separately is
not a matter of nature), it is usually imposed in the guidelines either via a rule or a specific
example. Apparently simple annotation tasks, such as the ones needed for named entity
recognition, usually start with very simple guidelines and relatively low agreement scores.
Disagreement can be due to ill-specified guidelines or missed corner cases. For instance,
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for the sentence “Yesterday we visited the offices of the University of Colorado at Boulder”,
annotators asked to identify and mark names might identify the following as legitimate
options: “University of Colorado at Boulder”, “University of Colorado”, “Colorado”, and
“Boulder”. It is easy to see that some level of disagreement might arise from a lack of di-
rection regarding the embedding of names. This conflict is typically resolved by an expert,
based on the needs of the project, and recorded in the guidelines for future reference. An
iteration of pre-pilot phases, usually carried out by a team of people who are interested in
the creation of the annotated corpus and are typically experts on the matter, leads to im-
provement of the guidelines through analysis and discussion. The pre-pilot phase usually
ends when sufficiently high agreement is reached, and the guidelines are then considered
stable. The following stage is typically an actual pilot phase in which annotators annotate
data by strictly following the guidelines. The agreement is measured again and changes to
guidelines may be made in order to align the annotators with respect to the expectations of
the task creators until a reasonably high level of agreement is reached. It is only then that
the actual annotation task starts. Sometimes data is annotated by multiple annotators, and
in cases of disagreement, an arbiter (usually a task expert) adjudicates the annotation and
possibly modifies the guidelines to ensure that such disagreement does not occur again in the
future. The purpose of these techniques and methodologies is to define, via the guidelines,
a task which is repeatable—any annotator following the guidelines should produce the same
annotations.
Unfortunately, not all tasks are created equal. For example, annotating sentence bound-
aries is a relatively easy task from the point of view of writing guidelines because of the
well-defined nature of sentence boundaries. Tasks like sentiment annotation (e.g., overall
polarity of a document) are more controversial and lead to low agreement, which can often
only be eliminated by artificially adding subjective decisions as part of the guidelines. It is
in this phase that the definition of a task is tied to a specific set of guidelines and not to
its perhaps vague original description. Guidelines rule—an annotation task is defined by its
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guidelines.
We noted earlier that human performance on detecting deception is no better than
chance, so we expect that any iterative attempt to improve inter-annotator agreement would
end up with a meaningless set of guidelines that would lead to an even more meaningless
set of annotations (i.e., not representing the truth value of the reviews). Because of this, we
have decided that instead of annotating (i.e., labeling) existing online reviews as deceptive
or non-deceptive, we had to directly elicit such reviews, along with their labels. In other
words, we ask annotators to produce deceptive and non-deceptive reviews.
Annotated corpora are generally costly because they require a team of experts to define
the guidelines and a team of judges who are paid for the actual annotation work, along with
meetings and other planning and coordination activities. Because it has been proven that
Turkers can properly perform linguistic annotation work [28] and because they have already
been successfully used for creating deception corpora[21, 18], we have decided to build our
corpus using Turkers. This will allow us to contain costs and will also allow for faster
turnaround and experimentation. For similar reasons and also to avoid projecting too much
of our own beliefs regarding deception, we have also decided to use Turkers for the validation
tasks.
Unfortunately, one of the limitations in working with Turkers is their potential slop-
piness or, worse, cheating in order to increase the amount of work they can perform in a
given amount of time. Although Amazon has put in place punishments for Turkers who do
not properly perform their assignments (e.g., banning), misbehavior still occurs. In general,
Turkers tend to be particularly prone to cheating when they know that no ground truth ex-
ists. For instance, if we simply ask Turkers “do you like X?”, they may feel that a randomly
generated answer would not be caught as cheating, which would lead to lower quality data.
To avoid this, we employ a few general strategies, including making the Turkers believe that
a ground truth, in fact, exist and that we are actually testing their ability to find it. More
generically, it is also possible to add decoys to the data to spot spam Turkers. We also
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increase the redundancy of the annotations in the validation step to limit the effect of spam
Turkers.
3.2 Corpus dimensions
In section 2.6, we pointed out why the study of deception invariants should be based on
data gathered along various salient dimensions. For our corpus of deceptive online reviews,
we have arbitrarily but not without motivation selected the following dimensions: domain,
sentiment, and deception type.
Within the genre of online reviews, it has been observed that certain features appear
more frequently in truthful reviews[21]. For instance, descriptions of bathrooms seem to be
characteristic of truthful reviews about hotels. If there exists a generic class of deception
invariants of which description of a bathroom is an instance, we conjecture that reviews
from different domains would be needed to better characterize this class. Among the many
possible domains for online reviews, we have decided to include reviews of electronics and
appliances and reviews of hotels in our corpus. Our primary reasons for choosing these
domains is that they appear to be orthogonal, valuable, and well-represented online. Thus,
we have a dimension domain whose values range over Hotels and Electronics.
Another natural and well-studied linguistic dimension of online reviews is sentiment,
which here refers to the overall polarity of the opinion expressed in the review. The sentiment
of a review can be either positive or negative. By including a sentiment dimension in our
corpus, we expect that it should be possible to identify commonalities or differences among
the invariants of deception across different sentiment values. We refer to this dimension as
sentiment, and its values range over Pos and Neg.
Because of the way in which we collect the reviews for our corpus, we implicitly intro-
duce a latent quality dimension—the quality of the object reviewed. We do not specifically
consider this dimension in this thesis, but it is available in the corpus. We can refer to the
values of this dimension as good and bad.
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In Ott et al.[21] there are two sets of reviews. The reviews in both sets have the values
Pos for sentiment, Hotels for domain, and good for quality (i.e., the hotels reviewed are all
top hotels in Chicago). The difference between the two sets is along the final dimension:
deception. One set consists of reviews considered to be truthful, and the other set, reviews
considered to be deceptive. We refer to these two values as T and D, and by extension we refer
to reviews with these values along the deception dimension as the Ts and the Ds. Ott et al.’s
truthful reviews were collected by harvesting TripAdvisor and applying some heuristics to
ensure some reasonable level of confidence that the reviews selected are actually truthful.
The deceptive reviews were collected by providing Turkers with the name and URL of a hotel
and asking them to write a fake Pos review. Note that these deceptive reviews are intended
to be fakes rather than lies (using the terminology introduced earlier); the assumption is
that the Turkers who produced the deceptive reviews are not familiar with the hotels for
which they produced the reviews. It is along this dimension of deception that our corpus
differs the most from the Cornell corpus (i.e., the corpus produced by Ott et al.).
In fact, we imagine that a truthful review for a top hotel in Chicago is probably
written by a person with a different socioeconomic profile than a typical Turker and that
this difference in profile might be the primary factor responsible for the statistical separation
of the two sets in the Cornell corpus (i.e., Ts and Ds). Because of this conjecture, we have
decided to use a more uniform set of writers—Turkers—for all the elicitation tasks. To avoid
bias in selection of review authors, we have decided to use Turkers for generating both T and
D reviews.
In order to better simulate the conditions under which real reviews are written, we
ask Turkers writing T reviews to review objects they know. This situation presents the
opportunity to introduce a new kind of deceptive review: in addition to asking Turkers to
write truthful reviews about a known object, we can also ask the same Turkers to produce
a lie about the same object. This adds another value along the deceptive dimension that
we will call F (i.e., false reviews). We then have two different kinds of deceptive reviews,
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the Ds and the Fs, and one kind of truthful reviews, the T—all of them collected using the
same source of writers, the Turkers. In summary, all the reviews are collected using Turkers.
We follow Ott et al. in eliciting deceptive reviews written about something with which the
Turkers do not have a direct experience (the Ds, or fabrications), but we also use Turkers to
elicit truthful reviews (the Ts) and elicit deceptive reviews written about objects known by
the writer (the Fs, or lies).
Table 3.1 is a summary of all the corpus dimensions and their possible values.
Table 3.1: The three explicit corpus dimensions and quality—the latent dimension
Dimension Values
domain Hotels, Electronics
sentiment Pos, Neg
deception T, F, D
quality good, bad
Because of these three dimensions and their cardinality we have 3 × 2 × 2 = 12
possible labels for each review: ElectronicsPosT, ElectronicsPosD, ElectronicsPosF,
ElectronicsNegT, ElectronicsNegD, ElectronicsNegF, HotelsPosT, HotelsPosD, HotelsPosF,
HotelsNegT, HotelsNegD and HotelsNegF. By comparison, reviews in the Cornell corpus
range over only two of these labels—HotelsPosT and HotelsPosD. Also, the Cornell data
consists of reviews with only value in the latent quality dimension, since all reviews are
for top (i.e., good) hotels. We, on the other hand, ensure that half of our Ds are col-
lected using the URLs provided during the PosT task (i.e., the good objects) and the other
half, from URLs harvested during the NegT task (i.e., the bad objects). If we take the la-
tent dimension into account, the full labels of the Cornell data would be HotelsPosT and
HotelsPosD from HotelsPosT.
It is important to note that these three dimensions are not the only dimensions which
could be considered. For instance, explicitly considering age and gender of the writer might
be two other obvious extensions of this corpus. However, for the purposes of this thesis, the
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current three dimensions seem sufficient to start this line of research on deception invariants—
they can, of course, be extended. Another consideration is that in order to collect enough
data to ensure that each projection contains a sufficiently large and representative sample of
data, the amount of data to be annotated, and with it its cost, would increase dramatically.
3.3 Building a corpus
Our goal is to build a corpus of deceptive and non-deceptive online review documents
to study deception and its invariants. Because it is not feasible to take existing online reviews
and simply label them as deceptive and non-deceptive, we have decided to elicit all of the
reviews for this corpus using AMT. The initial considerations for using AMT are its high
availability (i.e., it is possible to run tasks 24 hours a day, 7 days a week) and its generally
lower price when compared to traditional annotators. It is possible to pay as little as 50¢ for
a review.3 By comparison, full review articles commissioned by spammers from professional
writers from the Philippines can cost up to $5,4 and a professional writer in the U.S. might
cost up to $50 for a review. However, one of the most important reasons for using AMT for
eliciting and validating reviews is that its allows us to very easily have a corpus representing
more than 500 different authors—a number which would be almost impossible to reach with
traditional methods. This diversity of voices partially mitigates the bias introduced by the
source of our data.
In Appendix A.1, we provide an overview of some of the terminology used on AMT.
For the purposes of this chapter, a HIT is the formal description of a task on AMT, and an
assignment is an actual instance of a HIT assigned to a specific Turker.
Before presenting our annotation plan in section 3.3.2 and the process for defining the
guidelines used for eliciting the reviews in section 3.3.3, we review in section 3.3.1 some of
generic principles for working with Turkers.
3 In some countries, this represents a substantial amount of money.
4 Information collected during an interview with a spammer (i.e., SEO expert).
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3.3.1 General suggestions for writing AMT tasks
In this section, we review a generic set of principles collected over years of direct expe-
rience with Turkers, as well as discussions with other researchers and partitioners regarding
the best way to deal with Turkers and to write guidelines.5
 Be a Turker yourself : to better understand the dynamics of the Turker commu-
nity, it is always a good idea to have an account as Turker and try out other HITs.
This not only will allow you to better understand Turkers, but it will also help you
learn how others interact and work with them.
 Check how your HITs look: there is some level of browser incompatibility if you
use advanced HMTL tags. It is always a good idea to look for your HITs as a Turker
and to verify that they look as expected in different browsers.
 Don’t ask too many things: sometimes it is possible to ask for many different
annotations at the same time (e.g., a quality rating and the perceived overall sen-
timent). While this might save some money, it is always better to keep the tasks
separated (this holds true even for professional annotators). The cognitive overhead
resulting from continuous task switching can tire the Turker and thus lower the
quality of the annotations.
 Don’t engage: although it is tempting to blacklist misbehaving Turkers, it is much
faster and more efficient to accept all annotations but to ensure a sufficiently high
level of redundancy so that the results can be filtered as a post-processing activity.
The amount of time spent in email exchanges with individual Turkers is not worth
the extra money spent for a few more annotations that you might eventually discard.
 Don’t make assumption about the level of eduction of the Turkers: we
cannot make too many assumption regarding the level of education of the Turkers.
5 Entries are sorted in alphabetical order.
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Therefore, guidelines should be written in plain English. The use of more sophisti-
cated vocabulary is in general discouraged.
 Don’t make assumptions about the level of intelligence of the Turkers:
things that might seem obvious to a researcher might be not obvious to a Turker. It
is generally a good idea to keep things as simple as possible.
 Don’t try to extend your results to arbitrary populations: the Turker pop-
ulation varies a lot, and it varies in unpredictable ways. The Turkers who work late
at night are not the same as those working at noon or during week ends. Turkers
follow guidelines and nothing more, and extending results from AMT to the real
world is dangerous—Turkers are not a representative sample of the U.S. population.
 Embrace the noise: data coming back from AMT is not clean, or at least not
clean as professionally annotated data can be. Thus, it is generally a good strategy
for the consumers of your data to be able to tolerate some level of noise.
 Choose the profile of your Turkers carefully: for certain tasks (e.g., writing),
limiting the tasks to Turkers residing in the U.S. resident can make a difference in
the quality of the work. There are other profile choices that can be made and that
might improve the quality of the results. In general, though, such limits might lead
to either higher price or slower turnaround.
 Ensure that you follow AMT guidelines: there are things that can and cannot
be asked, and there are in general rules of engagement that must be followed.
 Ensure that you have your guidelines reviewed by colleagues: guidelines
must be crisp, clear, and easy for everyone to understand. If a colleague is confused,
change the guidelines. Uncertainty will translate to poor annotation quality.
 Ensure that your inbox is not filtering out emails from Turkers: some
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Turkers will write to you with questions or comments. Ensure that you are seeing all
of these emails and that you reply to all of them (see also: manage your reputation).
 Give Turkers a bonus when possible: some of the Turkers are really insightful.
Some of them do this for a living, and they have probably more experience than you
in reading guidelines. By listening to them and recognizing their contributions, you
will build an army of loyal and helpful workers.
 If you want them to see it, bold it : by carefully using HTML tags such as <b>
and <u> and leveraging the use of ALL CAPS characters, it is possible to attract
the attention of the Turkers on salient or critical aspects of the guidelines.
 Keep it short: Turkers do not read guidelines very carefully and almost certainly
skim long ones. It is a good idea to keep everything as short as possible.
 Limit the use of pronouns or vague referring expressions: it is common to
use pronouns or vague other referring expressions, but in guidelines, when there is
even a small chance of ambiguity, it is better to be a bit redundant and spell out
exactly what you are trying to refer to.
 Manage your reputation with Turkers: although this might not be obvious,
you are building a reputation with Turkers. An angry Turker can verbally attack
you—don’t overreact, and be polite. Turkers have forums and blogs, and they talk
to other Turkers. You always want to be the good guy.
 Monitor your progress: sometimes assignments do not get finished as quickly as
you would like. Be sure to keep track of task progress and be ready to stop a task,
make some adjustments, and resubmit it. There are even cases in which simply
resubmitting the same task at a different time can make things go faster.
 Pay Turkers ASAP: even if they are only getting paid 1¢ per assignment, pay
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them as soon as possible. Most of them do this for a living, and they get very
nervous when they do not get paid right away.
 Provide a way for the Turkers to provide feedback: it is always a good idea
to provide an input box for each task to allow Turkers to provide feedback.
 Provide examples: often, instead of a long description of what you want the
Turkers to do, it is easier to provide a few very carefully chosen examples.
 Read their feedback and iterate on guidelines: if you provide an easy way for
the Turkers to provide feedback, you will frequently get great suggestions to improve
the readability and understandability of yours guidelines.
 Run pilot tasks and learn from them: some tasks seem easy, and some guide-
lines, straightforward. Nevertheless, never start a full annotation task without run-
ning a pilot task and evaluating the results.
 Think a lot about wording: there are many ways to say things, and some ways
might be ambiguous—prefer the clearer and simpler way.
 Think about the rank of your HITs: AMT ranks HITs in various ways. This
might effect the turnaround time of your HITs. For instance, you want to consider
the use of smart payment amounts (e.g., $0.52 would rank you higher than $0.5,
which might be a more common payment amount).
 Use decoys: for tasks in which there is no ground truth (e.g., quality judgments),
add a few fake clearly bad and/or clearly good results, and verify whether any Turk-
ers misjudge them regularly. If you find such Turkers, simply discard the annotations
from them (see also: don’t engage).
 Verify the per-Turker distribution of your assignments: some Turkers work
a lot—so much so that you might end up having 80% of your annotations coming
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from a small set of Turkers. Verifying the distribution of tasks and Turkers is always
a good way to ensure that you have the data you want.
3.3.2 Developing an annotation plan
Before analyzing the guidelines we used to both collect and then validate our reviews,
we provide an overview of the structure of the corpus we want to build, and more importantly,
some of our preliminary decisions, along with their motivations.
3.3.2.1 Preliminary considerations, key insights, and general settings
As we will explain in section 3.3.3, the first step in developing our annotation guidelines
was to successfully replicate the ones developed at Cornell and used in Ott et al.[21]. The
details are reported in Appendix B.1.1. Remember that these guidelines are meant to collect
Ds, and hence do not need much attention regarding the authenticity of the truthfulness or
falsehood of the collected reviews—they are simply fabricated reviews about a given object
(e.g., an hotel).
For our corpus, though, we wanted to collect not only Ds but also lies (i.e., Fs) and
truthful reviews (i.e., Ts). Therefore, we started with a pilot study in which we asked Turkers
to think of a hotel they did not like and write a positive review of it (i.e., a lie). In other words,
we elicited HotelsPosF reviews. After inspecting the first 20 results, which were positive
reviews of seemingly random hotels around the world, we started questioning whether or not
these reviews were actually lies and not just actual positive reviews. Because it is known in
the literature[31] that telling lies is cognitively more complex, we conjectured that a Turker
obeying the cognitive economy principle would, instead of lying about an actually negative
experience, write a review based on an actual positive experience—truth is much easier to
generate. For this reason, we conceived of a generic cognitive trap that should increase the
likelihood that an F is actually a lie.
Our intuition was that it would be easier for a Turker to generate a lie having first
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generated a truthful review about the same object. We therefore asked Turkers to write a
truthful review, either positive or negative, and then to write a review of the same object
with the opposite polarity, which should therefore be a lie. Because there is no reason to
think that a Turker would spend extra cognitive effort for the first part, we expect them to
start by writing a truthful review. In this way, we also ensure that memories regarding that
experience have been evoked in the mind of the writer. By doing so, we expect to lower the
cognitive load needed to generate a lie by having implicitly already provided elements of the
story to tell. Although we cannot prove that what we collected were lies, it seems sufficiently
reasonable that each pair represents a truthful and a lying review and in any case, that this
method ought to increase the likelihood of collecting lies.
Our first paired tasks elicited truthful negative and lying positive hotel reviews (i.e.,
HotelsNegT and HotelsPosF). Then we switched to tasks in which we asked first for a
truthful positive review, some of the Turkers working on this task sent us emails or left
messages asking to ensure that their fake negative reviews based not actually be published—
“I really liked that place, and I don’t want to damage them”. These comments further
increased our confidence that adopting a pair-based protocol is actually effective for eliciting
lies.
Because of this crucial observation and the countermeasures we took, all the truthful
and lying review elicitation tasks elicited pairs of truthful and lying reviews about the same
object at the same time—always starting with the truthful review followed by the lie. One
of our initial concerns in employing this protocol was that this would generate pairs in which
the lie was more or less a negation of the truthful review. This turned out not to be the
case, and after few pilot tasks, we decided to adopt this technique throughout our work.
In this preliminary pilot phase, we also experimented with tasks using Turkers to
measure the quality of the reviews written by other Turkers in the elicitation phase. In
this experimental phase, we designed a cooperative task in which we asked Turkers, given a
review and a brief description of the task for which it was written, to determine whether the
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person who wrote the review was actually cooperative (i.e., did what was asked). This task
evolved into a more simplified quality task that avoided the subtleties related to presenting
the details of the elicitation task to the Turkers who were judging the elicited reviews.
It was in this phase that we realized that by restricting the Turkers to U.S.-only, we
got better results. The first observation came from the cooperative task itself, in which
it was clear that most Turkers were simply returning random results. For that reason, we
constrained the Turkers working on the cooperative task to be U.S.-only. We then collected
a sample of 20 reviews with and without the U.S.-only location constraint. Based on this
small set we observed a 3˜0% increase in perceived cooperation (i.e., quality) by restricting the
writers to U.S.-only. By manual inspection, it was also clear that the quality of the English
in the reviews from U.S.-only workers was much better. Because of these observations and
because we did not want to add other dimensions to the corpus such as location or culture,
we made the decision early on to restrict all tasks to U.S.-only Turkers.
While we did introduce a filter based on location, we explicitly did not take other op-
portunities for filtering at the AMT level. The guiding principle was “unfiltered is better”.
In general, we wanted to have relatively rough data that could be post-processed rather than
artificially constraining tasks in ways that could introduce spurious mental constraint in the
minds of Turkers with the potential negative side effect of lower quality and representative-
ness.
One of the constraints we did have trouble in deciding whether to use was a constraint
on review length. It was clear from suggestions from Turkers that they wanted to have more
directions, particularly regarding the expected length of the review. Although this was a
reasonable request, we decided to leave it open, and instead of providing an actual number,
we used phrases such as “the style of those you can find online”—which, as we know, have
high variability in length. In the end, we are happy with this decision because, as we will
see, it led to some interesting observations. In any case, any potential bias can be removed
by filtering reviews by length as a post-processing activity.
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3.3.2.2 The annotation plan
After defining the dimensions of our corpus, we also made some preliminary decisions
regarding the way in which the data was to be collected. Most importantly for defining the
annotation plan, we decided that all tasks for eliciting reviews actually elicit pairs of reviews
of different sentiment polarity and sometimes different truth value. Although there is no
reason for collecting the PosDs and NegDs in the same task or in any particular order, for
the sake of uniformity and to allow measurements on the spread of predictability of truth
value, quality and rating to be performed, we decided to also elicit those in pairs. The main
difference with the other pairs, besides the fact that the object is externally provided and
not elicited, is that in these pairs, only the sentiment dimension varies, whereas for the other
pairs, both the sentiment and the truth value are different.
The Cornell corpus, which is currently largest publicly available corpus of online re-
views annotated for deception identification tasks—consists of 400 truthful and 400 deceptive
reviews. Because of the extra dimensions we are introducing in our corpus, we targeted the
collection of a total of 1,200 reviews spread uniformly over the three different dimensions of
our corpus. We planned to have 50% Hotels and 50% Electronics, 50% Pos and 50% Neg,
and 33% T, 33% F and 33% D—creating a balanced corpus respect to the various dimensions.
Table (3.2) presents the original annotation plan we made. It is important to point out
that each assignment generates two reviews. The total number of distinct tasks to collect all
this data is therefore eight—one each for all review pairs in the table. As we will see in the
discussion of the guidelines, it is possible to merge the two (PosD, NegD) tasks for Hotelss
and the two (PosD, NegD) tasks for Electronicss, reducing the number of distinct review
elicitation tasks to six.
Before we describe a bit further the four (PosD, NegD) tasks in Table (3.2), we compare
Table (3.2) and Table (3.3) to see that we actually have a fully balanced planned corpus
with respect to the three dimensions (i.e., domain, sentiment, and deception).
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Table 3.2: Corpus structure and plan
Domain review-pair review-pair Total
Hotels PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
assignments 100 50 150
reviews 200 100 300
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
assignments 100 50 150
reviews 200 100 300
Electronics PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
assignments 100 50 150
reviews 200 100 300
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
assignments 100 50 150
reviews 200 100 300
Totals assignments 400 200 600
reviews 800 400 1,200
Table 3.3: Original plan broken down according to the sentiment and deception dimensions,
where each cell express the number of reviews and is cumulative for Hotels and Electronics.
Sentiment
Pos Neg Total
Deception
T 200 200 400
F 200 200 400
D 200 200 400
600 600 1,200
Totals
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We mentioned in section 3.2 that there is a fourth latent dimension—quality. To collect
Ds, we provided Turkers with URLs representing the object to be reviewed, both to identify
the objects and to allow the Turkers to gather information that might be useful in writing
reviews; these URLs are the ones explicitly elicited while collecting Ts and Fs. Because of the
way in which we collected Ts and Fs, 50% of the elicited URLs represent an object with which
at least a person who had a great experience, and 50% represent an object with which at least
a person who had a bad experience. Without claiming any generality, we might argue that
the URLs collected from the (PosT, NegF) tasks represent objects with higher quality than
the ones represented by the URLs collected from the (NegT, PosF) tasks. For this reason, we
collected 50% of the (PosD,NegD) reviews for URLs coming from the (PosT,NegF) tasks and
50% from the (NegT,PosF) tasks. From the point of view of the Turker, though, the only
difference in these task is the URLs, so these two tasks (per domain) can be combined into
one task (per domain), which explains the 50 assignments for D tasks in Table 3.2. Note
there are more objects available than we intended to elicit Ds for, so we downsampled the
URLs, also partially normalizing and deduped them to avoid to creating too many Ds for
the same object (e.g., iPhone).
In conclusion, we summarize our elicitation plan as follows:
 all reviews are collected in pairs
 all reviews and validation tasks are performed by U.S.-based Turkers
 elicitation of D reviews is combined when possible
 no length constraints are enforced in the guidelines
 all tasks contain an input box allowing Turkers to provide feedback
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3.3.3 Creating guidelines for collecting reviews
Section 3.2 detailed the three dimensions of the corpus; in section 3.3.2 we described
how AMT would be used to elicit review and outlined some of the strategies behind the
preparation of our guidelines; in section 3.3.1 we made some suggestions about how to
manage the AMT workforce. We now present the actual guidelines used for collecting the
reviews, along with the motivation behind them and the description of some of the steps we
took to create them.
In Appendix B.1, we provide, for each of the six different tasks needed to collect all
the reviews pairs in Table 3.2, a template with the general settings needed on AMT (e.g.,
Rewards), the exact AMT-HTML needed to replicate the task, and a screenshot of how the
HIT looked like on AMT when seen by a Turker.
The three basic tasks (six when we take into account the two domains) can be sum-
marized as follows:
(1) PosT, NegF: think of an object you love and write a review of it. Now you should
lie and write a negative review of the same object. Please provide a URL for the
object.
(2) NegT, PosF: think of an object you hate and write a review of it. Now you should lie
and write a positive review of the same object. Please provide a URL for the object.
(3) PosD, NegD: given this object represented by the given URL, write a positive review
and a negative review of it. Please let us know whether you know or previously have
used the object.
The work we did was to translate these relatively simple tasks into guidelines for the Turkers
and to instantiate them for all six concrete tasks.
As mentioned before, we started by replicating the task used by Ott et al.[21]. Fig-
ure B.2 presents the original guidelines; Figure B.1 presents our own replica as it appeared
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on AMT. The experiment succeeded in the sense that we were able to collect reviews in a
reasonable amount of time and with reasonable quality, demonstrating the feasibility of this
task.
We decided to write separate tasks for each domain so that we could customize the
wording needed to refer to Hotels or Electronics and thus maximize clarity. Nevertheless,
whenever possible, we aligned them in style and content to avoid introducing extra bias.
Inspired by the original Cornell guidelines we started each of our guidelines with a
preamble with the following generic directions to the Turkers. Directions (1) through (3)
were common to all review tasks, whereas direction (4) was only added for the D tasks.
(1) Reviews need to be 100% original and cannot be copied and pasted from other
sources.
(2) Reviews will be manually inspected; reviews found to be of insufficient quality (e.g.,
illegible, unreasonably short, plagiarized, etc.) will be rejected.
(3) Reviews will NOT be posted online and will be used strictly for academic pur-
poses.
(4) We have no affiliation with any of the chosen products or services.
Directions (1) and (2) are intended to ensure that each review is original and of reasonably
good quality. Direction (3) instead is intended to ensure that this task is not illegal or
despicable, in order to set at ease those Turkers who would otherwise feel concerned about
writing something negative about their favorite hotel or electronic product. Direction (4) is
just a disclaimer, introduced for tasks of type D, to avoid being associated with the hotels
and electronic products being presented. In fact, the validation of the URLs representing
the hotels and electronics did not happen until after the collection of the PosD and NegD
reviews—all URLs were candidate for those tasks. Although we do have a quality check for
URLs, that quality check is for filtering reviews after the fact, not for selecting valid ones
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to be used as input to the D tasks. This decision was made for simplicity—all reviews are
considered valid until the point when all information is available to make a final rejection
decision. The wording of these preamble guidelines did not change much along the way and
are mainly based on the original Cornell guidelines (see Appendix B.1.1).
Another common element across all the guidelines and settings for collecting reviews
is the amount we paid per task (i.e., reward per assignment). AMT is a marketplace, and
Turkers decide whether or not to do a task at least partly based on the amount of money
they can earn. Other factors do come into play, though, in deciding whether or not to accept
a task and how well to perform at it (e.g., likeability of the task itself). Tasks involving
writing are generally more expensive and can range from 50¢ to $10 or more depending on
their intrinsic difficulty. Before setting the price, we looked at the then-available writing
tasks on AMT, and based on their difficulty and rewards, we estimated that $1 should be
sufficient to elicit two reviews—making our cost 50¢ per review, which is lower than the $1
per review that the Cornell team paid. The reason we believed that it was reasonable to
pay less than the Cornell team paid is that the starting point of the task is easier—writing
about something you know—whereas in the Cornell task (as in our D tasks), the Turkers
need write about something with which they have no direct experience. We piloted this and
noticed that the turnaround time was reasonable, and we also successfully kept our reward
per assignment at $1 for the D tasks.
Note that our actual reward was $1.05 and not $1. This was in order to rank higher
than the many AMT writing tasks with a reward of $1 per assignment.6 We implemented
this little trick to ensure that our HITs often appeared in the first page of search results.
In general, we also kept the titles and the descriptions of our HITs fairly short and if
possible, the same (e.g., “write a hotel review”, for both title and description). This choice
was made to be as direct and unambiguous as possible and to attract Turkers with something
easy and familiar.
6 Turkers commonly rank assignment by rewards.
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Among the other relevant settings for each HIT there is the so-called frame height,
which is the amount of vertical space within the actual window where the Turkers perform
the task. Proper setting of the frame height is important to avoid the need for scrolling within
a HIT, which makes tasks less pleasant and consequently more likely to be abandoned. For
tasks in which there is no variability of the HIT content, this choice is fairly easy, but it is
slightly more difficult for cases in which the content has high variability, which is the case
for some of the validation tasks that we present in the next chapter.
We present the guideline for the guidelines for the (NegT, PosF) task on Electronics
in Figure (B.3); the guidelines for the (NegT, PosF) task on Hotels in Figure (B.4); the
guidelines for the (PosT, NegF) task on Electronics in Figure (B.5); the guidelines for the
(PosT, NegF) task on Hotels in Figure (B.6); the guidelines for the (PosD, NegD) task on
Electronics in Figure (B.7); and finally, the guidelines for the (PosD, NegD) task on Hotels
in Figure (B.8).
The guidelines for these tasks, besides sharing the preamble and most of the general
settings already described, have other a few things in common regarding their design. Be-
cause of the many comments and requests regarding the expected length of the review, we
decided to give the Turkers proxies for length that do do not explicitly set strict boundaries
but instead ask them to use their own judgments to decide how long an online review should
be:
 “. . . the style of those you can find online. . . ”
 “. . . roughly comparable in length. . . ”
We also modified the guidelines from their original structure in order to address the frequent
requests for more details and examples regarding the quality of an online review. Similarly
to what we did for length, we decided to avoid strictly defining what a good review is and
instead provided vague directions which rely on the Turkers’ experience:
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 “. . . needs to be persuasive . . . ”
 “. . . sound as if it were written by a customer . . . ”
 “. . . informative . . . ”
To focus on the salient aspects of the guidelines, we used bold, ALL-CAPS, underline, and
some of COMBINATIONS as text treatments while remembering that excessive use of
these highlighting techniques can lower their effectiveness.
To help Turkers properly lie or fabricate fake reviews, we asked them to imagine they
were working in a marketing department and that their boss asked them to write the reviews.
Depending on the specifics of the task, we asked them to imagine that they were working
either for the company responsible for the object or for a competitor.
For the T and the F tasks, we wanted to elicit reviews of objects with which the writer
had direct experience. For hotels we used the expression “you have been to”, whereas for
electronics we used the expression “you owned or have used”, and we tried to keep the
remainder of the guidelines as similar as possible.
One of the corpus dimensions is sentiment, and each task elicited a positive and a
negative review. To ensure separation in the rating space between positive and negative
reviews, we used expressions such as:
 “. . . great experience. . . ”
 “. . . negative experience. . . ”
 “. . . liked. . . ”
 “. . . LIKED. . . ” (above the input box)
 “. . . didn’t like. . . ”
 “. . . DIDN’T LIKE. . . ” (above the input box)
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 “. . . positive light. . . ”
 “. . . POSITIVE light. . . ” (for Ds which assume no direct experience)
 “. . . negative light. . . ”
 “. . . NEGATIVE light. . . ” (for Ds which assume no direct experience)
Because it could be fairly easy to make mistakes in the order in which the pair of reviews
was submitted, we restated using for each input box in bold and all-caps whether it was for
the truthful review, the positive fake/lie, or the negative fake/lie. As a result we noticed
very few cases of switched polarity, as identified by other Turkers in the validation phase.
For safety, we marked such pairs as rejected in the final corpus.
It is clear that direct experience with an object can have a great impact on writing
a review of it. Therefore, in all D tasks, we also asked the Turkers to tell us whether they
knew about the object or have actually used it. This extra metadata, which is part of the
corpus, helps identify cases in which authors of D reviews had previous experience with the
objects they reviewed, which turned out to be very rare for hotels and fairly common for
electronics. We will add more details about the implications of this during the discussion.
Another important difference between the D tasks and the other tasks is that the D
tasks consisted of many different HITs, one for each object to be reviewed. Essentially, for
the D tasks we created a HIT template that was instantiated many times, for each of the
given set URLs elicited from the T/F tasks. This is a minor difference from a design point of
view, but it is actually quite substantial in terms of the expected number of unique writers
involved in each task. For each of the non-D tasks, AMT allowed us to limit each Turker to
doing each HIT once, which led to exactly two reviews (one truthful and one fake) from the
same writer for the same task, with potentially up to eight reviews per writer, since there
are four distinct T/F tasks. Unfortunately for the D tasks, there is no way to limit Turkers
because each instance of the template is a distinct HIT on AMT. Thus, potentially, a single
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Turker could have written all the D reviews.
To work around this problem, the Cornell team explicitly asked Turkers in their guide-
lines to not do more than one. Although we believe that this is a limitation of AMT that
lies beyond our control and that we would be justified in following Cornell’s example, we
decided not to adopt Cornell’s workaround. The reason is that we had a total of twelve dif-
ferent tasks running in parallel—some for eliciting reviews, some for validating them—and
we believed that it would have been extremely confusing for the Turkers to figure exactly
which of these tasks that request would have applied to. Instead, we decided to increase the
total number of assignments for the D tasks and to eliminate any excess of reviews from the
same Turker in the filtering phase. Fortunately, very few Turkers wrote many reviews and,
as we will discuss later, the overall effect of this potentially large problem had only minor
implications.
One other issue we ran across with eliciting the D reviews was with the URL used to
identify the objects to be reviewed. During the pilot phase, some Turkers commented that
the URLs they were given were not valid. We wrote a simple function that was able to
correct 100% of the invalid URLs by fixing the http prefix. In order to align D reviews for
an object to the original review for the object, we kept the original URL and designed the
template so that the display URL was the original URL provided, whereas the click-through
URL was the recovered one. This allowed us to preserve the alignment with the original
review pair and to provide a correct click-through experience during the D tasks.
Chapter 4
Deception Corpus: Creation and Validation
In Chapter 3, we described the sequence of pilot experiments that led to the finalization
of the guidelines for the six tasks we used to elicit the review pairs described in Table 3.2.
In this chapter, we describe the actual process of task submission for review collection and
corpus validation. We conclude this chapter with an analysis of the corpus, the BLT-C
(Boulder Lies and Truths Corpus), pointing out some limitations and suggesting ways to
eliminate them.
4.1 Submitting tasks and collecting reviews
Recall from Table 3.2 that we planned for our corpus to contain 100 reviews each
from these twelve classes: HotelsPosT, HotelsNegF, ElectronicsPosT, ElectronicsNegF,
HotelNegT, HotelsPosF, ElectronicsNegT, and ElectronicsPosF, HotelsPosD, HotelsNegD,
ElectronicsPosD, ElectronicsNegD. Since we also planned to filter out some reviews dur-
ing the corpus validation step, we decided to increase the number of elicited reviews by 20%.
Thus, for each of the four initial paired T/F tasks, we requested 120 review pairs each. Since
these tasks are independent from each other, it was also possible to submit the elicitation
tasks in parallel.
It took six days for two of the four T/F elicitation tasks to complete (i.e., 120 assign-
ments yielding 240 reviews). For the other two tasks, we observed very little progress on the
last day, so we stopped them after 119 assignments (i.e., 238 reviews) each. Results from
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AMT were downloaded as [csv] files whose most salient attributes (e.g., WorkerID) were
preserved in the corpus itself.
As we can see in Table 4.1, these four tasks collected 956 unfiltered reviews—half hotels
and half appliances or electronic products.
Recall that the D tasks are based on the objects—hotels or electronics/appliances,
represented by URLs—provided by Turkers for the T/F tasks. Once the T/F tasks were
complete, we needed to select the URLs for the D tasks. If we assumed that no T or F
reviews would actually be filtered out in the validation step, we would need 120 reviews
from each D class (HotelsPosD, HotelsNegD, ElectronicsPosD, ElectronicsNegD) in order
for the corpus to be internally balanced in all dimensions. As we noted at the end of Chapter
3, there is a limitation in AMT with respect to the D tasks that makes it possible for the
same Turker to submit many more D reviews than T/F reviews. Out of consideration for this
limitation, we decided to increase the number of reviews requested for each class by 1/3 to
160.
Remember further that each of the four D classes is actually split in two based on the
origin of the URL: half from (NegT, PosF) tasks—bad in the latent quality dimension—and
the other half from (PosT, NegF) tasks—good in the latent quality dimension. Thus, there
are actually a total of eight D classes:
 HotelsPosD from HotelsNegT PosF
 HotelsNegD from HotelsNegT PosF
 HotelsPosD from HotelsPosT NegF
 HotelsNegD from HotelsPosT NegF
 ElectronicsPosD from ElectronicsNegT PosF
 ElectronicsNegD from ElectronicsNegT PosF
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 ElectronicsPosD from ElectronicsPosT NegF
 ElectronicsNegD from ElectronicsPosT NegF
Since the D reviews are also elicited in pairs—one PosD and one NegD per object—we needed
to sample 80 URLs from the 119–120 URLs provided by each of the four T/F tasks. These
four sets of 80 URLs each were used to generate four D elicitation tasks:
 HotelsPosD from HotelsNegT PosF and
HotelsNegD from HotelsNegT PosF
 HotelsPosD from HotelsPosT NegF and
HotelsNegD from HotelsPosT NegF
 ElectronicsPosD from ElectronicsNegT PosF and
ElectronicsNegD from ElectronicsNegT PosF
 ElectronicsPosD from ElectronicsPosT NegF and
ElectronicsNegD from ElectronicsPosT NegF
The templates for D tasks need as input a [csv] file with two columns: the original
URL for the object to be reviewed and the normalized version of that URL. To generate
these files, we followed the procedure described in Listing C.1, which relies on two scripts:
project csv fields 2 file.rb, which is described in Listing D.2, and url cleaner.rb,
which is described in Listing D.1. In Listing E.1, we present a run to generate the URLs
from the (ElectronicsNegT, ElectronicsPosF), along with some statistics. Through this
process, we generated four de-duped, randomized, and normalized URL sets that represented
both values (i.e., good and bad) for the latent quality dimension.
With this data, it was then possible to start the remaining four tasks. As with the
T/F tasks, we saw very little progress after a certain amount of time—four days, for these
tasks—so we decided to stop them before completion. In the end, we had 625 unfiltered D
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reviews, which, added to the 956 T and F reviews, gave us a total of 1,583 unfiltered reviews.
The final breakdown of reviews collected, before filtering, is reported in Table 4.1.
As the table shows, this set of candidate reviews is internally unbalanced. We will see
later, though, that we do not balance the corpus—we just filter it. The reason for this is that
the learning tasks are performed on projections of the corpus (i.e., subsets in which specific
dimensions are fixed) and balancing the corpus too soon would mean eliminating potentially
precious data.
Table 4.1: Unfiltered corpus content
Domain review-pair review-pair Total
Hotels PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
reviews 240 158 398
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
reviews 238 154 394
Electronics PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
reviews 240 158 398
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
reviews 238 155 393
Totals reviews 956 627 1,583
Note that we paid all Turkers immediately after downloading the data for each task,
without any filtering. This meant that we ended up paying the few spammers who submitted
reviews. This is a good practice, though, to avoid needless discussions and the risk of building
a bad reputations with the Turkers. A few bad eggs should not spoil the basket!
4.2 Corpus validation and cleaning
After waiting for the equivalent of more than a month on AMT, we collected 1,583
reviews spread fairly uniformly over the three dimensions chosen for the deception corpus
(i.e., domain, sentiment and deception). It was clear from manual inspection that not all of
these reviews were appropriate for inclusion in the final corpus. A few of them were garbage,
others looked suspicious, and some were just not reviews. The question then was “how can
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we filter out the bad reviews without introducing too much of our own subjective judgment?”
We identified two classes of filters: automatic and human-based. We also decided that
in order to make the filtering process transparent, we wanted to compute metrics on the
corpus and choose thresholds for those metrics to filter reviews out of the final corpus. Later
in this chapter, we will review some of the simpler metrics (e.g., review length). In the
rest of this section, we will focus on one automatic metric we built, plagiarism, and three
semi-automatic metrics based on Turker judgments: star rating, quality and lie or not lie.
4.2.1 Measuring plagiarism
One thing we did not know about the elicited reviews was whether they were original
or simply cut & pasted from some review website. We want this corpus to include only
original reviews for two reasons. First, we want to preserve the authenticity of our source,
i.e., Turkers, and avoid polluting it with other socioeconomic groups. Second, we want to
avoid generic, potentially irrelevant, reviews attached to the wrong object.
It is an empirical observation that it is extremely rare that two reasonably long au-
thentic reviews would be identical. This observation has a statistical foundation. If we make
the assumption of independence, we can measure the probability of seeing a certain review
R as in Formula 4.1.
P (R) =
n∏
i=1
P (Si) =
n∏
i=1
∏
w∈Si
P (w) (4.1)
It is easy to convince ourselves that the probability of the finding the supposedly original
content in our elicited reviews duplicated in another review on the web is virtually zero.
Therefore if any longish sequence of words in a review (say 20) is found exactly in the a
review on the web somewhere, it is likely to be plagiarized.
There is a large body of literature on both detecting plagiarism[15] and detecting dupli-
cates and near-duplicates on the web[3]. Our approach follows the one proposed in Weeks[32]
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and McCullough et al.[17]: using a search engine to detect word-by-word duplicates on the
web. Our assumption is that Turkers would have not spent time rewording an existing re-
view; they would either have written one from scratch or copied an existing one. Based on
this consideration, we wrote a relatively simple script to scrape a popular search engine1
using chunks of the proposed reviews. We took chunks from the beginning of each review
and adjusted the number of tokens in a chunk to avoid too many false positives. Since our
goal was to identify candidates for filtering on the basis of suspected plagiarism, we wanted
to have high recall and reasonable precision. Our final choice for chunk size was 20 tokens,
when available. To avoid false positives, particular attention was paid to ensuring the correct
encoding of punctuation—especially quotes (i.e., ’) and double quotes (i.e., ").
In Listing C.2, we present the steps needed to prepare the test; in Listing D.3, we
present the command line help documentation for the main script used for detecting pla-
giarism; and in Listing E.2, we present an example of the report generated for a subset of
reviews. The actual script used in the final phase generates both a human readable report
like the one in Listing E.2 and a [csv] file to be consumed in the generation of the actual
corpus.
We tested all the reviews, and out of the 1,583 reviews, 19 failed to pass our test.
Review ID-1085 is one example:
“Afternoon Tea at The Peninsula was a fabulous experience. The service
was everything you would expect from a 5-star hotel, the sweet and savory
little treats were exquisite and the caramel pear tea was flavorful and per-
fectly soothing. Loved every moment of it! The Belvedere Restaurant was
also perfect in every way! I dined at this restaurant for my birthday. The
surroundings: opulent, the food: top quality, and most of all the staff made
me feel very special.”
This review was discovered to be plagiarized word-by-word from a Yelp review (Figure 4.1), as
was review ID-1086, which happened to be the following review on Yelp—clearly plagiarized,
1 Our script works for both bing.comand google.com, but we decided to use bing.com throughout our
experiments. For politeness, the script pauses for five seconds after each request.
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both rejected.
Figure 4.1: Review ID-1085 was plagiarized word-by-word using Yelp content.
We also discovered cases in which the provided URL and the cut-and-paste review did
not refer to the same object. For instance, the content for review ID-1384 was copied from
a review for a hotel in LA, whereas the URL provided was for a hotel in Miami.
This process also identified reviews that were not necessariy plagiarized per se but that
were, in any case, bad. For instance, the empty review appeared four times in our set, and
the full reviews “Nothing negative to say.” and “The link does not work.” were also detected.
While these reviews would have been detected by other filters, flagging them for plagiarism
as well did not cause any problems.
To increase our confidence in this test, as well as the reviews that passed it, we sampled
a few of the reviews that passed and did some manual testing, by running web searches on
non-tested chunks of the reviews. This manual testing did not uncover any further duplicates
on the web.
4.2.2 Using Turkers to validate reviews
Aside from the test for plagiarism and a few other automatic tests we will describe
later, we focused in the filtering of reviews on aspects that cannot be easily automatically
tested. The main questions we wanted to answer were:
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 is the review an actual review?
 is the object represented by the URL the same as the object described in the review?
 is the review informative and of good quality when compared to other online reviews?
 does the sentiment of the review (positive or negative) correspond to the requested
sentiment?
 is the truth value of the review too easy to detect?
To address these questions, we formulated three distinct judgment tasks for each review.
For each task, we obtained judgments from 10 different Turkers, for a total for 30 annotations
(i.e., judgment labels) per review. The three tasks were as follows:
 Sentiment: guess how many stars the writer of the review gave to the object
reviewed. This task is intended to be used to determine whether Pos reviews were
actually positive (i.e., 4-5 stars) and that Neg reviews were actually negative (i.e.,
1-3 stars).
 Lie or not Lie and Fabricated: guess whether the review is truthful, a lie, or
a pure fabrication. Since human performance at identifying deception in general
is supposed to be no better than chance, this task is intended primarily to verify
whether that is the case for this corpus in particular and possibly to identify outliers
(e.g., lies that are too easy detect).
 Quality: grade the quality of the review. This task is intended to check whether the
URL and review match and whether the review is actually a review and to measure
the degree to which the review is sufficiently complete and informative.
Our job was to translate these requirements into guidelines and to test and refine them
through a sequence of pilot studies. As we did for the review guidelines, we present the basic
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information regarding the sentiment tasks in section B.2.1, with the AMT-HTML we used
in Listing B.8 and a screen shot of the HIT in Figure B.9. We present the basic information
regarding the lie or not lie and fabrication tasks in section B.2.2 and section B.2.3, with
the AMT-HTML we used in Listings B.9 and B.10 and the corresponding screen shots in
Figures B.10 and B.11. We present the basic information regarding the quality tasks for
hotels and for electronics in section B.2.4 and section B.2.5, with the AMT-HTML we used
in Listings B.11 and B.12 and the corresponding screen shots in Figures B.12 and B.13.
The same observations we made in section 3.3.1 and section 3.3.3 also apply here.
As a general setting for all these testing tasks, we constrained the Turkers to be U.S.-based
because such Turkers produced higher quality judgments. We also allocated up to 15 minutes
per HIT to avoid keeping the HITs open for too long. We set the number of assignments per
HIT to 10, in order to ensure redundancy, which we discuss a bit further in section 4.2.2.1.
For tasks like this, Turkers usually work for 1¢ per assignment, but because we wanted to
rank higher and lower the turnaround time, we increased the reward per assignment to 2¢.
For all three tests, we also provided a radio button to communicate back to us whether
they believed that the review provided was of such low quality that it could not even be
considered a review.
4.2.2.1 Redundancy
As part of the D tasks, in addition to asking about the Turker’s previous experience
with the object to be reviewed, we also provided an opportunity to tell us whether there
was something wrong with the URL representing the object. Specifically, we gave them the
opportunity to mark URLs as either “This is NOT a product” or “This is NOT a hotel”.
This was helpful in discovering problems like the one in review ID-0528:
“This product is no longer up for sale. This link for the product says its no
longer available on lenovo.com.”
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Unfortunately, most of the URLs marked in this manner were mistakenly so identified,
due either to errors in selecting the radio button or actual spam. We could not draw any
conclusions, though, about the source of the errors because there was not enough redundancy
in the data.
It is pretty common when working with Turkers to end up with noisy data. One way
to alleviate this problem is by increasing redundancy. With high enough redundancy, the
good will of the bulk of the Turkers generally prevails over the spammers, and it is actually
possible to get some signal that can be used for practical purposes. Because there is a cost
associated with increasing redundancy, there are other methods and techniques to reduce
noise. For instance, it is possible to insert decoys (i.e., fake results with known labels) and
profile Turkers based on their judgments for the decoys. A Turker deemed to be a spammer
or simply sloppy can then be eliminated from all results.
Building such models dramatically increases the complexity of the system, though, and
goes well beyond the needs of this work. To limit these issues and still preserve validity of
the results, we simply increased our labeling redundancy from the usual 3-5 annotations per
item to 10, in the hopes that this would be sufficient to eliminate the noise, which it was.
4.2.2.2 Sentiment guidelines
The sentiment guidelines in Figure B.9 start with a preamble. The first statement
claims that this is a scientific experiment meant to measure people’s ability to guess the star
rating of a review. It also claims that the actual star rating is known. Of course, neither of
these statements is actually true. We deceive the Turkers in order to make the task more
engaging (like a game) and to keep them from answering randomly. Turkers are afraid of
being banned, so they are much more attentive if they believe that there is a ground truth.
The task description itself is pretty straightforward: read this review and guess its star
rating as given by its own author. There are two main reasons we ask them to guess the
author’s rating instead of giving us the rating they would have given based on the review.
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First, as we already mentioned, we want to make them believe that there is a ground truth.
Second, we believe that it is cognitively easier to guess what someone else did than to come
up with and commit to one’s own judgment. Moreover, if we were to ask for their own
judgment, there might be some confusion as to whether their label should be interpreted as
the quality of the object reviewed or an assessment of the review itself. We explicitly label
5 stars as “best” and 1 star as “worst” in order to avoid adding any specific meaning to the
number of stars. As usual, the guidelines close with an input box soliciting comments and
suggestions.
4.2.2.3 Lie or not lie and fabricated guidelines
We split the task of distinguishing truthful from deceptive reviews into two separate
tasks: one to distinguish truthful from lying reviews (i.e., T vs. F) and one to distinguish
truthful from fabricated reviews (i.e., T vs. D). For both tasks, we present a review and
ask the Turker to determine either whether or not it is a lie (for the lie or not lie task)
or whether or not it is a fake (for the fabrication task). In the guidelines for testing the
fabricated reviews, we explicitly state that the review under consideration may be either
made up or truthful and about “something [the author] know[s]”. To limit the number of
sets of guidelines, the guidelines for these two tasks are carefully written to be usable for
both hotels and electronics.
As with the sentiment test, the guidelines for these tasks claim that they are scientific
experiments meant to measure people’s ability to discriminate fake (i.e., D or F) and authentic
(i.e., T) reviews. We again used the same trick of claiming that the ground truth was known;
in this case, this is in some ways true, if we believe that the Turkers actually did what they
were asked to do.
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4.2.3 Quality guidelines
Of all the tasks, the guidelines for the quality task passed through the most rewriting,
despite its apparent simplicity.
Originally, we wanted to measure the level of cooperation exhibited by the Turkers
when writing reviews according to specific guidelines. Our intuition was that although
the guidelines for the writing tasks left a lot open to interpretation, a cooperative Turker
would have done the right thing and not simply looked for shortcuts. For this reason, we
started developing a different cooperation task for each of the twelve different classes of
reviews, including part of the original elicitation task guidelines in the guidelines for each
cooperation judgment task. The guidelines for each test had to repeat the directions for
the original assignment and then ask the Turkers to judge whether the review was written
by properly interpreting these directions in a cooperative way. This proved to be confusing
both for the Turkers, who were involved in twelve distinct but very similar tasks, and for us,
who had to keep the cooperative guidelines aligned with the ever-evolving review guidelines.
After much discussion and experimentation, we decided to simplify this assessment to
just two quality tasks—one for hotels and one for electronics. Even after this simplification,
though, the Turkers were a bit confused and continued to ask for details about what con-
stituted review quality. As we did for other tasks, we tried to limit as much as possible the
degree of detail provided to the Turkers in order to avoid encoding too much of our own
beliefs about review quality in the guidelines. Another problem we faced was the possible
ambiguity in interpreting the request to assess the quality of the review as a request to as-
sess the quality of the object reviewed—in English (and in other languages) the same lexical
items can be used to describe intrinsic properties of content as well as attitudes expressed
by it. One easily-understood interpretation of the quality task is that is a variation of the
sentiment task. To check the effectiveness of our changes, we generated scatterplots to de-
termine whether there was a correlation between the predicted star rating and the assessed
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quality under the assumption that there should be none. When it was finally clear to the
Turkers that we wanted an assessment of the review and not the object, we finalized the two
(almost identical) sets of guidelines for quality for hotel reviews and quality for electronics
reviews.
We present the guidelines for the two quality tasks in Figures B.12 and B.13. Note
that as a part of this task, we include a request to verify that the provided URL actually
matches the object of the review. This may be a violation of general guideline we gave in
section 3.3.1 to avoid combining multiple activities in a single task, but we suspected that a
mismatch in URL and review might have resulted in quality penalty in these judgments.
The guidelines summarize the review elicitation tasks that generated the reviews as
requests to write reviews “in the style of those you find online”. This serves two purposes:
first, it explains what the original task was, and second, it gives an initial proxy for quality—
indeed, a good review should look and feel like those already found online. We then add
other proxies for review quality:2
 informativeness: it is rich in content
 usefulness: it helps in making decisions (implicitly, trust)
 interestingness: it is engaging
 comprehensiveness: it covers different dimensions
Like the sentiment, lie or not lie, and fabrication tests, we also provide an extra judgment
value to capture cases in which something has gone wrong: the URL and the review do not
match, the review is not a review at all, or the URL does not work.
As with the D tasks, we create a [csv] submission file to be used to fill in the AMT
quality templates with the reviews and both the original and the normalized URL, with
the convention that the display URL is the original URL and the click-through URL is the
2 without trying to be comprehensive
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normalized one. This ensures a correct click-through experience while preserving the original
URL for display.
As with the sentiment task, we use a 1-5 scale, but unlike the sentiment task, we
actually spell out in more detail the intended meaning of a 5 vs. a 1—not just that 5 is the
best and 1 is the worst. We do so to ensure that the judgement is about the review itself
and not the object of the review.
4.2.4 Submitting and collecting results of the tests
Once the pilot phase for the tests is done, the guidelines for the tests have been finalized,
and all the reviews have been retrieved, we are ready to test the reviews using the three
Turker-based tests (i.e., sentiment, lie or not lie and fabrication, and quality).
Remember that there are no dependencies among the tests—even if a review is marked
as bad in one test, it is still passed through all other tests. Another observation is that
because of the assumption that no review should be duplicated in the corpus, the key used
to align the judgments for a review can be the review itself—no extra IDs are needed. The
IDs provided in the corpus are added at the very end.
To prepare the reviews for testing, we need to project the review content from the
original AMT task file and then merge and shuﬄe it. In Listings C.3 and C.4, we present
the steps needed to prepare the sentiment and the lie or not lie tests. In Listing D.5, we
present the command line help documentation for the main script used for merging different
projections. In Listing E.3, we present an example of the report generated after a merge
and shuﬄe step. The steps to generate the data needed for the fabricated taks is similar to
these. We wrote a custom script for the quality tasks because these tasks required a great
deal of task-specific URL normalization and multiple projections and merging,
Each of our 1,583 reviews received a total of 30 judgments spread across the three
tests, for a total of 47,430 individual tasks performed by Turkers. In fact, there are even
more judgments because the PosT and NegT reviews were used for both the lie or not lie
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and fabrication tasks in order to have variation between deceptive and non-deceptive reviews
in both tasks. This added another 4,800 judgments, for a grand total of 52,230 judgments
collected, and 53,811 Turker assignments, if we also count the review elicitation assignments.
Aside from the quality tests, which were submitted in two separate batches, one for
hotels and one for electronics, the other tests were all broken down into parts such that there
was a balanced mix of Pos and Neg for the sentiment task, a balanced mix of T and F or the
lie or not lie task, and a balanced mix for D and T for the fabrication test.3
Aside from the quality tests, which were submitted in two batches, one for hotels and
one for electronics, the other tests were broken down in parts always ensuring that there was
a balanced mix of Pos and Neg for the sentiment task and a balance of T and F or the lie or
not lie task and a balanced for D and T for the fabrication test.4
The time required to complete parts of a full test (e.g., quality) ranged from half a day
to four days, for a total of three weeks worth of work on AMT to complete all the tests (i.e.,
sentiment, quality and lie or not lie) on all the reviews.
4.2.5 Assembling the corpus
At this stage, we have all reviews, as well as all the results of the Turker-based tests
and the plagiarism test for each review. Time to assemble the corpus! The corpus consists of
a single [csv] file in which each row represents one lexically distinct review and each column
represents an attribute of the reviews. In general, attributes can be vectors, allowing us to
accumulate different values available for a given attribute for a given review. We may need to
do this either because the attribute itself is intrinsically a vector (e.g., quality judgments) or
because the review happens to be duplicated in the original set (e.g., the empty review). All
unique reviews are retained in the corpus, and those that fail one or more of the requirements
are marked as REJECTED. The final corpus is not internally balanced respect to the three
3 The D vs. T was not evenly balanced, though, since overall, there were not enough Ts for all the Ds; the
ratio was 0.75 instead of 1.
4 The D vs. T was actually unbalanced; not enough Ts for all the Ds—with ratio of 0.75 instead of 1.
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dimensions. Since the corpus is intended to be used through its projections (e.g., the PosT
subset and the NegT subset), it is only worth balancing the projections as needed.
The assembly of the corpus is done in a single step in which we read in all the reviews
and all the tests and create the full table, including any filtering, i.e., marking as REJECTED.
The following section describes the filtering and its rationale.
4.2.5.1 Filtering reviews
Now that we have all the data, let’s examine each attribute, its range of values, any
filtering based on it, and any normalization we applied to it.
All reviews are UTF-8 encoded and minimally normalized. Review normalization is
limited to eliminating trailing spaces, squeezing extra spaces, and substitute newlines (i.e.,
\n and \r) with the HTML tag <br/>.
Following the convention that ’-1’ means that there was a problem with the data (e.g.,
no data was returned by a Turker), ’0’ means that a Turker has told us that the review
has a problem, and ’-’ means that everything is fine, let’s start by examining the full list of
attributes in the corpus:
 Review ID [int]: a unique identifier created at the time of corpus generation to
refer to each review; if the same review has been submitted multiple times, it gets
the same ID.
 Review Pair ID [int]: all reviews are collected in pairs; therefore, each review has
the same review pair ID as one other review. This should allow for the measurement,
for instance, of the difference in sentiment rating between pairs of reviews collected
in the same task.
 Worker ID [A-Z0-9]: the exact ID as used by AMT.
 Review [text]: the actual review with minimal normalization.
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 Domain [Electronics|Hotels]: the domain to which the review belongs.
 Sentiment Polarity [pos|neg]: the expected polarity of the review (based on the
elicitation task).
 Truth Value [T|F|D]: the expected truth value (based on the elicitation task).
 URL Origin [self|negT|posT]: when the URL is not provided in the task itself
(i.e., self), the original class of review from which it was collected. This corresponds
to the latent quality dimension for Ds reviews.
 Length in Bytes [int]: the number of bytes of the review.
 Avg. Quality [float]: average quality computed as the mean of all quality
judgments in the interval 1-5.
 Accuracy in Detecting Truthfulness [float]: accuracy computed using all
deception judgments which are either T or F.5
 Avg. Star Rating [float]: average star rating computed as the mean of all star
rating judgments in the interval 1-5.
 Time to Write a Review Pair (sec.) [int]: total time in seconds from the time
the assignment was accepted to the time the assignment was submitted. Sometimes,
Turkers start working before accepting, which results in this time being artificially
low. Sometimes, though, Turkers submit assignments long after they finish the
actual task, which results in this time being artificially high. In all cases, this is the
cumulative time for the entire task of writing two reviews.
 Quality Judgments [array in {-1,0,1,2,3,4,5}]: a vector of quality judg-
ments for the review—each judgment is guaranteed to be from a different Turker.
5 Reviews of type D were considered as F for this task.
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 Truth vs. Deception Judgments [array in {T,F}]: a vector of perceived
truthfulness judgments for the review—each judgment is guaranteed to be from a
different Turker.
 Star Rating Judgments [array in {-1,0,1,2,3,4,5}]: a vector of star rating
judgments for the review—each judgment is guaranteed to be from a different Turker.
 Known [-1|0|Y|N]: whether or not the object of the review was known before
writing the review.
 Used/Stayed [-1|Y|N]: whether or not the Turker had direct experience with the
object.
 URL [URL]:6 one possible web presence of the object of the review, which can also
be used to align a D review with the review pair in the (T, F) tasks from which the
URL originated.
 Plagiarized [-|PLAGIARIZED]: whether or not the automatic plagiarism test found
that the review was plagiarized word-by-word from web content.
 Rejected [-|REJECTED]: final decision on whether or not to keep the review as part
of the active corpus.
 Cause(s) of Rejection [text]: a list of all reasons, if any, which should justify
the rejection of a review.
After collecting all the data from all tests, automatic and Turker-based, we computed all
the attribute values. Only at this point did we introduce an arbitrary set of thresholds
to decide which reviews should be kept and which should be filtered out (i.e., marked as
REJECTED). Because all reviews, included those marked as REJECTED are provided with the
corpus, researchers can decide for themselves the level of filtering to apply. This fulfills our
6 URLs can get stale, but they are preserved in order to allow for review alignment.
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requirement to not make hard decisions in the filtering process. Nevertheless, we applied a
reasonable set of filters with levels of thresholding that we will motivate.
The script for generating the corpus starts with the original data as collected from
AMT. Thus, it is always possible to add new filters and verify the correct behavior of the
existing ones. The corpus is also versioned, and a changelog is provided with the corpus.
One of the features implemented is a mechanism for blacklisting Turkers. As discussed
in section 3.3.1, we do not ban or reject Turkers directly on AMT; instead, we filter bad
Turkers out as a post-processing step. For instance, we decided to ban the Turker with ID
A3F6F3IJFJKHI8 because s/he was the author of review ID-0477:
“egyd hr fhjfhjtjr rhjtjt tjfhjfwettert ryur yurutujrh rtyrdyhe dher trye ey r
rhrgdtyhr”
This is not an arbitrary decision—it is based on the fact that 90% (27 of 30) of the Turkers
that judged it during the three standard tests marked it as “not a review” (i,e., ’0’), as we
can see in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Test vectors for review ID-0477
Test Judgment Vector
quality [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3]
lie or not lie [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, T]
sentiment [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Although we did not explicitly employ decoys7 we can see that in extreme cases like this,
the vast majority of the Turkers performed as expected, which increases our confidence in
the judgment data we are using. Based on the count of zeros in any of the three tests it is
possible to eliminate spurious reviews.
As we mentioned earlier, we decided not to explicitly impose any requirements in
the guidelines regarding the length of the reviews. Nevertheless, we did impose a minimal
7 Fake assignments designed to detect spammers on AMT.
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length for filtering out short reviews, which resulted in rejection of the empty review, which
appeared only four times in the whole corpus.
We already discussed in section 4.2.1 the algorithm used for detecting word-by-word
plagiarized reviews. All reviews which were positive for the plagiarism test were marked as
REJECTED.
Besides filtering out reviews explictly marked as “not a review” by Turkers performing
the judgment tasks, we also filtered reviews based on their average quality score. Note that
the mean of average quality score for the whole unfiltered corpus is 3.39 and that average
quality is computed only using non-0 judgments.
Figure 4.2: Average quality (unfiltered corpus)
After observing the scatterplot in Figure 4.2 and noticing that even reviews with low
average quality were acceptable, we conjectured that the Turkers working on the quality
test may have been answering randomly. We then looked at the scatterplot in Figure 4.3,
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which shows that there is actually a strong correlation between review-length and perceived
quality—with 850 bytes (equivalent to 150 tokens) sufficient for a review to be judged in the
4–5 range. This implies that the ratings were not actually random, and after inspecting the
reviews with lower average quality, we noticed that most of them were of sufficient quality
for our purposes—they were just short. Thus, we could set a minimum threshold for quality,
to eliminate some obvious bad cases.
Figure 4.3: Review length vs. average quality interpolated with a 3rd degree polynomial on
the unfiltered corpus
The sentiment test was implemented to ensure that all reviews had the requested
sentiment polarity. We generated the scatterplot in Figure 4.4, where it can be seen that
there are very few outliers, i.e., there are cases which are supposed to be Neg but that are
perceived as positive or vice versa. We can also see, by looking at the density of the dots,
that the negative reviews are much more dispersed and closer to 3 stars whereas the positive
are concentrated in the 4-5 stars interval, which suggests that 3 is somehow perceived more
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as a negative judgment than a positive one. We decided to filter outliers such as a Neg with
rating 5. To do this, we have set two separate thresholds, which take into consideration
this asymmetry between positive and negative reviews, as reported in Table 4.4. The effect
of applying this filter is documented both in Table 4.3 and in Figure 4.5. It would be
possible to increase the separation between the Pos and Neg classes even more by changing
our thresholds. However, because the purpose of this filter is only to eliminate mistakes and
outliers, we believe that the current setting is appropriate.
Figure 4.4: Star rating of Pos vs. Neg reviews (unfiltered corpus) in which the -1 scores
represent cases in which no score is available
In Figure 4.6, we present a scatterplot of all reviews with respect to the average accu-
racy in guessing the value of the review along the deception dimension. The fact that the Ds
extend further on the right side of the graph is simply a side effect of the fact there are many
more in our corpus. It is clear that the accuracy in guessing whether a review is a D or F
is similar. What might appear unexpected is the clear separation of the Ts when compared
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Figure 4.5: Star rating of Pos vs. Neg reviews (filtered corpus)
with the Ds and Fs. This is simply a side effect of the truth bias exhibited by humans when
guessing the truth value of a document, which, for our corpus, appears to be 67.81% vs.
32.19%.
To convince ourselves of this, imagine generating 10 random judgments with P (T) =
70% and P (F) = 30% for each of N reviews, 50% of which are T, and 50% of which are F.
The expectation of the average accuracy for F would be 30%, whereas the expectation of the
average accuracy on T would be 70%, giving the illusion that guessing the truth value of a
T is much easier.
Because of the truth bias, a T review with very low accuracy looks suspicious, as does
a D or F with high accuracy. For this reason, we decided to introduce a filter that rejects
reviews which, within their truth-class, are outliers when measured against the accuracy in
guessing their truth value.
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Table 4.3: Filters and number of times they triggered
Triggered Filter Count
more than 3 0s in quality 33
more than 3 0s in sentiment 20
short reviews 17
plagiarized 17
more than 3 0s in lie or not lie or fabricated 12
not a Pos 10
not a Neg 9
avg. quality too low 5
has duplicates 3
no avg. rating available 3
accuracy too high for D 3
black listed turker 2
accuracy too high for F 2
accuracy too low for T 1
empty review 1
Table 4.4: Thresholds for filtering
Threshold Value Range
MAX ACCURACY FOR D 0.82 [0-1]
MAX ACCURACY FOR F 0.82 [0-1]
MAX TO BE NEGATIVE 3.50 [1-5]
MIN ACCURACY FOR T 0.18 [0-1]
MIN AVG QUALITY 1.60 [1-5]
MIN LENGTH 100 [0-N ]
MIN TO BE POSITIVE 3 [1-5]
ZERO COUNT THRESHOLD 3 [0-10]
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Figure 4.6: Average Turker accuracy in guessing the truth value of a review (unfiltered
corpus)
The overall number of times each filter was triggered is summarized in Table 4.3.
Applying these filters and employing the settings in Table 4.4, we marked as rejected 91 of
the 1,583 reviews. All subsequent results and analysis are based on this moderately filtered
corpus, which from now on will be referred as the corpus.
Note that the counts in Table 4.3 do not add up to 91. The reason for this is that
Table 4.3 reports for each filter how many times it triggered, and of course, for some reviews,
many filters could have triggered simultaneously. For instance, review ID-0544:
“I click on the linke above, and don’t work.”
was discarded, as reported in the corpus under the attribute “Cause(s) of Rejection”, for all
the following reasons:
 its length is below 100 bytes
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 the accuracy for d is above 0.82, which is believed to be too high
 there were more than 3 0s in the lie or not lie test
 there were more than 3 0s in the quality test
 there were more than 3 0s in the sentiment test
The structure of the corpus after filtering out these 91 bad reviews is shown in Table 4.5.
Looking at Table 4.6, we see that overall, we have more Ds, both Pos and Neg, than Ts and
Fs. This is not surprising, since we elicited many more D reviews. It is also not an issue
because it is intended and assumed that users the corpus will take care of balancing as part
of creating a projection. For instance, if we want to build a binary classifier trained on
HotelsPosD vs. HotelsNegD, we can simply keep all the reviews without any downsampling.
Similarly, when the corpus is projected in the Hotels vs. Electronics space, it is also nearly
perfectly balanced.
Table 4.5: Filtered corpus content
Domain review-pair review-pair Total
Hotels PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
reviews 229 154 383
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
reviews 218 148 366
Electronics PosT, NegF PosD, NegD
reviews 224 154 378
NegT, PosF PosD, NegD
reviews 219 146 365
Totals reviews 890 602 1,492
Table 4.6: Filtered corpus content total number of reviews
Domain PosT NegF NegT PosF PosD NegD Total
Hotels 116 113 113 105 151 151 749
Electronics 112 112 110 109 152 148 743
Totals 228 225 223 214 303 299 1,492
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Because the corpus can also be used as a sentiment corpus, we report in Table 4.7
the review counts paired with their sentiment and deceptive labels. Parenthetically, we can
see that when the corpus is projected in the Pos vs. Neg space, it is also almost perfectly
balanced.
Table 4.7: Filtered corpus content totals for sentiment and deception reviews
Sentiment
Pos Neg Total
Deception
T 228 223 451
F 214 225 439
D 303 299 602
745 747 1,492
Totals
As a final step in validating the corpus, we measure the intrinsic difficulties that humans
have in detecting deception. It is known in literature that humans perform at chance or even
below chance[5, 30] when trying to detect deception. For this reason, it is believed[21, 18] that
a valid corpus should have the characteristic that it be difficult for humans to discriminate
truthful from deceptive documents in the corpus. Because of the truth bias[30], there is a
higher probability of a given document being judged truthful. This bias is reflected in our
corpus by 67.81% truth, 32.19% deception breakdown in human judgments. In Table 4.8, we
can see that the actual average accuracy on the different deception classes almost perfectly
matches these priors. Moreover, the overall accuracy restricted to the balanced mixed set of
all Ts and all Fs is 51%, that is, chance. This confirms and validates our corpus by showing
that humans perform at chance when trying to discriminate truths from lies within the
corpus.
Although the corpus we built passes all the tests we established, we need to point out
some very specific biases. As we can see in Figure 4.7, there is a difference in length when
we compare the various deceptive classes. If we look even more closely into the Ts, we also
notice, as reported in Figure 4.8, that there is a difference between Pos and Neg.
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Table 4.8: Average accuracy on the different deceptive classes
Deceptive Class Average Accuracy
D 34.08%
F 33.52%
T 69.04%
Figure 4.7: Average review length of the different deception classes
Nevertheless, we decided to keep this bias in our corpus—it can always be eliminated
by down-sampling. The main reason for keeping it is that it appears to be an actual feature
of deception, and hence, it should be considered in modeling. To justify the fact that truthful
reviews are longer than the deceptive ones, we argue that the higher emotional involvement
in telling a true personal story associated with either a strongly positive or strongly negative
experience is partially responsible for the higher length. Moreover, having direct knowledge
(i.e., experience) with a certain object increases the opportunities for describing its details.
The fact that, within the truthful reviews, the negative reviews are longer than the
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Figure 4.8: Average review length of the different sentiment classes for deceptive class T
positive ones seems to match our experience with online reviews, where it is more common
to observe long reviews associated with complaints—when everything is fine, most of the
time, there is little to say. Although there might be a position bias due to the order in
which we collected the review pairs—always Ts first—we still believe that these differences
in length also validate our corpus—this difference matches our intuitions regarding review
length in a set of real online reviews. Further testing could easily determine whether position
bias contributed to this distribution.
The minor difference in quality across the deceptive classes shown in Figure 4.9 can be
justified by observing Figure 4.3 as merely a side effect of the differences in length shown in
Figure 4.8.
Another bias present in the corpus, which can also be easily eliminated, is the skewed
distribution of the number of reviews per writer. Our reviews have been written overall by
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Figure 4.9: Average review quality for the different deceptive classes
497 distinct writers, with an average of just a bit more than 3 reviews per writer. Because
we are collecting review pairs and not individual reviews, the minimum number of reviews
that a single writer should have in the corpus is two (not counting cases in which one of
the two has been rejected during the filtering phase). For each of the twelve possible corpus
labels (e.g., HotelsPosT, ElectronicsNegD, etc.) there would ideally be no more than one
review written by the same Turker. This is true for all of the Ts, all of the Fs, and some of
the Ds, for a total of 1,210 reviews. Because of the intrinsic limitation of AMT described in
section 3.3.3, it was impossible to control the number of reviews written by a single Turker
for the D tasks. The remaining 373 reviews have some writer overlap within the same corpus
label; for instance, Turker ID A2ARHK50FQ79YC wrote 9 reviews for HotelsPosD instead of
just one. If we were to eliminate extra reviews written by the same writer within the same
corpus label, we would to eliminate 268 reviews, all Ds, as summarized in Table 4.9. This
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version of the corpus would then contain 1,315 unfiltered reviews.
Table 4.9: Reviews to reduce to one the number of reviews per writer per corpus label
Corpus Labels Reviews to Eliminate
HotelsPosD 51
HotelsNegD 51
ElectronicsPosD 84
ElectronicsNegD 82
Total 268
In Appendix F, we report the full list of Turker IDs and corpus labels with count
greater than one. Because the total number of reviews available for ElectronicsPosD and
ElectronicsNegD is 313, and by eliminating the 166 reviews reported in Table 4.9, we
would reduce the size of our Ds to 147 reviews, we decided to keep them. This also takes into
consideration the fact that the set of 166 unique writers who wrote the Ds is still sufficiently
large to draw meaningful conclusions, even when compared to the 351 unique writers who
wrote the Ts and Fs. For completeness, in Table 4.10, we also report the distribution of the
number of writers and number of reviews, which shows that 90% of the writers wrote only
2, the minimum, or 4 reviews, the equivalent of two assignments.
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Table 4.10: Distribution of number of reviews written by number of writers
Reviews Written Writers
2 346
4 103
6 17
7 1
8 13
10 5
11 1
12 5
18 3
20 1
24 1
44 1
Total 497
Chapter 5
Corpus Validation and Statistical Models
In chapter 3, we laid out the dimensions of our corpus (i.e., domain, sentiment, and
deception) and presented a process for creating guidelines to use in collecting a large set
of truthful and deceptive reviews similar to those that can be found online. In chapter 4,
we described how the reviews that constitute our corpus were collected and validated using
AMT and then assembled to create our final corpus of deceptive online reviews.
The focus of this thesis is the creation of a sound corpus of deceptive and non-deceptive
reviews for the study of deception invariants. Because there is no ground truth against which
we can verify whether a given review is actually deceptive, we employ various guards to ensure
corpus validity. The final mechanism we employ to validate our corpus relies on a supervised
machine learning framework for building a set of binary classifiers trained on labelled data
extracted from some of the possible projections of our corpus. We define a projection of our
corpus as the subset for which specific dimensions are fixed; for example, the D projection of
our corpus is the subset of reviews with the value D for the truth-class dimension, while the
HotelsPos projection is the subset of reviews with value Hotels for the domain dimension
and Pos for the sentiment dimension.
We take the accuracy of binary classifiers trained and tested on pairs of projections of
our corpus to be a measure of separation and hence distinguishability of such projections.
These measures of separation can be used to validate our corpus by comparing them with
known scientific results. For instance, we can train a classifier to distinguish the projections
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of our corpus with respect to the sentiment dimension and compare the performance of this
classifier with similar work on sentiment analysis. These measures also provide us with some
preliminary insights regarding the feasibility of deception detection using our corpus.
To pursue these objectives, we employ a three standard classifiers (two versions of
Na¨ıve Bayes and a decision tree classifier, see below), which we use with the same settings
in all our experiments. Because it is not our objective to improve the accuracy of these
classifiers but instead to use them as an evaluation metric for measuring separability of our
data, we decided to use a specific classifier, with a specific set of features and settings to be
used across all tests.
If a binary classifier trained and tested on two sets A and B of the same cardinality
achieves 50% accuracy measured using an n-fold cross validation, we infer that the two sets
are indistinguishable—they have no separation in the given feature space. At the other end
of the spectrum, if the accuracy of such a classifier is 100%, we say that two sets are perfectly
separated in the feature space. All of our experiments are carried out using the so-called bag
of words as the feature space.
To ensure that the performance of our standard classifier is sufficiently high to allow
us to draw meaningful conclusions, we start by training and testing against the Cornell
corpus[21]. Using this benchmark, we prove that our classier performs as well as those
proposed in Ott et al.[21], reaching an accuracy of 88% when trained and tested on the set
of truthful and deceptive reviews in the Cornell corpus.
The performance of the same classification method trained on different projection pairs
of our corpus varies dramatically, from close to chance when trained and tested on T vs. F
to virtually perfect accuracy when trained and tested on Electronics vs. Hotels. Our
results validate our expectations that for a machine learned classifier, deceptive documents
(i.e., F) are almost indistinguishable from truthful ones, just as they are for human judges.
They also confirm our hypothesis that the high degree of separation seen in Ott et al.[21] is
merely a side effect of corpus-specific features (i.e., the emotional involvement of the writer).
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Nevertheless, we still conjecture that subtle differences between truthful and deceptive docu-
ments do actually exist and that more sophisticated feature engineering is needed to improve
performance to better than chance.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We first present the general
classification framework we use and the experiments by which we verify that the classifier
is sufficiently accurate for the Cornell corpus. We then explain our decisions regarding the
corpus projection pairs we use for the validation phase. Finally, results are presented and
discussed.
5.1 General learning framework
As our general machine learning apparatus, we employ Weka,1 and specifically, three
of its classifiers: two different implementations of Na¨ıve Bayes that we refer to as Na¨ıve
Bayes[14] and Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes[16] and whose core equation is presented in For-
mula (5.1)2 and the J48 decision tree classifier, which is an implementation of the well-known
C4.5 classifier[25]. We use as features the counts of 10000 words.
P (Ci|D) = P (D|Ci)× P (Ci)
P (D)
(5.1)
To build a binary classifier for text documents, Weka takes as input a directory structure
in which each directory represents a class (with the directory names serving as class labels)
and contains a separate file for each document in the class. Figure 5.1 presents an example
in which we are building a binary classifier for the two classes DECEPTIVE and TRUTHFUL.
Weka also provides a standard converter, which takes as input a directory of directories and
produces as output an ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) file, which can be further
converted into actual feature vectors. It is then possible to use the file containing all the
feature vectors for the classes to perform n-fold cross validation. An extensive report is
1 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
2 http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc/weka/classifiers/bayes/NaiveBayesMultinomial.html
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Figure 5.1: Weka compatible directory structure
produced which includes the accuracy of the classifier and the confusion matrix.
As a convenience, we report in Listing C.5 the sequence of command-line commands
required to build and test a classifier (e.g., Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes), starting from a direc-
tory structure similar to the one in Figure 5.1, and generate a report of its accuracy. With
the tools described in Listing C.5, it is possible to train/test any of the three classifiers we
have chosen and report on the accuracy for any labelled dataset.
5.1.1 Reproducing previous results
With Weka we can now train and test a classifier that can then be used to measure the
level of separation between corpus projection pairs. Before doing that, we want to ensure
that such a classifier performs as well as those previously used for deception detection in the
literature. This will allow us to draw conclusions based on the accuracy of the classifier on
our corpus projections with greater confidence.
In Listing E.4, we can see that the accuracy reached by our Na¨ıve Bayes classifier using
unigrams on the Cornell corpus is 88%. By comparison, Ott et al.[21] report an accuracy
of 88.4% also using Na¨ıve Bayes and unigrams as features. This allows us to conclude that
the accuracy of our classifier is sufficiently high to be used for making comparisons of corpus
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projection pairs.
We also tried a Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes classifier on the same set using the same
features, as reported in Listing E.5. The accuracy we attained was 89.63%, which again is
comparable with the 89.8% reported in [21] using an SVM classifier on LIWC features plus
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
5.2 Measuring data separation
Our goal is to employ a generic unigram-based text classifier, such as the one we
presented in section 5.1.1, to measure the separation between our corpus projection pairs.
This will allow us, on the one hand, to validate our corpus against known or expected results
and, on the other, to provide some insights on the feasibility of the deception detection task
on our corpus.
5.2.1 Measuring separation within the corpus
Our corpus has three dimensions (i.e., domain, sentiment, and deception), each of
which can take either three or four possible values if we count the empty label, which allows
us to project in fewer than three dimensions. For instance, the projection Neg is shorthand
for the actual projection _Neg_, in which the domain and deception dimensions have empty
labels (i.e., _). The total number of possible projections is 3 × 3 × 4 = 36. Recall that
measuring separation involves pairing these projections and training a binary classifier on
such projection pairs. The total number of corpus projection pairs is 36 × 36 = 1296.
However, most of these projection pairs are meaningless (e.g., (T, Hotels)) or at least not
interesting. Therefore, we select those corpus projection pairs in which only one of the
dimensions changes (e.g., (HotelsPosD, HotelsNegD)). The total number of such projection
pairs is exactly 51. For each of these pairs, we train and test a Na¨ıve Bayes, a Multinomial
Na¨ıve Bayes, and a J48 classifier and record the accuracy of each. We then rank these
projection pairs by accuracy.
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In Listing E.6, we report the full set of results, namely 51 runs, comparing all three
classifiers for each pair. Each run is actually split in two, one using all the data available for
the projection pair and one with a balanced (i.e., partially reduced) dataset. The balanced
datasets are obtained from the full sets by downsampling the larger of the two sets in the
pair. The balancing is done at the review level and does not take into account the length of
each review. For each test, we also provide the dataset size before and after balancing, both
in terms of bytes and number of tokens.3
In Table 5.1, we report on some of the 51 projection pairs, presenting the accuracy
achieved by training and testing two different Na¨ıve Bayes classifiers on the balanced ver-
sion of the datasets. As standard settings we used: 10000 unigram features with count as
the feature representation, no stemming, no down-casing, add-one smoothing, stop words
preserved, and 5-fold cross validation.
These results reflect our expectations—the extremely high separation between domains
(electronics and hotels are quite orthogonal), the high separation along the sentiment dimen-
sion, which matches other published results in the literature[26], and the statistical separa-
tion between D/T projection pairs, which confirms our expectations by matching, though to a
lesser degree, what is reported in Ott et al.[21]. The fact that Ts and Fs are not separable in
the unigram space is also not surprising and matches our expectations. By eliminating some
of the biases in the Cornell corpus (e.g., differences in the writers and their motivations),
we see that what cannot be separated by human judges also cannot be easily separated by
a machine—lies are indeed tough to detect[30]. We do not claim that there is no separation
but that any separation that may exist is subtle, as we expected. Overall, these results
match our expectations and increased the likelihood of the validity of our corpus.
3 token here means “space-delimited” strings.
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Table 5.1: Ranked accuracy on selected corpus projection pairs for the two Na¨ıve Bayes
classifiers using unigrams and counts as the feature representation on balanced versions of
the projection pairs
Corpus Projection Pair Classifier Accuracy
ElectronicsPos vs HotelsPos Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 99.87%
Electronics vs Hotels Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 99.73%
HotelsPos vs HotelsNeg Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 94.49%
Pos vs Neg Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 90.88%
Pos vs Neg Na¨ıve Bayes 79.09%
HotelsPosD vs HotelsPosF Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 70.00%
HotelsT vs HotelsD Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 67.17%
ElectronicsNegT vs ElectronicsNegD Na¨ıve Bayes 66.82%
NegT vs NegF Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 66.29%
HotelsD vs HotelsF Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 65.14%
HotelsNegT vs HotelsNegF Na¨ıve Bayes 64.16%
T vs D Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 63.61%
T vs D Na¨ıve Bayes 60.62%
D vs F Na¨ıve Bayes 56.15%
PosT vs PosF Na¨ıve Bayes 54.44%
PosT vs PosF Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 53.74%
T vs F Na¨ıve Bayes 51.14%
T vs F Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 42.71%
ElectronicsT vs ElectronicsF Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 39.14%
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5.2.2 Measuring separation with the Cornell corpus
We have measured the separation between the two classes of the Cornell corpus (i.e.,
88%) and reported in Table 5.1 and Listing E.6 the separation between projection pairs
within our corpus. In this section, we present similar results regarding measures of separation
between the two Cornell datasets—deceptive reviews elicited on AMT and truthful reviews
harvested from TripAdvisor—and some of the pertinent projections of our corpus.
We should remember that all the reviews in the Cornell corpus are HotelsPos, with
some D and some T. Therefore, only a few of our projections can be meaningfully compared to
these. The two natural comparisons are with our HotelsPosD and HotelsNegD, but we should
also remember that our HotelsD are divided into two subsets aligned with the latent corpus
dimension—quality. For this reason, we can further refine our comparison by considering sep-
arately the HotelsD originating from reviews collected from the (HotelsPosT, HotelsNegF)
task (i.e., good hotels)4 and the ones originating from the (HotelsNegT, HotelsPosF) task
(i.e., bad hotels). Of course, the set which matches the deceptive reviews from Cornell cor-
pus is HotelsPosD from HotelsPosT NegF, but we also compare the others sets. We can
also limit the D reviews to those for which the hotel was unknown to the Turker writing the
review, which is, in any case, the most common case.
In Listing E.7, we report all comparisons, whereas in Table 5.2, we report only a
selected subset of the 20 different comparisons.
Settings for this experiment are similar to the other experiments, although we do not
cite results using the J48 classifier because it did not add any additional insights. The
results reported in Table 5.2 are based on balanced datasets, with 10000 unigram features
with count as their representation. These results again match our expectations by showing
that the greatest separation is between our Ds and the Ts in the Cornell corpus, and the
lowest, between Ds in both corpora.
4 At least one person expressed a positive opinion about them.
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Table 5.2: Comparisons of the Cornell corpus with ours using two classifiers and unigram
features.
Corpora Pair Stayed Source Classifier Acc.
HotelsPosD vs CornellPosT any any Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 93.05%
HotelsPosF vs CornellPosT no any Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 92.86%
HotelsPosT vs CornellPosT no any Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 91.38%
HotelsPosF vs CornellPosD no any Na¨ıve Bayes Multinomial 85.71%
HotelsPosD vs CornellPosT no posT Na¨ıve Bayes 82.81%
HotelsPosD vs CornellPosT any posT Na¨ıve Bayes 81.17%
HotelsPosT vs CornellPosD any any Na¨ıve Bayes 79.74%
HotelsPosF vs CornellPosD any any Na¨ıve Bayes 75.24%
HotelsPosD vs CornellPosD no posT Na¨ıve Bayes 71.09%
5.2.3 Comments on measuring separations
The results we present in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that there is a high degree of separa-
tion in the unigram space between the different domains (i.e., electronics and hotels) and the
different sentiments (i.e., positive and negative). This is of course expected, and confirms
both that our corpus is sound with respect to those dimensions and that our framework
for measuring separation between corpus projections using a supervised machine learning
framework actually works.
In Table 5.1, we see that the separation between Ts and Ds ranges between 60% to 67%
over a baseline of 50%. This result supports previous research that demonstrated statistical
separation between truthful (i.e., T) and fabricated reviews (i.e., D). However, the separation
between our Ds and Ts is much lower than the separation we measured on the Cornell corpus,
which is 88%. Such reduced separation confirms our hypothesis that the high separation in
the Cornell corpus is mainly due to the effect of differences in the authors. Remember that
our Ts are elicited from Turkers whereas the Ts in the Cornell corpus are actual (at least,
supposedly) positive reviews collected from users of TripAdvisor who are customers of the
top 20 hotels in Chicago. We argue that there is therefore a clear socioeconomic difference
between the two groups. There might also be some difference due to inner motivations
for writing the review itself: on the one side, payment of $1 for an elicited review; on the
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other, a true desire to share a positive experience with an audience. We also conjecture
that even this residual separation between Ts and Ds is not necessarily due to a difference
in the actual deception dimension but might be due merely to differences in the amount of
knowledge about the hotels themselves or, even more importantly, differences in emotional
involvement with the objects, which can be the cause of variations in the word usage and
are only tangentially related with possible linguistic deception invariants. This conjecture
is confirmed in Table 5.1 by the fact that our classifiers perform at chance, or below, when
trying to separate Ts and Fs. Both effects, knowledge and involvement, are also clearly visible
in the reduced length of reviews of type D when compared with the T. For these reasons we
argue that the study of deception invariants using fabricated reviews might be less effective
in helping to isolate invariants than studies employing actual lies—lies, in fact, do not have
some of these problems. In the lies we collected, there is explicit knowledge about the object
described, and there is also some emotional involvement with it—which is totally missing
from all cases of fabrication.
This leads to the next observation we can make using our data, which is that the
separation between truths and lies is marginal, at least using unigram features. This is
confirmed in Table 5.1 by the fact that our classifiers perform at chance, or worse, when trying
to separate Ts from Fs. This buttresses our assertion that differences in deception are much
more subtle when other co-occurring but unrelated signals are eliminated. Specifically, when
motivation, objective knowledge, and individual attributes and ideosyncrasies are controlled
for, truth and lie become indistinguishable. We may imagine, and hope, that there are
actually intrinsic differences between Ts and Fs but in order to detect such nuances more
sophisticated analysis is needed. The fact that there is no easily detectable difference between
Ts and Fs using the bag-of-words model suggests that future successful results on this set are
likely to be the result of actual understanding of the deception invariants.
It is also interesting to note the separation between the Ds and the F (e.g., 70% for
HotelsPosD vs. HotelsPosF). We conjecture that such a difference is only partially due to
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a difference in type of deception (i.e., fabrications vs. lies) and that probably at its core the
reason for the separability is the same as for the separability of Ds and Ts—different amount
of knowledge and lack of emotional involvement. Overall, in fact, the separation between Ts
and Ds is similar to the separation of Fs and Ds, suggesting that fabrication is a much easier
deception dimension value to identify than actual lies.
Compare now the results in Table 5.2, and notice that comparisons with the Ts in
the Cornell corpus lead to the highest separation—independently of the truth values of the
reviews from our corpus. This observation supports our hypothesis that the separation seen
in Ott et al.[21] is actually the difference in source generated by mixing the two different
sources (i.e., Turkers and TripAdvisor users) and not specifically the difference in deception.
The pairs which are expected to present smaller separation across the two corpora are the
Ds based on URLs collected from PosT tasks; and in fact, this is the pair with the lowest
separation in our set—validating our expectations.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Deception is a complex, pervasive, sometimes high-stakes human activity; while the
linguistic implementation of deceptive acts by speakers is sometimes brazen, sometimes sub-
tle, it is a curious fact that it is difficult for other humans to detect and at any rate humans
exhibit a distinct bias towards believing what they are told. In everyday life, research tells
us, we are constantly subject to (and purveyors of) deceptions large and small—from cases
of expedient omissions in casual conversation to outright lies between friends and relatives.
Although human performance at detecting deception is, in general, no better than
chance, or even below chance, previous research suggests that the unconscious linguistic
signals included in a conscious act of deceiving are sufficient to allow us to build automatic
systems capable of successfully distinguishing deceptive documents (e.g., online reviews)
from truthful ones. However, this is only partially true at this point in time: we have
demonstrated that some of the previous results are confounded by inadequate controls in
the creation or selection of their data and that their automatic systems may have detected
signals which are artifacts of the data collection process and not true invariant features of
deception. That is, the encouraging results in the literature on automatic deception detection
may be mainly attributed to side effects of corpus-specific features. These confounders may
pose little harm to some specific practical applications, but such results do not advance the
deeper investigation of deception. If it is indeed the case that the generalizations learned
by these models are not about deception but rather about other unintended features of the
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corpora, they will not be extensible to other target data.
Our research has focussed on one small part of this vast space: the definition, design,
and creation of a extensible, demonstrably valid, and balanced text resource for the study of
deception, with an apparatus (in the forms of algorithms, statistical tests, and procedures)
to extend the research into new dimensions. An important insight into the nature of decep-
tion is that the implementation of deception, and its detectablity, is inextricably bound to
the knowledge, emotional state, and socioeconomic status of the deceiver – knowledgeable,
involved deceivers are difficult to detect. Less committed or less informed deceivers are eas-
ier to ferret out. This may seem obvious, but these co-occurring traits are not marked (or
marked incorrectly!) in Yelp reviews and so continue to confound humans though they are
at least somewhat detectable by computer.
The result is the development and publication of the largest publicly-available multi-
dimensional deception corpus for online reviews, containing nearly 1,600 reviews in the style
consonant with those that can be found online—the BLT-C (Boulder Lies and Truths Cor-
pus). In an attempt to overcome the inherent lack of ground truth—since it is not possible
to know for sure whether someone is lying to us—we have also developed a set of automatic
and semi-automatic techniques to increase our confidence in the validity of our corpus.
This thesis shows that detecting deception using supervised machine learning methods
is brittle. Experiments conducted using this corpus show that accuracy changes across
different kinds of deception (e.g., lying vs. fabrication), demonstrating the limitations of
previous studies. Preliminary results confirm statistical separation between fabricated and
truthful reviews, but they do not confirm the existence of statistical separation between truths
and lies.
We conjecture that actual differences between truthful and deceptive reviews do ex-
ist but that in order to detect them, more sophisticated analysis is needed. The fact that
there is no easily detectable difference using statistical models based on the bag-of-words
model suggests that future successful results on this corpus will most likely be the result of
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actual understanding of deception invariants. More importantly, the preliminary results of
the analysis of our corpus suggest that identification of deception in cases of lying reviews
with explicit knowledge about the object under review is much harder than the identifica-
tion of fabricated spam reviews, which supports our thesis that deception is a multifaceted
phenomenon that needs to be studied in all its possible dimensions by means of a multidi-
mensional deception corpus like the one we have built and described in this thesis. These
results also suggest that inferences based on one specific kind of deception using a specific
data source may not be extensible to deception in general. Linguistic invariants that are
statistically proven to be robust across dimensions still need to be identified in order to build
a truly sound model of deception as linguistic phenomena.
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Appendix A
Glossary
A.1 Amazon Mechanical Turk Glossary
 Abandoned: HITs that expired before completion
 Account Settings: personal parameter dashboard
 Amazon: the company controlling AMT
 Approved: HITS approved by the requester
 CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart): automated test capable of discriminating humans from machines
 Dashboard: web page managed by AMT with an overview of HITS
 HIT (Human Intelligence Task): a task proposed by a requester
 Pending: HITs completed, but neither accepted nor rejected
 Qualification: some HITs require Turkers to have specific qualifications in order to
accept the assignment
 Rejected: HITS that the requester refuses to pay for
 Requester: employer offering the HITs
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 Returned: HITS returned after attempting
 Rewards: amount of money paid for an assignment
 Submitted: completed HITs
 The Turk or Mechanical Turk: The Turk, also known as the Mechanical Turk or
Automaton Chess Player, was a fake chess-playing machine constructed in the late
18th century.1
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The Turk
Appendix B
HITs Guidelines
B.1 Reviews guidelines
In this section we present the final guidelines used on AMT (Amazon Mechanical Turk)
for eliciting all types of reviews. For each task, we report its general setting, the actual HTML
used on AMT, and a screen shot reflecting its appearance as an assignment.
B.1.1 Guidelines for replicating the Cornell posD corpus
In this section we present an AMT replica of the guidelines used in Ott et al.[21]. The
most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ CORNELL_posD_Hotels
Title ................... Write an Hotel Review
Description ............. Write a short Hotel Review
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $0.55
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.1) on page 122, we present the AMT-HTML needed to generate a replica of the
HIT used in Ott et al.[21]. In Figure (B.1) on page 123, we present a screen shot of the replicated
HIT on AMT. By comparison, we present in Figure (B.2) on page 124 a screen shot of the original
guideline HIT used in Ott et al.[21].
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Listing B.1: HTML needed on AMT to replicate the original guidelines used in Ott et al.[21].
<p><i><b>Note : I f you have p r ev i ou s l y completed t h i s HIT or a r e l a t ed HIT , p l e a s e DO NOT do i t
again . Mult ip le HITs performed by the same user w i l l r e j e c t e d .</b></ i></p>
<p><i>Note : Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s
. Submitted rev iews w i l l be manually in spec t ed and any review found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t
qua l i t y ( e . g . , wr i t t en f o r the wrong hote l , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed ,
e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></p>
<p><i>Note : Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r academic purposes .
We have no a f f i l i a t i o n with any o f the chosen ho t e l s .</ i></p>
<hr />
<p><i>Imagine you work f o r the marketing department o f a ho t e l . Your boss asks you to wr i t e a
fake review ( as i f you were a customer ) f o r the ho t e l to be posted on a t r a v e l review
webs i te . <b>The review needs to sound r e a l i s t i c and portray the ho t e l in a p o s i t i v e l i g h t<
/b> .</ i></p>
<hr />
<p>Look at t h e i r webs i te i f you are not f am i l i a r with the ho t e l .</p>
<p><b>Hotel name</b> : Fairmont Chicago Millennium Park</p>
<p><b>Hotel webs i te</b> : <a href=”http ://www. fa i rmont . com/ chicago /”>http ://www. fa i rmont . com/
chicago /</a> ( l i n k opens in a new window)</p>
<p>Write your review here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”answer” cols=”66” rows=”6”></textarea></p>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i>opt i ona l ; a bonus w i l l be g iven
f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
B.1.2 Guidelines for negT/posF Electronics
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (negT, posF)
for the electronics domain. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_negT_posF_Electronics_final
Title ................... Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Description ............. Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.2) on page 123, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for negT/PosF electronics on AMT. In Figure (B.3) on page 125, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
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Figure B.1: Screen shot of the replicated guidelines used in Ott et al.[21].
Listing B.2: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (negT, posF) Electronics.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Think o f an e l e c t r o n i c product or app l iance that you own or have used that you <u><b>don ’ t</
b></u> l i k e .</p>
<p>Provide a URL f o r t h i s product .</p>
<p>Write a review o f t h i s product , in the s t y l e o f those you f i nd onl ine , r e f l e c t i n g your <b><u
>negat ive expe r i ence</u></b> with i t .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f the same product , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the
marketing department o f the company that makes t h i s product and that you have been asked
to wr i t e a <b>f ake</b> review . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were
wr i t t en by a customer</b> , and portray the product in a <u><b>po s i t i v e</b></u><b> l i g h t</b
> .</p>
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Figure B.2: Screen shot of the original guidelines used in Ott et al.[21].
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Copy the Product <b>URL</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”1” cols=”66” name=”product−ur l ”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>Actual</b> review o f the <b><u>PRODUCT</u></b> you <u><b>DIDN’T</b> <b>LIKE</b
></u> here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”negT”></textarea></p>
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<p>Write your <b>FAKE</b> (<u><b>po s i t i v e</b></u>) review o f the same product here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”posF”></textarea></p>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”2” cols=”66” name=” sugge s t i on s ”></textarea></p>
Figure B.3: Screen shot of negT/posF Electronics HIT as seen on AMT.
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B.1.3 Guidelines for negT/posF Hotels
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (negT, posF)
for the hotels domain. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_negT_posF_Hotels_final
Title ................... Write a Hotel Review
Description ............. Write a Hotel Review
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.3) on page 126, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for negT/posF hotels on AMT. In Figure (B.4) on page 127, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.3: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (negT, posF) Hotels.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Think o f a ho t e l you have been to that you <u><b>didn ’ t</b></u> l i k e .</p>
<p>Provide the URL of t h i s ho t e l .</p>
<p>Write a review o f t h i s hote l , in the s t y l e o f those you f i nd onl ine , r e f l e c t i n g your <b><u>
negat ive expe r i ence</u></b> there .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f t h i s hote l , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the marketing
department o f t h i s ho t e l and that you have been asked to wr i t e a <b>f ake</b> review . The
review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were wr i t t en by a customer</b> , and
portray the ho t e l in a <u><b>po s i t i v e</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Copy the Hotel <b>URL</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”hote l−ur l ” cols=”66” rows=”1”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>Actual</b> review o f the <b><u>HOTEL</u></b> you <u><b>DIDN’T</b> <b>LIKE</b><
/u> here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”negT” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
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<p>Write your <b>FAKE</b> (<u><b>po s i t i v e</b></u>) review o f the same hot e l here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”posF” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
Figure B.4: Screen shot of negT/posF Hotels HIT as seen on AMT.
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B.1.4 Guidelines for posT/negF Electronics
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (posT, negF)
for the electronics domain. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_posT_negF_Electronics_final
Title ................... Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Description ............. Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.4) on page 128, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for posT/negF electronics on AMT. In Figure (B.5) on page 129, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.4: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (posT, negF) Electronics.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Think o f an e l e c t r o n i c product or app l iance that you own or have used that you <u><b> l i k e d</
b></u> .</p>
<p>Provide a URL f o r t h i s product .</p>
<p>Write a review o f t h i s product , in the s t y l e o f those you f i nd onl ine , r e f l e c t i n g your <u><b
>great expe r i ence</b></u> with i t .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f the same product , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the
marketing department f o r a competing product and that you have been asked to wr i t e a <b>
f ake</b> review . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were wr i t t en by a
customer</b> , and portray the product in a <u><b>negat ive</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Copy the Product <b>URL</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”1” cols=”66” name=”product−ur l ”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>Actual</b> review o f the <b><u>PRODUCT</u></b> you <u><b>LIKED</b></u> here :</
p>
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<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”posT”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>FAKE</b> (<b><u>negat ive</u></b>) review o f the same product here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”negF”></textarea></p>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”2” cols=”66” name=” sugge s t i on s ”></textarea></p>
Figure B.5: Screen shot of posT/negF Electronics HIT as seen on AMT.
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B.1.5 Guidelines for posT/negF Hotels
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (posT, negF)
for the hotels domain. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_posT_negF_Hotels_final
Title ................... Write a Hotel Review
Description ............. Write a Hotel Review
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.5) on page 130, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for posT/negF hotels on AMT. In Figure (B.6) on page 131, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.5: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (posT, negF) Hotels.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Think o f a ho t e l you have been to that you <u><b> l i k e d</b></u> .</p>
<p>Provide the URL of t h i s ho t e l .</p>
<p>Write a review o f t h i s hote l , in the s t y l e o f those you f i nd onl ine , r e f l e c t i n g your <u><b>
great expe r i ence</b></u> there .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f t h i s hote l , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the marketing
department o f a compet i tor and that you have been asked to wr i t e a <b>f ake</b> review . The
review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were wr i t t en by a customer</b> , and
portray the ho t e l in a <u><b>negat ive</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Copy the Hotel <b>URL</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”hote l−ur l ” cols=”66” rows=”1”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>Actual</b> review o f the <b><u>HOTEL</u></b> you <u><b>LIKED</b></u> here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”posT” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b>FAKE</b> (<b><u>negat ive</u></b>) review o f the same hot e l here :</p>
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<p><textarea name=”negF” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
Figure B.6: Screen shot of posT/negF Hotels HIT as seen on AMT.
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B.1.6 Guidelines for posD/negD Electronics
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (posD, negD)
for the electronics domain. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_posD_negD_Electronics_final
Title ................... Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Description ............. Write a Review about Electronics/Appliances
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 1000
In Listing (B.6) on page 132, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for posD/negD electronics on AMT. In Figure (B.7) on page 134, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.6: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (posD, negD) Electronics.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>We have no a f f i l i a t i o n with any o f the chosen products or s e r v i c e s</ i> .</ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Imagine you work f o r the marketing department o f the company that makes t h i s product :</p>
<p><a href=”${product−url−c leaned }”>${product−url−o r i g i n a l }</a></p>
<p>and that you have been asked by your boss to wr i t e a <b>f ake</b> review in the s t y l e o f
those you f i nd on l i n e . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were wr i t t en
by a customer</b> , and portray the product in a <u><b>POSITIVE</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f the same product , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the
marketing department o f a compet itor . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t
were wr i t t en by a customer</b> , and portray the product in a <u><b>NEGATIVE</b></u> <b>
l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Write your <b><u>POSITIVE</u></b> review o f t h i s <b>product</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea name=”posD” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b><u>NEGATIVE</u></b> review o f t h i s <b>product</b> here :</p>
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<p><textarea name=”negD” cols=”66” rows=”8”></textarea></p>
<p>Did you know th i s product ?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=”known” value=”Y” /><span class=”
answertext ”> Yes , I know th i s product .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=”known” value=”N” /><span class=”
answertext ”> No , I DON’T know th i s product .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=”known” value=”NOT A PRODUCT” /><span
class=”answertext ”> This i s <b>NOT</b> a product ! ! !<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<p>Have you ever used t h i s product ?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=”used” value=”Y” /><span class=”
answertext ”> Yes , I have used t h i s product .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=”used” value=”N” /><span class=”
answertext ”> No , I have NEVER used t h i s product .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
B.1.7 Guidelines for posD/negD Hotels
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the review pairs (posD, negD)
for the domain hotels. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ REVIEWS_posD_negD_Hotels_final
Title ................... Write a Hotel Review
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Figure B.7: Screen shot of posD/negD Electronics HIT as seen on AMT.
Description ............. Write a Hotel Review
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Reward per assignment ... $1.05
Frame Height ............ 1000
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In Listing (B.7) on page 135, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
collect the review pairs for posD/negD hotels on AMT. In Figure (B.8) on page 137, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.7: AMT-HTML guidelines for collecting review pairs (posD, negD) Hotels.
<ul>
< l i><i>Reviews need to be 100% o r i g i n a l and cannot be copied and pasted from other source s .
</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l be manually in spec t ed ; rev iews found to be o f i n s u f f i c i e n t qua l i t y ( e . g
. , i l l e g i b l e , unreasonably short , p l a g i a r i z ed , e t c . ) w i l l be r e j e c t e d .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>Reviews w i l l NOT be posted on l i n e and w i l l be used s t r i c t l y f o r <b>academic purposes
</b> .</ i></ l i>
< l i><i>We have no a f f i l i a t i o n with any o f the chosen ho t e l s</ i> .</ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Imagine you work f o r the marketing department o f the t h i s ho t e l :</p>
<p><a href=”${hote l−url−c leaned }”>${hote l−url−o r i g i n a l }</a></p>
<p>and that you have been asked by your boss to wr i t e a <b>f ake</b> review in the s t y l e o f
those you f i nd on l i n e . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were wr i t t en
by a customer</b> , and portray the ho t e l in a <u><b>POSITIVE</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .</p>
<p>Write a second review o f the same hote l , t h i s time imagining that you work f o r the marketing
department o f a compet i tor . The review needs to be persuas ive , sound <b>as i f i t were
wr i t t en by a customer</b> , and portray the ho t e l in a <u><b>NEGATIVE</b></u> <b> l i g h t</b> .
</p>
<p>Please make the two rev iews <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> and <b>roughly comparable in l ength</b> .</p>
<hr />
<p>Write your <b><u>POSITIVE</u></b> review o f t h i s <b>hot e l</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”posD”></textarea></p>
<p>Write your <b><u>NEGATIVE</u></b> review o f t h i s <b>hot e l</b> here :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”8” cols=”66” name=”negD”></textarea></p>
<p>Did you know th i s ho t e l ?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”Y” name=”known” /><span class=”
answertext ”> Yes , I know th i s ho t e l .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”N” name=”known” /><span class=”
answertext ”> No , I DON’T know th i s ho t e l .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”NOT A HOTEL” name=”known” /><span
class=”answertext ”> This i s <b>NOT</b> a ho t e l ! ! !<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
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<p>Have you ever stayed at t h i s ho t e l be f o r e ?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”Y” name=” stayed ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> Yes , I have been at t h i s ho t e l .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”N” name=” stayed ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> No , I have NEVER been at t h i s ho t e l .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<b><i>opt i ona l</ i></b><i> ; a bonus
w i l l be g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”2” cols=”66” name=” sugge s t i on s ”></textarea></p>
B.2 Tests guidelines
In this section we present the final guidelines used on AMT (Amazon Mechanical Turk)
for all tests performed on reviews. For each task, we report its general setting, the actual
HTML used on AMT, and a screen shot reflecting its appearance as an assignment.
B.2.1 Guidelines for sentiment test
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect the perceived or predicted star
rating for all types of reviews: specifically, posT/negF, negT/posF, and posD/negD for both
the hotels and electronics domains. Each review is tested in isolation; however, each batch
contains a balanced mix of pos and neg reviews. The most generic settings to replicate this
HIT are:
Template ................ TEST_SENTIMENT_guess_review_star_rating_final
Title ................... Read a short Review and guess the Star Rating
Description ............. Read a short Review and guess the Star Rating
Location ................ UNITED STATES
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Figure B.8: Screen shot of posD/negD Hotels HIT as seen on AMT.
Time allotted ........... 15min
Reward per assignment ... $0.02
Assignments per HIT ..... 10
Frame Height ............ 700
In Listing (B.8) on page 138, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to ask
on AMT for the predicted or expected star rating of a review. In Figure (B.9) on page 139,
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we present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.8: AMT-HTML guidelines for the sentiment test.
<ul>
< l i>
<p>This i s a <b> s c i e n t i f i c experiment</b> to determine whether people can <b>guess the s t a r
r a t i ng</b> corresponding to a wr i t t en review .</p>
</ l i>
< l i>
<p>The <b><u>c o r r e c t answer</u></b> to the f o l l ow ing ques t ion i s <b><u>a l ready known</u></b
> .</p>
</ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>Read the f o l l ow ing review :</p>
<p>&quot ; ${ review}&quot ;</p>
<p>How many s t a r s did i t s author g ive ?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”5” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 5 s t a r s (<b>best</b>)&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”4” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 4 s t a r s&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”3” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 3 s t a r s&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”2” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 2 s t a r s&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”1” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 1 s t a r (<b>worst</b>)&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”0” name=” s t a r s ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> This i s <b>NOT</b> a review&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
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<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i><b>opt i ona l</b> ; a bonus w i l l be
g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”2” cols=”66” name=” sugge s t i on s ”></textarea></p>
Figure B.9: Screen shot of the sentiment test HIT as seen on AMT.
B.2.2 Guidelines for testing lie detectability on posT/negT/posF/negF
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect guesses as to whether a review
is a lie or not. This task is performed for posT/negT/posF/negF reviews for both the hotels
and electronis domains but not for posD/negD reviews, which are fabrications. Each review
is tested in isolation; however, each batch contains a balanced mix of lying (i.e., F) and
truthful (i.e., T) reviews. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ TEST_LIE_OR_NOT_LIE_posT_negF_negT_posF_final
Title ................... Read a review and classify it
Description ............. Read a review and classify it
Location ................ UNITED STATES
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Time allotted ........... 15min
Reward per assignment ... $0.02
Assignments per HIT ..... 10
Frame Height ............ 700
In Listing (B.9) on page 140, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to ask
on AMT whether a review is truthful or a lie. In Figure (B.10) on page 141, we present a
screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.9: AMT-HTML guidelines for the “lie or nor lie” test.
<ul>
< l i>
<p>This i s a <b> s c i e n t i f i c experiment</b> to determine whether people can <b> i d e n t i f y l i e s<
/b> in wr i t t en rev iews .</p>
</ l i>
< l i>
<p>The <b><u>c o r r e c t answer</u></b> to the f o l l ow ing ques t ion i s <b><u>a l ready known</u></b
> .</p>
</ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>We asked customers to wr i t e reviews , e i t h e r r e f l e c t i n g t h e i r d i r e c t <b>expe r i ence</b> <u><b>
or l y i ng</b></u> about i t .</p>
<p>One o f them wrote the f o l l ow ing review :</p>
<p>&quot ; ${ review}&quot ;</p>
<p>Do you think that the person who wrote t h i s review <b> l i e d</b>?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”F” /><span class=”
answertext ”>the person l i e d&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”T” /><span class=”
answertext ”>the person did <u><b>not</b></u> l i e&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”0” /><span class=”
answertext ”>t h i s i s not a review&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
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<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i><b>opt i ona l</b> ; a bonus w i l l be
g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
Figure B.10: Screen shot of the “lie or not lie” test HIT as seen on AMT.
B.2.3 Guidelines for “fabricated” test
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect judgments regarding the au-
thenticity (i.e., fabrication) of the posD/negD for both the hotels and electronics domains.
Each review is tested in isolation; however, each batch contains a balanced mix of fake re-
views (i.e., posD/negD for which there is no prior knowledge of the object) and truthful
reviews. The most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ TEST_LIE_OR_NOT_LIE_posD_negD_plus_posT_negT_final
Title ................... Read a review and classify it
Description ............. Read a review and classify it
Location ................ UNITED STATES
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Time allotted ........... 15min
Reward per assignment ... $0.02
Assignments per HIT ..... 10
Frame Height ............ 700
In Listing (B.10) on page 142, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
ask on AMT whether a review was fabricated or not. In Figure (B.11) on page 143, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.10: AMT-HTML guidelines for the “fabricated” test.
<ul>
< l i>
<p>This i s a <b> s c i e n t i f i c experiment</b> to determine whether people ( i . e . , you ) can <b>
i d e n t i f y fake</b> vs . <b>authent i c</b> rev iews .</p>
</ l i>
< l i>
<p>The <b><u>c o r r e c t answer</u></b> to the f o l l ow ing ques t ion i s <b><u>a l ready known</u></b
> .</p>
</ l i>
</ul>
<hr />
<p>We asked people to e i t h e r wr i t e <b><u>f ake</u></b> ( i . e . , made up) rev iews about something <
b>they <u>don ’ t</u> know</b> or to wr i t e <b><u>authent i c</u></b> ( i . e . , t r u t h f u l ) rev iews
about something <b>they know</b> .</p>
<p>One o f them wrote the f o l l ow ing review :</p>
<p>&quot ; ${ review}&quot ;</p>
<p>Do you think t h i s review i s <b>f ake</b>?</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”F” /><span class=”
answertext ”> t h i s review i s <b>f ake</b>&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”T” /><span class=”
answertext ”> t h i s review i s <u><b>not</b></u> f ake ( i . e . , t h i s review i s <b>
authent i c</b>)&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” l i e ” value=”0” /><span class=”
answertext ”> t h i s i s not a review&nbsp ;<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
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</ table>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i><b>opt i ona l</b> ; a bonus w i l l be
g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
Figure B.11: Screen shot of the “fabricated” test HIT as seen on AMT.
B.2.4 Guidelines for quality test on Hotels
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect quality judgments for the hotels
domain for all types of reviews: specifically, posT/negF, negT/posF, and posD/negD. Each
review is tested in isolation as part of a unique batch of all hotel reviews. The most generic
settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ TEST_QUALITY_Hotels_posT_negF_negT_posF_posD_negD_final
Title ................... Read a review and judge its quality
Description ............. Read a review and judge its quality based on how useful,
informative, interesting and complete the review is.
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Location ................ UNITED STATES
Time allotted ........... 15min
Reward per assignment ... $0.02
Assignments per HIT ..... 10
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.11) on page 144, we present the HTML need to generate the HIT to ask
on AMT for judgments of the quality of a hotel review. In Figure (B.12) on page 145, we
present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.11: AMT-HTML guidelines for the judgments of the hotel review quality test.
<p>We asked people to wr i t e a review f o r a <b><u>HOTEL</u></b> , in the s t y l e o f those you f i nd
on l i n e .</p>
<p>They provided t h i s Hotel URL: <a href=”${url−c leaned }”>${url−o r i g i n a l }</a></p>
<p>They a l s o wrote the f o l l ow ing Hotel review :</p>
<p>&quot ; ${ review}&quot ;</p>
<p><b><u>Ver i fy</u></b> that the <b>hot e l review and URL correspond</b> to each other .</p>
<p>How would you <u><b>judge</b></u> the qua l i t y o f t h i s <b><u>review</u></b> and the work done
in wr i t i ng i t ?</p>
<p>Focus on how <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> , <b>u s e f u l</b> , <b> i n t e r e s t i n g</b> and <b>comprehensive</b>
the <b><u>review</u></b> i s .</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”5” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 5 − </span><span class=”answertext ”>(<b>best</b>) </span><span
class=”answertext ”>This ho t e l <b>review</b> i s r e a l l y in format ive , u se fu l ,
i n t e r e s t i n g and comprehensive .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”4” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 4<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”3” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 3<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”2” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 2<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
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<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”1” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 1 − </span><span class=”answertext ”>(<b>worst</b>) </span><span
class=”answertext ”>This ho t e l <b>review</b> i s almost u s e l e s s , not r e a l l y
in format ive , not i n t e r e s t i n g and d e f i n i t e l y not comprehensive .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” name=” qua l i t y ” value=”0” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 0 − Something went <u><b>WRONG</b></u> ( e . g . , <u>not a Hotel
review</u> , the URL doesn ’ t work , review and URL don ’ t match , e t c . )<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i><b>opt i ona l</b> ; a bonus w i l l be
g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea name=” sugge s t i on s ” cols=”66” rows=”2”></textarea></p>
Figure B.12: Screen shot of the hotel review quality test HIT as seen on AMT.
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B.2.5 Guidelines for quality test on electronic products
In this section we present the guidelines used to collect quality judgments for the elec-
tronics domain for all types of reviews: specifically, posT/negF, negT/posF, and posD/negD.
Each review is tested in isolation as part of a unique batch of all electronics reviews. The
most generic settings to replicate this HIT are:
Template ................ TEST_QUALITY_Electronics_posT_negF_negT_posF_posD_negD_final
Title ................... Read a review and judge its quality
Description ............. Read a review and judge its quality based on how useful,
informative, interesting and complete the review is.
Location ................ UNITED STATES
Time allotted ........... 15min
Reward per assignment ... $0.02
Assignments per HIT ..... 10
Frame Height ............ 900
In Listing (B.12) on page 146, we present the HTML needed to generate the HIT to
ask on AMT for judgments of the quality of an electronics product review. In Figure (B.13)
on page 148, we present a screen shot of this HIT on AMT.
Listing B.12: AMT-HTML guidelines for the judgments of the electronics review quality
test.
<p>We asked people to wr i t e a review f o r an <b><u>El e c t r on i c Product or Appliance</u></b> , in
the s t y l e o f those you f i nd on l i n e .</p>
<p>They provided t h i s product URL: <a href=”${url−c leaned }”>${url−o r i g i n a l }</a></p>
<p>They a l s o wrote the f o l l ow ing product review :</p>
<p>&quot ; ${ review}&quot ;</p>
<p><b><u>Ver i fy</u></b> that the <b>product review and URL correspond</b> to each other .</p>
<p>How would you <u><b>judge</b></u> the qua l i t y o f t h i s <b><u>review</u></b> and the work done
in wr i t i ng i t ?</p>
<p>Focus on how <b>i n f o rmat ive</b> , <b>u s e f u l</b> , <b> i n t e r e s t i n g</b> and <b>comprehensive</b>
the <b><u>review</u></b> i s .</p>
<table cellspacing=”4” cellpadding=”0” border=”0”>
<tbody>
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<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”5” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 5 − </span><span class=”answertext ”>(<b>best</b>) </span><span
class=”answertext ”>This product <b>review</b> i s r e a l l y in format ive , u se fu l ,
i n t e r e s t i n g and comprehensive .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”4” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 4<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”3” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 3<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”2” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 2<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”1” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 1 − </span><span class=”answertext ”>(<b>worst</b>) </span><span
class=”answertext ”>This product <b>review</b> i s almost u s e l e s s , not r e a l l y
in format ive , not i n t e r e s t i n g and d e f i n i t e l y not comprehensive .<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
<tr>
<td valign=” cente r ”><input type=” rad io ” value=”0” name=” qua l i t y ” /><span class=”
answertext ”> 0 − Something went <u><b>WRONG</b></u> ( e . g . , <u>not a product
review</u> , the URL doesn ’ t work , review and URL don ’ t match , e t c . )<br />
</span></td>
</ tr>
</tbody>
</ table>
<hr />
<p>Comments or sugge s t i on s f o r fu tu r e v e r s i on s o f t h i s HIT (<i><b>opt i ona l</b> ; a bonus w i l l be
g iven f o r e s p e c i a l l y h e l p f u l sugge s t i on s</ i>) :</p>
<p><textarea rows=”2” cols=”66” name=” sugge s t i on s ”></textarea></p>
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Figure B.13: Screen shot of the electronics review quality test HIT as seen on AMT.
Appendix C
How to: A Step by Step Corpus Creation
C.1 How to create the URLs for posD/negD
Listing C.1: How to create the URLs for posD/negD
# now t h a t we have some rev i ews , l e t ’ s e x t r a c t from tho s e t h e
# h o t e l s and p roduc t s URLs f o r t h e posD/negD ass i gnment s
# Example : REVIEWS posT negF Hote ls f ina l 21 Mar 2231
# determine what ’ s t h e f i e l d name f o r t h e URL in your f i l e
# do t h i s f o r each o f t h e main posT/negF , negT , posF f i l e s
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
posT negF Hotels /REVIEWS posT negF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2231 . csv −d
:
Answer . hote l−ur l
:
# Create a [ j s on ] f i l e t o map Answer . h o t e l−u r l t o ho t e l−u r l
# I t must be ’ h o t e l−ur l ’ b ecause i t i s e x p e c t e d f o r t h e HIT
$ cat posT negF Hotels URLs mapping . j son
{”Answer . hote l−ur l ” : ” hote l−ur l ”}
# e x t r a c t a l l t h e URLs from the f i l e w i th t h e r e v i ew s
# they are needed to c r e a t e t h e posD/negD ass i gnment s
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
posT negF Hotels /REVIEWS posT negF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2231 . csv −−f i e l d s−map
posT negF Hotels URLs mapping . j son −−output posT negF Hotels URLs . csv
# now you have in a csv f i l e a l l t h e URLs from t h i s ba t ch
# we need to sample 50% o f them to keep th e corpus ba l anced
# we a l s o s h u f f l e them , j u s t in case
$ u r l c l e a n e r . rb −−u r l s posT negF Hotels URLs . csv −−s h u f f l e −−dedup −−r e du c t i o n f a c t o r 68
# in posT negF Hote l s URLs c l eaned . c sv we have a reduced ,
# s h u f f l e d and norma l i z ed s e t o f URLs in c sv format ready
# to be used f o r anno ta t i n g posD negD Hote l s wi th posT negF URLs
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C.2 How to check for plagiarism
Listing C.2: How to check for plagiarism.
# f i n d a f i l e w i th r e v i ew s and e x t r a c t in one d i r e c t o r y a l l t h e
# re v i ew s . f i r s t o f a l l f i n d t h e name o f t h e a t t r i b u t e s w i th them
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d 2 f i l e s . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
posT negF Hotels /REVIEWS posT negF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2231 . csv −d
:
Answer . negF
Answer . posT
:
# now e x t r a c t t h o s e a t t r i b u t e s in s i n g l e s f i l e s ( weka compa t i b l e )
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d 2 f i l e s . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
posT negF Hotels /REVIEWS posT negF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2231 . csv −− f i e l d Answer . negF −−
output negF−ho t e l e s
# now you have as many f i l e s as t h e r ev i ew in Answer . negF
# rep ea t t h e same f o r posT
# now you can t e s t a l l o f t h e f o r p l a g i a r i sm
$ i s p l a g i a r i sm . rb −−d i r .
# the l i n e s marked as FAIL are l i k e l y to be cu t&pa s t e from the web
C.3 How to collect judgments for the sentiment test
Listing C.3: How to collect judgments for sentiment.
# a l l r e v i ew HITs r e t u rn p a i r s o f r e v i ew and we want bo th in t h i s t e s t ( i . e . , pos and neg )
# l e s t e x t r a c t bo th o f them us ing p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb
# we c r e a t e two mapping f i l e s f o r e x t r a c t i n g bo th pos and neg
$ cat negT Hotels review mapping . j son posF Hote ls review mapping . j son
{”Answer . negT” : ” review ”}
{”Answer . posF” : ” review ”}
# we then e x t r a c t a l l n e g a t i v e s
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
negT posF Hotels /REVIEWS negT posF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2232 . csv −−f i e l d s−map
negT Hotels review mapping . j son −−output negT Hote l s rev i ews . csv
# and we a l s o e x t r a c t a l l t h e p o s i t i v e
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb −−input ˜/PhD/data/ f ranco / originals from AMT/FINAL/
negT posF Hotels /REVIEWS negT posF Hotels f inal 21 Mar 2232 . csv −−f i e l d s−map
posF Hote ls review mapping . j son −−output posF Hote l s r ev i ews . csv
# now we have two csv f i l e s , one w i th a l l pos and one wi th a l l neg
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# l e t ’ s merge them
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rb −a posF Hote l s r ev i ews . csv −b negT Hote l s rev i ews . csv −−output
negT posF Hote l s rev iews . csv
# the f i l e n e gT po sF Ho t e l s r e v i ew s . c s v i s ready to be up loaded to AMT
# us ing t h e sen t imen t TEST SENTIMENT guess rev iew s tar ra t ing f ina l t emp l a t e
C.4 How to collect judgments for the “lie or not lie” test
Listing C.4: How to collect judgments for “lie or not lie”.
# l e t ’ s assume t h a t a l l t h e r e v i ew s are now in a csv f i l e , one t ype per f i l e
# P lea se see : How to c o l l e c t judgments f o r t h e sen t imen t t e s t
# the on l y t h i n g we need to do i s to merge t h e r i g h t f i l e s
# we dec i d ed to merge ( posT , posF ) and (negT , negF ) so t h a t t h e r e i s a 50%
# ba lanced T vs . F , bu t a l l r e v i ew s have t h e same p o l a r i t y
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rb −a negT Hote l s rev i ews . csv −b negF Hote l s r ev i ews . csv −o
negT negF Hote l s rev iews . csv
# we rep ea t e d t h e s e f o r a l l p a i r s and then dec i d ed to merge a l l Ho t e l s in one
# and a l l e l e c t r o n i c s in ano ther f i l e t o g ene ra t e a unique ” l i or not l i e ” f o r
# h o t e l s and one unique t a s k f o r e l e c t r o n i c s
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rb −a posT posF Hote l s rev iews . csv −b negT negF Hote l s rev iews .
csv −o posT negF negT posF Hote ls reviews . csv
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rb −a posT posF Elec t ron i c s r ev i ews . csv −b
negT negF Elec t ron i c s r ev i ews . csv −o posT negF negT posF Elect ron ic s rev iews . csv
C.5 How to run Weka
Listing C.5: How to classify using Weka
# assuming t h a t weka−i n pu t i s a d i r e c t o r y whose con t en t are
# d i r e c t o r i e s r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e document c l a s s e s ( e . g . , T and D)
# and t h a t in each d i r e c t o r y each document i s s t o r e d in a s e pa r a t e d f i l e
# we s t a r t by c on v e r t i n g such d i r e c t o r y in a AIFF f i l e
$ java weka . core . c onve r t e r s . TextDirectoryLoader −d i r weka−input > o . a r f f
# we then t rans form the s t r i n g s i n t o word v e c t o r s
# we use count s as f e a t u r e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n wi th up to 10000 f e a t u r e s
$ java weka . f i l t e r s . unsuperv i sed . a t t r i bu t e . StringToWordVector −C − i o . a r f f −o r . a r f f −W 10000
# we then t r a i n and t e s t u s ing a na i ve bayes c l a s s i f i e r
# us ing t h e f i r s t da ta e l ement as c l a s s and a 5 f o l d s c r o s s v a l i d a t i o n
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$ java weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . bayes . NaiveBayes −t r . a r f f −c f i r s t −x 5
# or a mu l t inomia l na i v e bayes
$ java weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . bayes . NaiveBayesMultinomial −t r . a r f f −c f i r s t −x 5
# or a d e c i s i o n t r e e ( i . e . , J48 )
$ java weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . t r e e s . J48 −t r . a r f f −c f i r s t −x 5
Appendix D
Scripts
D.1 url cleaner.rb
Listing D.1: url cleaner.rb: normalize and sample URLs for posD/negD assignments.
$ u r l c l e a n e r . rb
Desc r ip t i on :
This reads in a CSV f i l e with one column .
The column i s a l i s t o f URLs ( be s i d e s the f i r s t l i n e )
I t checks each URL and i t t r i e s to f i x i t .
I t produces a CSV f i l e with TWO columns . The f i r s t one
i s the new c lean URL for c l i c k s in <a>, whereas the
o r i g i n a l i s prese rved in the d i sp lay− column .
Usage : u r l c l e a n e r . rb −u posT negF Hotels URLs . csv −s −r 68
Options :
−u , −−u r l s=MANDATORY FILE . csv cvs f i l e with u r l s
−s , −−s h u f f l e i t w i l l s h u f f l e the URLs in output
−d , −−dedup i t w i l l dedupe the e n t r i e s
−r , −−r e du c t i o n f a c t o r [0−100]% keep the percentage you s p e c i f y
−c , −−c on f i g FILE . j son a JSON f i l e with a l l the parameters
D.2 project csv fields 2 file.rb
Listing D.2: project csv fields 2 file.rb: project and remap a set of attributes.
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb
Desc r ip t i on :
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Take as input a csv f i l e and a j son f i l e .
The f i r s t l i n e in the csv f i l e conta in s the a t t r i bu t e names
The j son conta ins the l i s t o f f i e l d s to copy and t h e i r mapping .
I t p r i n t s in to a s i n g l e csv f i l e the f i e l d s as s p e c i f i e d ,
with the new names .
Usage : p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e [ opt ions ]
Example :
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d s 2 f i l e . rb −−input . . / f ranco / originals from AMT/hote l−review−url−negT−
posF−17 02 −1903. csv −−f i e l d s−mapping negT review . j son −−output negT . csv
Example mapping f i l e :
{”Answer . hote l−ur l ” : ” u r l ” , ”Answer . negT” : ” review ”}
Options :
−i , −−input=MANDATORY FILE csv f i l e to read from
−o , −−output FILE csv f i l e to wr i t e in to
−f , −−f i e l d s−map=MANDATORY FILE a JSON f i l e with the f i e l d mapping
−d , −−disp lay−f i e l d s d i sp l ay the names o f a l l f i e l d s a v a i l a b l e
D.3 is plagiarism.rb
Listing D.3: is plagiarism.rb: verify that reviews are not cut-and-pasted from the web.
$ i s p l a g i a r i sm . rb
Desc r ip t i on :
This program takes as input a d i r e c t o r y .
Such a d i r e c t o r y conta ins only text f i l e s .
Each f i l e conta ins exac t l y 1 review .
I t t e s t s a l l o f them for p lag i a r i sm .
Usage : i s p l a g i a r i sm [ opt ions ]
Options :
−d , −−d i r=MANDATORY DIR d i r e c t o r y in which each f i l e i s a review
−m, −−max−rev iews REVIEWS max number o f rev iews to test ( de f : a l l )
−n , −−num−tokens NUM num of tokens to test ( de f : 2 0 )
−e , −−engine SEARCH ENGINE [ bing | goog le ] ( de f : bing )
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D.4 project csv field 2 files.rb
Listing D.4: project csv field 2 files.rb: project attribute content into distinct file.
$ p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d 2 f i l e s . rb
Desc r ip t i on :
Take as input a csv f i l e and a f i e l d name
and p ro j e c t each c e l l in that f i e l d
in to a d i s t i n c t txt f i l e with p r e f i x as s i gned .
Usage : p r o j e c t c s v f i e l d 2 f i l e s [ opt ions ]
Options :
−i , −−input=MANDATORY FILE csv f i l e to read from
−o , −−output FILE p r e f i x o f the output f i l e s
−f , −− f i e l d=MANDATORY NAME f i e l d name to p r o j e c t
−d , −−disp lay−f i e l d s d i sp l ay the names o f a l l f i e l d s a v a i l a b l e
D.5 merge and shuffle csv files.rb
Listing D.5: merge and shuffle csv files.rb: merge and shuﬄe two compatible csv files.
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rbDesc r ip t i on :
I t takes as input two csv f i l e s with the same number
o f columns and the same a t t r i bu t e names , and merges them .
I t then s h u f f l e s the output to mix th ings up .
Usage : m e r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s [ opt ions ]
Options :
−a , −−a=MANDATORY FILE . csv 1 s t csv f i l e to read from
−b , −−b=MANDATORY FILE . csv 2nd csv f i l e to read from
−o , −−output FILE . csv a csv f i l e to wr i t e to
Appendix E
Scripts Runs
E.1 Creating URLs for posD/negD assignments
Listing E.1: Run of url cleaner.rb to generate URLs for posD/negD Hotels.
# running t h e u r l s no rma l i z e r to :
# − sample a c e r t a i n pe r c en t a g e o f URLs
# − norma l i z e some o f t h e i l l f o rm e d URLs
# − drop th e i l l f o rm e d
# − e l im i n a t e d u p l i c a t e s
$ u r l c l e a n e r . rb −−u r l s negT posF Electronics URLs . csv −−r e du c t i o n f a c t o r 71 −−s h u f f l e −−dedup
=== Proces s ing ===
>>> Line [ 8 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. nuwaveoven . com/
[ 8 ] OUT http ://www. nuwaveoven . com
>>> Line [ 11 ] empty IN ””
OUT n i l
>>> Line [ 16 ] empty IN ””
OUT n i l
>>> Line [ 17 ] d i f f e r e n t IN www. amazon . com/Onkyo−HT−S3400−5−1−Channel−Theater−System/dp/
B004O0TRDI/
[ 15 ] OUT http ://www. amazon . com/Onkyo−HT−S3400−5−1−Channel−Theater−System/dp
/B004O0TRDI
>>> Line [ 20 ] d i f f e r e n t IN www. geapp l i ance s . com/
[ 18 ] OUT http ://www. geapp l i ance s . com
>>> Line [ 29 ] empty IN ””
OUT n i l
>>> Line [ 41 ] d i f f e r e n t IN www. samsung . com/ g l oba l / m i c r o s i t e / ga laxys2 /
[ 38 ] OUT http ://www. samsung . com/ g l oba l / m i c r o s i t e / ga laxys2
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>>> Line [ 60 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. shopki tchena id . com/ countertop−appl iances −1/blenders
−3/−%5BKSB560PK%5D−400110/KSB560PK/
[ 57 ] OUT http ://www. shopk i tchena id . com/ countertop−appl iances −1/blenders
−3/−%5BKSB560PK%5D−400110/KSB560PK
>>> Line [ 62 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. apple . com/ ipad/
[ 59 ] OUT http ://www. apple . com/ ipad
>>> Line [ 67 ] d i f f e r e n t IN www. buythebu l l e t . com/
[ 64 ] OUT http ://www. buythebu l l e t . com
>>> Line [ 71 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. usa . p h i l i p s . com/c/audio−system/dcm250 37/prd/en/
[ 68 ] OUT http ://www. usa . p h i l i p s . com/c/audio−system/dcm250 37/prd/en
>>> Line [ 78 ] d i f f e r e n t IN www. apple . com/ ipodtouch /
[ 75 ] OUT http ://www. apple . com/ ipodtouch
>>> Line [ 84 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. apple . com/macbookpro/
[ 81 ] OUT http ://www. apple . com/macbookpro
>>> Line [ 87 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. magicjack . com/
[ 84 ] OUT http ://www. magicjack . com
>>> Line [ 88 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. maytagat lant i swasher . com/
[ 85 ] OUT http ://www. maytagat lant i swasher . com
>>> Line [ 1 0 2 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http :// hoover . com/products / category / can i s t e r−vacuums/
[ 99 ] OUT http :// hoover . com/products / category / can i s t e r−vacuums
>>> Line [ 1 1 1 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. apple . com/ ipad/
[ 1 0 8 ] OUT http ://www. apple . com/ ipad
>>> Line [ 1 1 9 ] d i f f e r e n t IN http ://www. xbox . com/en−US/
[ 1 1 6 ] OUT http ://www. xbox . com/en−US
>>> De−duping be f o r e s h u f f l i n g ( showing normal ized )
− URL with dup l i c a t e s : http ://www. bestbuy . com/ s i t e /Beats+By+Dr.+Dre+−+Monster+Beats+Solo+
Over−the−Ear+Headphones+−+White /1232447.p? id=1218239488189& skuId=1232447& st=beats%20by
%20dre&cp=1&lp=12
− URL with dup l i c a t e s : http ://www. apple . com/ ipad
>>> Shu f f l i n g a l l URLs ( the l i n e order i s now d i f f e r e n t ) .
>>> Reducing URL l i s t −−−keeping 71.0%.
=== Stat s ===
num ur l s proces sed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
num ur l s be fo re reduct ion and dedup . . . . . . . . 116
num ur l s a f t e r dedup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
n um u r l s i n o u t f i l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
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num ur l s e l im ina t ed be cau s e o f r educ t i on . . . 34
num ur l s modi f i ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
num ur l s e l iminated because empty . . . . . . . . . . 3
num ur l s e l im inated because o f dedup . . . . . . . 2
=== Options ===
c o n f i g f i l e . . . . . . . . /Users / f ranco /PhD/data/ con f i g . j son
dedup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . true
f i l e w i t h u r l s . . . . . negT posF Electronics URLs . csv
o u t p u t f i l e . . . . . . . . negT posF Electronics URLs c leaned . csv
r e du c t i o n f a c t o r . . . 71 .0
s h u f f l e . . . . . . . . . . . . true
=== END ===
E.2 Testing for plagiarism
Listing E.2: Run of is plagiarism.rb to check for plagiarism in posT/negF Hotels.
# in the work ing d i r e c t o r y we have a l l t h e posT/negF s epa ra t e d in s i n g l e f i l e s
$ i s p l a g i a r i sm . rb −−d i r .
PASS => (1 ) negF−hote l s −000. txt => /”The Westin in St . Louis i s l o ca t ed in the cente r o f St .
Louis . The ho t e l was dingy and you can”/
PASS => (2 ) negF−hote l s −001. txt => /”My stay at the Aquarius was l i k e a nightmare ! F i r s t ,
l e t s s t a r t with the parking . I have a boat , as ”/
:
* FAIL => (26) negF−hote l s −025. txt => /”Afternoon Tea at The Peninsula was a fabu lous
expe r i ence . The s e r v i c e was everyth ing you would expect from a 5− s t a r hote l , ”/
:
* FAIL => (103) negF−hote l s −102. txt => /”Worst p lace I ’ ve ever stayed . We booked the room a few
days p r i o r to a r r i v a l but when we got there ”/
:
* FAIL => (108) negF−hote l s −107. txt => /” I have no negat ive comments about t h i s ho t e l . ”/
:
* FAIL => (146) posT−hote l s −025. txt => /”We decided to have l a t e evening c o c k t a i l s and de s s e r t
at The Liv ing room in the Peninsula , a f t e r a n i c e evening ”/
:
* FAIL => (223) posT−hote l s −102. txt => /”We stayed two n ight s here j u s t r e c en t l y & found the
p lace i t s e l f a great l o c a t i on . Yes , the room i s smal l ”/
:
PASS => (239) posT−hote l s −118. txt => /”We love s tay ing at the Hyatt ! We have two l i t t l e kids ,
so having an extra s i t t i n g room makes our time”/
PASS => (240) posT−hote l s −119. txt => /”Abso lute ly a great ho t e l f o r f am i l i e s ! The rooms are
spac ious , r e s t a r aun t s are very kid−f r i e nd l y , and the pool area i s gorgeous . ”/
Time take to run the test : 1427 sec .
Time taken to test 1 review : 5 .9 sec . ( i n c lud ing 5 sec . s l e ep )
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=== Spam test r e s u l t s ===
Pos s i b l e Cut&Paste Reviews 5
L ike ly Or i g ina l Reviews 235
Total Number o f Reviews 240
=== Se t t i ng s ===
num of tokes => 20
engine => Bing
d i r => .
max rev i ew to t e s t => a l l
E.3 Merging and shuﬄing csv files
Listing E.3: Run of merge and shuffle csv files.rb to merge negT/posF Hotel reviews.
$ me r g e a n d s h u f f l e c s v f i l e s . rb −a posF Hote l s r ev i ews . csv −b negT Hote l s rev i ews . csv −−output
negT posF Hote l s rev iews . csv
=== Stat s ===
F i l e ( a ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . po sF Hote l s r ev i ews . csv
F i l e (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . negT Hote l s rev i ews . csv
F i l e ( output ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . negT posF Hote l s rev iews . csv
Num of rows in ( a ) . . . . . . . . . 121
Num of rows in (b) . . . . . . . . . 121
Num of rows for ( output ) . . . 241
Num of rows in ( output ) . . . . 241
=== END ===
E.4 Replicating Cornell results using Weka
Listing E.4: Results of 5-fold cross validation on Cornell data using the Weka Na¨ıve Bayes
classifier
=== S t r a t i f i e d cross−va l i d a t i on ===
Correc t ly C l a s s i f i e d In s tance s 704 88 %
In c o r r e c t l y C l a s s i f i e d In s tance s 96 12 %
Kappa s t a t i s t i c 0 .76
Mean abso lute e r r o r 0 .1257
Root mean squared e r r o r 0 .3288
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Re la t ive abso lu te e r r o r 25.1369 %
Root r e l a t i v e squared e r r o r 65.7557 %
Total Number o f In s tance s 800
=== Confusion Matrix ===
a b <−− c l a s s i f i e d as
348 52 | a = MTurk
44 356 | b = TripAdvisor
Listing E.5: Results of 5-fold cross validation on Cornell data using the Weka Multinomial
Na¨ıve Bayes classifier
=== S t r a t i f i e d cross−va l i d a t i on ===
Correc t ly C l a s s i f i e d In s tance s 717 89.625 %
In c o r r e c t l y C l a s s i f i e d In s tance s 83 10.375 %
Kappa s t a t i s t i c 0 .7925
Mean abso lute e r r o r 0 .1167
Root mean squared e r r o r 0 .2973
Re la t ive abso lu te e r r o r 23.3438 %
Root r e l a t i v e squared e r r o r 59.4683 %
Total Number o f In s tance s 800
=== Confusion Matrix ===
a b <−− c l a s s i f i e d as
372 28 | a = MTurk
55 345 | b = TripAdvisor
Listing E.6: Results of 5-fold cross validation on each of the 51 corpus projection pairs
$ a l l c r a z y m l . rb
[ 1 ] T vs . D
Number o f rev iews in T 452
Number o f rev iews in D 603
Number o f tokens in T 52887
Number o f tokens in D 51752
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 67.49%
Naive Bayes 64.55%
J48 60.09%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in T 452
Number o f rev iews in D 452
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Number o f tokens in T 52887
Number o f tokens in D 39157
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 63.61%
Naive Bayes 60.62%
J48 57.74%
[ 2 ] T vs . F
Number o f rev iews in T 452
Number o f rev iews in F 439
Number o f tokens in T 52887
Number o f tokens in F 46706
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 42.54%
Naive Bayes 51.29%
J48 49.72%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in T 439
Number o f rev iews in F 439
Number o f tokens in T 50936
Number o f tokens in F 46706
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 42.71%
Naive Bayes 51.14%
J48 52.62%
[ 3 ] D vs . F
Number o f rev iews in D 603
Number o f rev iews in F 439
Number o f tokens in D 51752
Number o f tokens in F 46706
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 60.94%
Naive Bayes 58.25%
J48 53.65%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in D 439
Number o f rev iews in F 439
Number o f tokens in D 37742
Number o f tokens in F 46706
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 56.83%
Naive Bayes 56.15%
J48 55.01%
[ 4 ] Pos vs . Neg
Number o f rev iews in Pos 746
Number o f rev iews in Neg 748
Number o f tokens in Pos 71227
Number o f tokens in Neg 80118
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.43%
Naive Bayes 79.58%
J48 79.92%
Balancing :
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Number o f rev iews in Pos 746
Number o f rev iews in Neg 746
Number o f tokens in Pos 71227
Number o f tokens in Neg 79759
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 90.88%
Naive Bayes 79.09%
J48 80.29%
[ 5 ] PosT vs . PosD
Number o f rev iews in PosT 228
Number o f rev iews in PosD 304
Number o f tokens in PosT 25387
Number o f tokens in PosD 25079
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 64.66%
Naive Bayes 64.85%
J48 55.08%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosT 228
Number o f rev iews in PosD 228
Number o f tokens in PosT 25387
Number o f tokens in PosD 18772
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 61.40%
Naive Bayes 62.72%
J48 55.48%
[ 6 ] PosT vs . PosF
Number o f rev iews in PosT 228
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f tokens in PosT 25387
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 53.39%
Naive Bayes 52.71%
J48 53.39%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosT 214
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f tokens in PosT 24189
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 53.74%
Naive Bayes 54.44%
J48 55.84%
[ 7 ] PosT vs . NegT
Number o f rev iews in PosT 228
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f tokens in PosT 25387
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 90.27%
Naive Bayes 76.99%
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J48 73.01%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosT 224
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f tokens in PosT 24913
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 88.17%
Naive Bayes 75.00%
J48 70.76%
[ 8 ] PosD vs . PosF
Number o f rev iews in PosD 304
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f tokens in PosD 25079
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 57.34%
Naive Bayes 57.92%
J48 57.72%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosD 214
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f tokens in PosD 17403
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 59.58%
Naive Bayes 55.61%
J48 56.07%
[ 9 ] PosD vs . NegD
Number o f rev iews in PosD 304
Number o f rev iews in NegD 299
Number o f tokens in PosD 25079
Number o f tokens in NegD 26673
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 88.23%
Naive Bayes 79.60%
J48 75.46%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosD 299
Number o f rev iews in NegD 299
Number o f tokens in PosD 24647
Number o f tokens in NegD 26673
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.29%
Naive Bayes 79.60%
J48 76.09%
[ 10 ] PosF vs . NegF
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f rev iews in NegF 225
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Number o f tokens in NegF 25945
Accuracy :
164
Naive Bayes Multinomial 90.89%
Naive Bayes 77.90%
J48 75.40%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in PosF 214
Number o f rev iews in NegF 214
Number o f tokens in PosF 20761
Number o f tokens in NegF 24699
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.06%
Naive Bayes 79.67%
J48 76.87%
[ 11 ] NegT vs . NegD
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f rev iews in NegD 299
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Number o f tokens in NegD 26673
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 65.39%
Naive Bayes 65.77%
J48 56.41%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f rev iews in NegD 224
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Number o f tokens in NegD 20691
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 62.28%
Naive Bayes 60.49%
J48 58.26%
[ 12 ] NegT vs . NegF
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f rev iews in NegF 225
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Number o f tokens in NegF 25945
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 67.48%
Naive Bayes 57.46%
J48 57.46%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in NegT 224
Number o f rev iews in NegF 224
Number o f tokens in NegT 27500
Number o f tokens in NegF 25779
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 66.29%
Naive Bayes 56.92%
J48 59.38%
[ 13 ] NegD vs . NegF
Number o f rev iews in NegD 299
Number o f rev iews in NegF 225
Number o f tokens in NegD 26673
165
Number o f tokens in NegF 25945
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 57.06%
Naive Bayes 59.54%
J48 54.58%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in NegD 225
Number o f rev iews in NegF 225
Number o f tokens in NegD 20733
Number o f tokens in NegF 25945
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 55.78%
Naive Bayes 58.67%
J48 52.44%
[ 14 ] E l e c t r on i c s vs . Hote l s
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t r on i c s 744
Number o f rev iews in Hote l s 750
Number o f tokens in E l e c t r on i c s 71774
Number o f tokens in Hote l s 79571
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.80%
Naive Bayes 96.92%
J48 96.05%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t r on i c s 744
Number o f rev iews in Hote l s 744
Number o f tokens in E l e c t r on i c s 71774
Number o f tokens in Hote l s 78928
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.73%
Naive Bayes 96.77%
J48 96.03%
[ 15 ] E lec t ron i c sT vs . E lec t ron ic sD
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 222
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 301
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24772
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 23904
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 67.88%
Naive Bayes 64.44%
J48 59.85%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 222
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 222
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24772
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 17751
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 62.84%
Naive Bayes 60.14%
J48 60.14%
[ 16 ] E lec t ron i c sT vs . E l e c t ron i c sF
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 222
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Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 221
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24772
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 23098
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 39.50%
Naive Bayes 41.99%
J48 54.63%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 221
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 221
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24579
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 23098
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 39.14%
Naive Bayes 45.25%
J48 50.45%
[ 17 ] E lec t ron i c sT vs . HotelsT
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 222
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 230
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24772
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 28115
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.78%
Naive Bayes 97.57%
J48 95.13%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sT 222
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 222
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron i c sT 24772
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 26932
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.32%
Naive Bayes 95.72%
J48 94.82%
[ 18 ] E lec t ron ic sD vs . E l e c t ron i c sF
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 301
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 221
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 23904
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 23098
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 56.32%
Naive Bayes 57.28%
J48 57.28%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 221
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 221
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 17707
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 23098
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 50.45%
Naive Bayes 52.94%
J48 50.68%
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[ 19 ] E lec t ron ic sD vs . HotelsD
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 301
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 302
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 23904
Number o f tokens in HotelsD 27848
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.50%
Naive Bayes 95.69%
J48 93.86%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron ic sD 301
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 301
Number o f tokens in Elect ron ic sD 23904
Number o f tokens in HotelsD 27775
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.50%
Naive Bayes 96.18%
J48 94.68%
[ 20 ] E l e c t ron i c sF vs . HotelsF
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 221
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 23098
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.32%
Naive Bayes 96.81%
J48 93.85%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sF 218
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sF 22699
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.31%
Naive Bayes 97.02%
J48 93.35%
[ 21 ] E l e c t ron i c sPos vs . E lec t ron ic sNeg
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sPos 374
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sNeg 370
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sPos 34418
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron ic sNeg 37356
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.08%
Naive Bayes 74.06%
J48 75.00%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sPos 370
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sNeg 370
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sPos 33982
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron ic sNeg 37356
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.03%
Naive Bayes 75.54%
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J48 73.65%
[ 22 ] E l e c t ron i c sPos vs . HotelsPos
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sPos 374
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPos 372
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sPos 34418
Number o f tokens in HotelsPos 36809
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.87%
Naive Bayes 97.19%
J48 95.71%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in E l e c t ron i c sPos 372
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPos 372
Number o f tokens in E l e c t ron i c sPos 34200
Number o f tokens in HotelsPos 36809
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.87%
Naive Bayes 96.24%
J48 95.56%
[ 23 ] ElectronicsPosT vs . ElectronicsPosD
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 153
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11914
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 60.75%
Naive Bayes 58.49%
J48 60.00%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 8899
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 51.79%
Naive Bayes 55.36%
J48 52.23%
[ 24 ] ElectronicsPosT vs . Elect ron icsPosF
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 48.87%
Naive Bayes 47.06%
J48 49.32%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 109
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11111
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Accuracy :
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Naive Bayes Multinomial 52.75%
Naive Bayes 51.38%
J48 50.46%
[ 25 ] ElectronicsPosT vs . ElectronicsNegT
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.59%
Naive Bayes 75.68%
J48 68.92%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 110
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11182
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.45%
Naive Bayes 73.18%
J48 66.82%
[ 26 ] ElectronicsPosT vs . HotelsPosT
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 100.00%
Naive Bayes 97.37%
J48 93.86%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosT 112
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosT 11400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13699
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.55%
Naive Bayes 95.54%
J48 92.41%
[ 27 ] ElectronicsPosD vs . Elect ron icsPosF
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 153
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11914
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 48.85%
Naive Bayes 53.82%
J48 58.40%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 109
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 8707
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Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 51.83%
Naive Bayes 54.59%
J48 55.05%
[ 28 ] ElectronicsPosD vs . ElectronicsNegD
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 153
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11914
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 81.06%
Naive Bayes 71.10%
J48 74.09%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 148
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11472
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 80.41%
Naive Bayes 70.95%
J48 69.59%
[ 29 ] ElectronicsPosD vs . HotelsPosD
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 153
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11914
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.67%
Naive Bayes 95.72%
J48 96.05%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsPosD 11663
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.34%
Naive Bayes 96.03%
J48 92.38%
[ 30 ] Elect ron icsPosF vs . ElectronicsNegF
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 88.24%
Naive Bayes 70.14%
J48 73.76%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
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Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 109
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11606
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.61%
Naive Bayes 71.10%
J48 77.52%
[ 31 ] Elect ron icsPosF vs . HotelsPosF
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 109
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 11104
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 98.60%
Naive Bayes 95.79%
J48 92.52%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elect ron icsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in Elect ron icsPosF 10275
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 98.57%
Naive Bayes 97.62%
J48 92.86%
[ 32 ] E lec t ron ic sNeg vs . HotelsNeg
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sNeg 370
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNeg 378
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron ic sNeg 37356
Number o f tokens in HotelsNeg 42762
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.33%
Naive Bayes 97.06%
J48 94.25%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in Elec t ron i c sNeg 370
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNeg 370
Number o f tokens in Elec t ron ic sNeg 37356
Number o f tokens in HotelsNeg 41553
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.46%
Naive Bayes 96.76%
J48 93.92%
[ 33 ] ElectronicsNegT vs . ElectronicsNegD
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 68.99%
Naive Bayes 68.99%
J48 60.85%
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Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 9011
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 65.45%
Naive Bayes 66.82%
J48 61.36%
[ 34 ] ElectronicsNegT vs . ElectronicsNegF
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 60.81%
Naive Bayes 56.31%
J48 59.91%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11742
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 60.00%
Naive Bayes 56.36%
J48 59.55%
[ 35 ] ElectronicsNegT vs . HotelsNegT
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 98.21%
Naive Bayes 94.20%
J48 92.41%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegT 110
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegT 13372
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 13603
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 98.18%
Naive Bayes 96.36%
J48 95.00%
[ 36 ] ElectronicsNegD vs . ElectronicsNegF
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 53.08%
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Naive Bayes 56.54%
J48 59.23%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 112
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 9110
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 48.66%
Naive Bayes 52.23%
J48 51.34%
[ 37 ] ElectronicsNegD vs . HotelsNegD
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 151
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14683
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.00%
Naive Bayes 95.32%
J48 94.31%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegD 148
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 148
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegD 11990
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14451
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.32%
Naive Bayes 94.59%
J48 95.95%
[ 38 ] ElectronicsNegF vs . HotelsNegF
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.56%
Naive Bayes 97.78%
J48 94.67%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in ElectronicsNegF 112
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 112
Number o f tokens in ElectronicsNegF 11994
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13847
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 99.55%
Naive Bayes 98.21%
J48 91.07%
[ 39 ] HotelsT vs . HotelsD
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 230
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 302
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 28115
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Number o f tokens in HotelsD 27848
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 68.42%
Naive Bayes 62.78%
J48 55.64%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 230
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 230
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 28115
Number o f tokens in HotelsD 21312
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 67.17%
Naive Bayes 60.22%
J48 54.13%
[ 40 ] HotelsT vs . HotelsF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 230
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 28115
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 46.65%
Naive Bayes 55.13%
J48 52.01%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsT 218
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in HotelsT 26612
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 42.43%
Naive Bayes 55.73%
J48 50.46%
[ 41 ] HotelsD vs . HotelsF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 302
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in HotelsD 27848
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 67.88%
Naive Bayes 62.88%
J48 55.58%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsD 218
Number o f rev iews in HotelsF 218
Number o f tokens in HotelsD 20072
Number o f tokens in HotelsF 23608
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 65.14%
Naive Bayes 61.93%
J48 54.13%
[ 42 ] HotelsPos vs . HotelsNeg
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPos 372
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Number o f rev iews in HotelsNeg 378
Number o f tokens in HotelsPos 36809
Number o f tokens in HotelsNeg 42762
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 93.47%
Naive Bayes 84.27%
J48 82.93%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPos 372
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNeg 372
Number o f tokens in HotelsPos 36809
Number o f tokens in HotelsNeg 41682
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 94.49%
Naive Bayes 84.95%
J48 84.14%
[ 43 ] HotelsPosT vs . HotelsPosD
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 65.54%
Naive Bayes 66.29%
J48 59.18%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 116
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 9982
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 62.07%
Naive Bayes 65.52%
J48 60.78%
[ 44 ] HotelsPosT vs . HotelsPosF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 59.73%
Naive Bayes 61.09%
J48 52.04%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 105
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 12805
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 53.81%
Naive Bayes 59.05%
J48 56.19%
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[ 45 ] HotelsPosT vs . HotelsNegT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.30%
Naive Bayes 81.74%
J48 76.52%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 114
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13852
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.54%
Naive Bayes 79.39%
J48 72.37%
[ 46 ] HotelsPosD vs . HotelsPosF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 66.80%
Naive Bayes 62.89%
J48 57.42%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 105
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 8851
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 70.00%
Naive Bayes 64.76%
J48 58.57%
[ 47 ] HotelsPosD vs . HotelsNegD
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14683
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.38%
Naive Bayes 81.46%
J48 80.13%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14683
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.38%
Naive Bayes 81.46%
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J48 80.13%
[ 48 ] HotelsPosF vs . HotelsNegF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.66%
Naive Bayes 82.57%
J48 80.73%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 12379
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 93.81%
Naive Bayes 84.29%
J48 80.00%
[ 49 ] HotelsNegT vs . HotelsNegD
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14683
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 61.51%
Naive Bayes 58.87%
J48 55.09%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 114
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 11358
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 59.21%
Naive Bayes 55.26%
J48 53.07%
[ 50 ] HotelsNegT vs . HotelsNegF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 114
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14128
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 63.00%
Naive Bayes 61.23%
J48 66.52%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegT 113
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegT 14040
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
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Naive Bayes Multinomial 65.93%
Naive Bayes 64.16%
J48 60.62%
[ 51 ] HotelsNegD vs . HotelsNegF
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 151
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 14683
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 61.74%
Naive Bayes 60.98%
J48 53.41%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegD 113
Number o f rev iews in HotelsNegF 113
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegD 11268
Number o f tokens in HotelsNegF 13951
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 56.64%
Naive Bayes 55.31%
J48 57.96%
Listing E.7: Results of 5-fold cross validation on Cornell vs. our corpus, only on balanced
datasets
$ compar i ng aga in s t c o rn e l l . rb
[ 1 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=true sourceURL=posT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 64
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 5783
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.93%
Naive Bayes 86.42%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 64
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 64
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 5783
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 6851
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.41%
Naive Bayes 82.81%
[ 2 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=true sourceURL=posT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 64
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Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 5783
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.07%
Naive Bayes 81.47%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 64
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 64
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 5783
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 6858
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 77.34%
Naive Bayes 71.09%
[ 3 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=posT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 77
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 7027
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.00%
Naive Bayes 83.44%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 77
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 77
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 7027
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 8618
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 90.91%
Naive Bayes 81.17%
[ 4 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=posT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 77
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 7027
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.12%
Naive Bayes 77.57%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 77
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 77
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 7027
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 8123
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Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 74.03%
Naive Bayes 73.38%
[ 5 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=true sourceURL=negT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 60
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 4991
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.39%
Naive Bayes 85.00%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 60
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 60
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 4991
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 6468
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.67%
Naive Bayes 84.17%
[ 6 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=true sourceURL=negT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 60
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 4991
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.61%
Naive Bayes 83.48%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 60
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 60
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 4991
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 6369
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 81.67%
Naive Bayes 74.17%
[ 7 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=negT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 74
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 6138
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
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Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.65%
Naive Bayes 84.39%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 74
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 74
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 6138
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 8220
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.89%
Naive Bayes 83.11%
[ 8 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=negT
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 74
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 6138
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.23%
Naive Bayes 83.12%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 74
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 74
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 6138
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 7913
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 82.43%
Naive Bayes 78.38%
[ 9 ] Hote l sPosT vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.43%
Naive Bayes 84.69%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 116
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 13755
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.38%
Naive Bayes 84.91%
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[ 10 ] Hote l sPosT vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.24%
Naive Bayes 84.88%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 116
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 12896
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 83.62%
Naive Bayes 79.74%
[ 11 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 124
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 10774
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 87.60%
Naive Bayes 83.97%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 124
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 124
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 10774
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 14760
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.94%
Naive Bayes 86.29%
[ 12 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 124
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 10774
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 82.44%
Naive Bayes 79.20%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 124
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Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 124
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 10774
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 14047
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 84.68%
Naive Bayes 75.00%
[ 13 ] Hote l sPosF vs Corne l lPosT D st r i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 83.76%
Naive Bayes 84.75%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 11776
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.86%
Naive Bayes 87.14%
[ 14 ] Hote l sPosF vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=true sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.53%
Naive Bayes 84.55%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 11751
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.71%
Naive Bayes 75.24%
[ 15 ] Hote l sPosT vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=fa lse sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
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Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.43%
Naive Bayes 84.69%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 116
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 13755
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 91.38%
Naive Bayes 84.91%
[ 16 ] Hote l sPosT vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.24%
Naive Bayes 84.88%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosT 116
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 116
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosT 13987
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 12896
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 83.62%
Naive Bayes 79.74%
[ 17 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosT D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.75%
Naive Bayes 82.40%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 17929
Accuracy :
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Naive Bayes Multinomial 93.05%
Naive Bayes 84.44%
[ 18 ] Hote l sPosD vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=fa l se sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 81.85%
Naive Bayes 78.40%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosD 151
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 151
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosD 13165
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 16961
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 83.77%
Naive Bayes 79.80%
[ 19 ] Hote l sPosF vs Corne l lPosT D st r i c t=fa l se sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 49651
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 83.76%
Naive Bayes 84.75%
Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosT 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosT 11776
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 92.86%
Naive Bayes 87.14%
[ 20 ] Hote l sPosF vs Corne l lPosD D str i c t=fa lse sourceURL=any
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 400
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 46437
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 86.53%
Naive Bayes 84.55%
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Balancing :
Number o f rev iews in HotelsPosF 105
Number o f rev iews in CornellPosD 105
Number o f tokens in HotelsPosF 9657
Number o f tokens in CornellPosD 11751
Accuracy :
Naive Bayes Multinomial 85.71%
Naive Bayes 75.24%
Appendix F
Writers with an excess of D reviews
F.1 Turker IDs per corpus label with count greater than one
Listing F.1: Full list of Turkers IDs per corpus label with counts greater than one
22 A65MTO022E31N, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
22 A65MTO022E31N, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
9 ANMB2F9PQBPCB, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
9 ANMB2F9PQBPCB, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
9 A2ARHK50FQ79YC, Hotels , pos ,D
9 A2ARHK50FQ79YC, Hotels , neg ,D
9 A162VJ09NZF73C , Hotels , pos ,D
9 A162VJ09NZF73C , Hotels , neg ,D
7 A15A09BRS1Q8W0, Hotels , pos ,D
7 A15A09BRS1Q8W0, Hotels , neg ,D
6 A3CHMSEJ5NIC0K, Hotels , pos ,D
6 A3CHMSEJ5NIC0K, Hotels , neg ,D
5 ALW2OXDNCJTMX, Hotels , pos ,D
5 ALW2OXDNCJTMX, Hotels , neg ,D
5 A3USJ4PN66B5RT, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A3USJ4PN66B5RT, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
5 A3F0HGDVBC0D7R, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A3F0HGDVBC0D7R, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
5 A3A3BNWBGNQ7HF, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A3A3BNWBGNQ7HF, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
5 A38XP0388IIT4Z , E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A38XP0388IIT4Z , E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
5 A1WSVBTK1QYFWT, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A1WSVBTK1QYFWT, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
5 A15A09BRS1Q8W0, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
5 A15A09BRS1Q8W0, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
4 AAE9H4ZIKQS37 , Hotels , pos ,D
4 AAE9H4ZIKQS37 , Hotels , neg ,D
4 A2VKOIEIF8R3DD, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
4 A2LZEZRMA1E51U, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
4 A2LZEZRMA1E51U, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
3 AUMBAR9GFLJEV, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
3 AUMBAR9GFLJEV, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
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3 AO7LR78M2ZOGP, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
3 AO7LR78M2ZOGP, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
3 ANFOANVH009SI, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
3 ANFOANVH009SI, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
3 A3DL85GOLLTO39, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
3 A3DL85GOLLTO39, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
3 A39O2ZP1VVRCVQ, Hotels , pos ,D
3 A39O2ZP1VVRCVQ, Hotels , neg ,D
3 A2VKOIEIF8R3DD, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 AUMBAR9GFLJEV, Hotels , pos ,D
2 AUMBAR9GFLJEV, Hotels , neg ,D
2 ANKSV2B42XPXI, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 AKYOAY5MOJUVJ, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 AKYOAY5MOJUVJ, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 AK6SAX7WCUU8E, Hotels , pos ,D
2 AK6SAX7WCUU8E, Hotels , neg ,D
2 ACF1GODKEYHFG, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 ACF1GODKEYHFG, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A85T1LGXNVR0M, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A85T1LGXNVR0M, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A818A5W40N8IM, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A818A5W40N8IM, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A3TITMFV68QDW3, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A3TITMFV68QDW3, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A3QFIVREY06CIY, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A3QFIVREY06CIY, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A3Q6J6IB9UHCJ1 , Hotels , pos ,D
2 A3Q6J6IB9UHCJ1 , Hotels , neg ,D
2 A3Q6J6IB9UHCJ1 , E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A3Q6J6IB9UHCJ1 , E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A3OVLABL48C0AM, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A3OVLABL48C0AM, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A3MXBR3M2CUX07, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A3MXBR3M2CUX07, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A3IL1LSYXFPL5D, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A3IL1LSYXFPL5D, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A3I6IVZ85TTIQS , E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A3I6IVZ85TTIQS , E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A35QEPN5TFQPGV, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A35QEPN5TFQPGV, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A354WRS1F50OLY, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A354WRS1F50OLY, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A2RY7L131K4C8F , E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A2RY7L131K4C8F , E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A2OPYZ19B3URZE, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A2OPYZ19B3URZE, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A2H08QHKP1KG9A, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A2H08QHKP1KG9A, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A2CMC73NTV72B2, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A2CMC73NTV72B2, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A27OXERPMZ0WT9, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A27OXERPMZ0WT9, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A1S9SDPO8Y1STV, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A1S9SDPO8Y1STV, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A1Q43CDS17Z98J , Hotels , pos ,D
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2 A1Q43CDS17Z98J , Hotels , neg ,D
2 A1Q1U9WUFK0NH3, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A1Q1U9WUFK0NH3, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A1JV4N8GH8WLMX, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A1JV4N8GH8WLMX, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A1BYYZGAKFM8A3, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A1BYYZGAKFM8A3, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A1BB9W5LTP3OAX, Hotels , pos ,D
2 A1BB9W5LTP3OAX, Hotels , neg ,D
2 A1975S0IQXI6FS , Hotels , pos ,D
2 A1975S0IQXI6FS , Hotels , neg ,D
2 A16L6WVWWHYZCR, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A16L6WVWWHYZCR, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A16JCXX8I2HXBO, E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A16JCXX8I2HXBO, E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
2 A12FL7OBESS87C , E l e c t r on i c s , pos ,D
2 A12FL7OBESS87C , E l e c t r on i c s , neg ,D
